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Abstract 

This thesis examines the rehabilitation of western Gennany from a totalitarian enemy to 

a democratic partner involved in a military alliance. Previous accounts of German 

remilitarization focus almost exclusively on the growing Cold War tensions after 1945 and argue 

that the Korean War acted as the prirnary catalyst infïuencing the birth of the Bundeswehr. 

These historians hypothesize that the four occupying powers largely demilitarized their respective 

zones of occupation. This thesis evaluates this orthodox argument using the perspectives offered 

by post-revisionist economic historians. These historias demonstrate that Gennany's industrial 

infrastmciure suffered far less destruction through bombing and reparations than understood in 

the ùnmediate postwar penod and that G e m  industria1 capacity remained higher in 1946 than 

before the Second World War. 

General Lucius D. CIay and the American State Department accepted the need for an 

early modification of the occupational poiicy developed in Joint Chiefs of Staff 1067 and at the 

Potsdam Conference owing largely to the high costs of the enterprise. The Americans placed 

Germany on the path towards the economic "miracle" of the 1950s. This thesis argues that diese 

changes in deindustriaiization also irnpacted the more traditional diplornatic and military 

functions of the funire West Gemiany. West Germany maintained a rnilitary potential despite 

the policy of demilitarization. American difficulties with the Soviets during this period later 

intensified efforts at rehabilitating Germany, 



Introduction: Industry and the Military 

The Wehrmacht capitulateci to the Allies on 8 May 1945. German military defeat ended 

Adolf Hitler's grasp at world power and the war left the Ttiird Reich and much of Europe a 

heap of rubble. American General Lucius D. Clay's fmt impression of Gennany immediately 

d e r  the conflict recorded that the "destruction was unbelievably massive and distnbuted 

throughout Germany as a whole. We were already forced with the problem of getting food to 

many of the cities and getting transportation going" .' The victorious Allies also hoped to impose 

an arnbitious postwar prograrn on a vanquished Germany in order to destroy the future capacity 

of Germany to again plunge the world into war. The extent of wartime desuuction and the 

totality of the Allied military occupation implied chat Germany could not skirt disarmament afier 

the Second World War as it had afier the first. Clay stated plainly that there "was no German 

govemment. We were it. Absolute and sovereignn.' A Gennan army no longer exited. 

The possibility of a reborn German army arose after a relatively brief five years of 

occupation. Chancellor Konrad Adenauer of the newly formed West German government issued 

a mernorandun on 29 August 1950 advoating the remilitarization of West Germany in order 

to fort@ the limited American and British occupationai forces against a potential military 

offensive by the Soviet   ni on.^ German General a. D. Heusinger later stated on 21 October 

1953 that Germany represented the frontline in a potential European war with the Soviet Union. 

German remilitarimion could help guarantee the safety of the democratic world.' The West 

German Bundeswehr took up arms in defence of the West five years later. Gerald Livingston 

argues that the Bundeswehr eventually developed into the "best fighting force in Europe" and 

that "it provides the single Iargest contribution to the North Atlantic Alliance's contingents in 

the most critical ana, the so-called central frontn .' Actual German remilitarization occurred a 

decade after the Allies entered G e m y  intent on permanent and total disaniament. What had 

happened to Allied resolve? 

This thesis addresses an Unbalance in explaining the extraordinary shifi in American 

perceptions of the Gerrnan state and military from that of enemy to necessary ally . Any new 

smdy requires justification in view of the deluge of literanire explaining the reorganization of 



a West Gennan military and generally al1 aspects of the rebirth of the German state from the 

perspective of American and British occupational policy. Historians tend to neglect the slow 

diachronie transformation in Arnerican civil-military conceptions and the working definitions 

of German disarmament throughout the immediate postwar. This thesis focuses attention on the 

spectacular evolution of American civil-rnilitary policy into accepting an early positive role for 

Gennan industry. 

Historians of the Bundeswehr point to the fullscale outbreak of the Cold War in the early 

1950s and active Arnerican rniIitary participation in the Korean war to explain the sudden switch 

in favour of Gennan assistance in a defensive alliance with the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization WATO] against the Soviet Uniom6 John W. Young for exarnple points out that 

"German rearmament had been pressed on NATO States by the Arnericans in September 1950, 

at the height of the Korean War crisis, and was seen by US military planners as a vital rnove 

to counter the Red Amy's strength in Europe.' Historians therefore view the rearrnament of 

Germany in the 1950s from the orthodox or revisionist perspective of the growing American- 

Soviet conflict.' The Cold War tensions initiated the dernand for West and East German 

remilitarization. 

Current post-revisionist conceptions bring a measure of detachment into historical 

understanding of the postwar that moves away from the "polemics of Soviet-American rivalryn .9 

Post-revisionist Historians attempt the examination of countries other than the United States and 

Soviet Union and offer a series of conclusion which generate interest in reappraising the decision 

to unleash Geman military potential." Post-revisionist historians such as Anne Deighton point 

out that "economic leverage and military might in both conventional and nuclear forces did not 

yet dominate international relations, for this was a period when the arts of diplomacy and 

negotiation held sway, while the lessons of war were digested and the shape of the peace 

decided"." General American belief in a potential war widi the Soviet Union did not solidi@ 

until after 1947 since American strategic thinking still perceived of the Soviet threat as "much 

more psychological and economic than military in naturen. '* 
Anne Deighton, in agreement wifh Reiner Pomrnerin and Saki Dockrill, argues that the 
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postwar victors still viewed Gemiany as "the object of great power diplomacy" and that 

"international tension between East and West was heightened by a mutual fear of a resurgence 

of German power" ." The solution to the "Germa. problem" in the imrnediate postwar. as 

pointed out by Woffgang Krieger, remained the elimination of the Ruhr chernical and steel 

industries in order to destroy a German military potential." The elimination or total control of 

German military ability through industriai control represented a fked characteristic of American 

postwar conceptions and therefore historical analysis. 

This understandable explanation undoubtedly derives from a misplaced belief in the 

monolithic nature of American postwar policy and a singular almost simplistic definition of 

official American views c o n c e d g  demilitarization and deindustriaiization. This thesis artemp ts 

to correct this over-simplification through the investigation of the significant changes forced on 

American civil-military policy between 1945-1947 intendeci for the successful administration of 

Gennany. The conclusions reached rnirror John GimbeI's unsubstantiated daim that the "United 

States never seriously promoted a policy leading to a completely de-militarized Germany" in 

order to "build up industrial, transport, and communications facilities, which are essential for 

the production of coai required in Western Europe and for the provision of minimum food and 

other essentiai supplies".'.' Gimbel unfortunately renirns to the "orthodox opinion" in subsequent 

texts and argues against a generous Arnerican revision of deindustriali~ation.'~ 

Scholars can place blarne for working with a rigid concept of total demilitarization on 

the remarkably clear American civil-military priorities of the postwar and the visible destruction 

of Germany. While the Germans lacked any real options in the postwar period other than 

bowing to Allied wiI1, the Arnericans faced an altogether different situation. Total Allied 

military victory afforded the opportunity to remould Germany in order to correct the rnistakes 

of Versailles and prevent yet another revanchist war by Germany. The requirements for funire 

peace were initially thought to be simple. Secretary of the Treasury Henry I. Morgenthau 

argued that ensuring future security plainly necessitated "the wmplete demilitarization of 

Germany in the shonest possible period of time after surrender"." Germany had shown itself 

incapable of behaving responsibly even with the limited amy granted at Versailles. The total 
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destruction of German military potential characterized an important Allied postwar objective 

throughout the f d  days of the Second World War and long into the occupation of Germany. 

With total Gemian demilitarization looming as a large component of any postwar 

settlement, in some ways approaching a moral crusade, to question the success of the operation 

might appear futile and meaningless. The Arnericans officially sanctioned a policy of continua1 

western German demobilization throughout the imrnediate postwar. The initial discussions 

between Clay's successor John J. McCloy and Adenauer in July 1949 firmly repeated the 

apparently entrenched Arnerican policy "to keep Gemiany deprived of the means of waging war, 

so that the country will not be a threat to the independence of other nations or to the peace of 

the world" ." The hypothesis that the actual effects of demilitarization deviated fiom such clearly 

elucidated intentions therefore appears crudely simplistic and therefore speculative. 

The rigidity of Arnerican official opinion should not impact the range of questions asked 

by the historia.. How closely did what was achieved correspond to what the Americans had set 

out to do in May 1945? The total eradication of a German army and military potential remained 

a prirnary official American postwar a h  in Germany until the Korean war. Wehrmacht officers 

and men faced irnprisonment and the victors confiscated the articles of war and forbade al1 

German armament production. The theoretical assumption of total postwar German 

demilitarization therefore assumes that the Bundeswehr represented a complete break with the 

traditions of the past. 

Historicai inquiry into the origins of the Bundeswehr discredits what roughly appears as 

the discontinuity thesis. Catherine M. Kelleher argues that the West Gerrnan focus on Primat 

der Aussen~oiitik highlights that "there was as  much evidence of continuity with the German 

military past as of broad new initiatives in stmcture and fun~tion".'~ The builders of a westem 

Gerrnan military faced organizational problems endemic to al1 other areas of German Society. 

A new West Gerrnan army required the services of those who had performed a sirnilar function 

in the Nazi p s t .  Donald Abenheim describes this phenonenon as a struggle between 

" reformersu and " traditionalists " 

Considerable historical attention focuses on the largely abortive Allied attempts to 



denazify and decartelize Germany owing to similar reasons. The victors hoped to remove the 

Nazis from positions of power and break the Iarge Gennan industrial concerns into smaller and 

l e s  threatening organizations prior to the birth of West G e m y  in 1949. The American 

Congress ended the denazification program shortly after the Soviet Union declared eastern 

Germany officially denazifieci in Febniary 1948." Historians such as Tom Bower however point 

to severe handicaps and a lack of resolve in deaiing with rnany of the war cri min al^.^ Public 

opinion surveys of National Socialist sympathy within the German population actually indicated 

growing support for the outlawed political principles between 1945 and 1948.~ 

Regarding the deconcentration of Gerrnan industry, Christoph Klessmann points out that 

the Allies failed in disrnantling the highiy centrdized Gennan banking stmctures." Volker R. 

Berghahn convincingly argues that German industrialists effectively stymied even the later 

Amencan policy of "limiteci' deconcentrati~n.~ H.L. Wuermelhg observed the infiltration of 

German business and industry by former Nazis and generals and maintains that certain 

controversial "elite groups.. .do in fact exist to this day " ." These examples of historical research 

into the apparent failure of at Ieast portions of American and British postwar plans highlight a 

complex reality ofien hidden by the showpiece Nuremberg trials and executions and the 

demobilization and internment of the German army. 

It is however doubtful to assume that the quadripartite postwar policies prociairned by 

the individual victors or in concert were uniformly and successfully executed according to the 

exact definitions enunciated. Quadripartite policy of course never achieved the singularity of 

purpose found in the discussions of Yalta or Potsdam. The Allies quickly agreed to the need 

for denazi fication and decartel izat ion but they employ ed very di fferent de finitions of these 

compIicated ternis. A uniforrn conception of postwar Gerrnany hardly existeâ. The Allies were 

divided into various factions depending on their priorities at particular moments. The postwar 

German conception was never constant even within the min& of the particular occupying 

powers. Christoph Klessmann therefore characterizes the events after 1945 as an "open 

situation" largely represented by a "policy of ambivalencen .n The American transformation of 

decartelization into a limited demand for the substitution of cartels with an oligopolistic system 



modelled after the Arnerican system stands in stark contrast to the Soviet obliteration of the 

German industrial hierarchy . 

Did policy ambivalence impact on American handling of German demilitarization? The 

historiographical evidence of postwar developments strongly suggests that the transformation in 

demilitarization policy rests exclusively in step with the growing Cold War. Gennan historians 

concerned with the redevelopment of a German military, in particular the German 

Militaergeschichtliches Forschunasamt, agree with their Amencan counterparts that the 

Bundeswehr's emergence by 1955 depended on the diplornatic tum against the Soviet Union after 

1950 and especially the Korean war." German military historians in fact proceed from the 

premise that the Allies totally demilitarized the new West German state thmugh the wholesale 

liquidation of the Wehrmacht and German arrnaments indus try .3 

After citing the American provisions for demilitarization found in the primary postwar 

military govenunent directive or Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) 1067, historian Georg Meyer states 

that the operation succeeded in its "totality".' Even the Amencan use of Wehrmacht officers 

and men in capacities ranging from truck dnvers to intelligence organizations such as 

"Organisation Gehlenw or generally in the Dienstgruppen "did not ever constitute the nucleus of 

a West German defence contribution" against the Soviet  nio on.^' Georg Wettig explains the 

postwar cleansing of Germany as a clean sweep whereby even the traditional German police 

srructures were refomed in pursuit of permanent G e m  pacificatiomn Ulrich de Maiziere 

states that the possibility of remilitarization remained closed throughout the six years of the 

occupation until after the outbreak of the Korean war and the 1952 French offer to include 

Gerrnany in a European defensive organization against possible Soviet aggression." Although 

Wettig represents an exception, these historians largely ignore the four years after 1945 and 

therefore focus almost exclusively on the period afier the birth of the Bundesrepublik in 1949. 

The years pnor to that date in their view substantiate the hiIl execudon of the policy of 

demilitarization. The genesis of a new Gerrnan military remained inextricabIy bound to the Cold 

War . 

The traditional interpretation of demilitarization however fails to account for certain 
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realities in postwar Germany and how a pragmatic and flexible American policy adjusted to the 

changing prioritiu of occupation. The degree io which American conceptions of postwar 

Gerrnany were shaped by industrial chaos afier 1945 is sorely missing in the accounts of 

particularly German military historians. Changes in the extent of disarmament forced substantial 

modifications in the meanhg of the word that were hody debated by contemporaries. 

Saki Doclcrill points out that historians "have reached a consensus rhat the Cold War was 

not the sole explanation for the course which Western policy followed after 1945"? Dockrill 

lists such additionaI factors as the European fear of decline in relation to the United States and 

Soviet Union in addition to the "crucial question of the future status of Gennany as a divided 

or reunified country" .= Econornic historian Alan S. Milward argues that European nations were 

driven by an "institutionalized pattern of economic interdependence which did serve the separate 

national interests of the countries concerned and which laid the basis of a successfuI 

reconstniction and a durable peace"? The Cold War or even American interference hardly 

impacted this process. European reconstruction depended on an economically viable Germany 

and Milward demonstrates that recovery in that state "was already underway in 1945".37 

Volker R. Berghahn recently recorded that the state of research in German economic 

reconstruction "is far l e s  satisfactory than ... our knowledge of West Gennan reconstruction 

from a politicai perspe~tive".~ This phenomenon seerns dl  the more surprishg since Werner 

Abels hauser and Milward have s h o w  considerable weaknesses in the arguments granting the 

United States responsibility for European and G e m  postwar reconstr~ction.~~ Jeffrey M. 

Diefendorf highlights how the Germans themselves reconstmcted their destroyed cities without 

American assistance." Berghahn points out the simple fact that the "reader is rarely given the 

impression that West Germany rose to become one of the most powerfil industrial nations of 

the postwar era"." The swift economic success of West Gennany seerns somewhat ironic in 

view of deindustrialization's proximity to demilitarization. 

Deindustrialkation and demilitarization existed as fused concepts from the origin of 

American postwar conceptions conceming Germany . As initially expressed by Morgenthau and 

subsequently incorporated into JCS 1067, German dernilitarization necessitated comprehensive 



industrial checks and balances on Germany. Even though the Arnericans rejected the brunt of 

Morgenthau's conceptions prior to 1945, Berghahn suggests that "enough advocates both in 

Washington and in the US occupation administration between 1944 and 1947 continueci to cal1 

for a severe punishment of the Gennans so that major interdeparmental struggles were unleashed 

between the Morgenthauians and those who believed early reconstruction and reintegration of 

Germany" ." The complexity of this argument is demonstrated in the polar viewpoints presented 

in Gimbel's texts. Was Gennany in fact largely destroyed in the fighting of the world war? 

Another historian, John H. Backer, experiences a similar change of heart and a later book 

entitled The Decision to Divide German~ (1978) argues that the level of destruction in Germany 

allowed for reparations shipments from western Germany to the Soviet Union." 

Regardiess of Gennany's level of destruction, JCS 1067 contemplated a host of methods 

including territorial and thereby resource emasculation dong with the institution of production 

quotas to severely limit civilian industrial success and therefore eradicate the German armarnents 

industry. Owing to the obvious importance of heavy industry to rnilitary potential, a fused 

concept that represents a fundamental premise of this investigation, the control of al1 German 

industry Iay at the hem of the effort to avoid yet another world war initiated by Gennany. The 

Allies planned to severely restrict German steel and chemical production, the backbone of both 

commercial and military industries, and not merely deny Germany the airplanes flown by the 

force or the tanks driven by the arrny. The latter course undertaken after the First World War 

ended in disaster. The Arnerican Division of Political Snidies for example argued in a paper 

concerning possible methods of hindering future German remilitarization on 5 June 1943 that 

the "basic part of German war potential would c a s e  to exist if the major branches of its heavy 

industry were eliminated or reduced." 

Such a strict definition of demilitarization requires brief explanation. Few scholars 

grappling with the interrelated nature of technology, industry and warfare would dispute Paul 

Kennedy's rather simple c l a h  that "To be a Great Power-by definition, a state capable of 

holding its own against any other power-dernands a flourishing economic base." The 

elirnination or reduction of a power's "flourishing economic base" therefore promises a reduction 



in its relative standing in the community of nations. That reduction also suppresses potentiai 

military ability since warfare in the modern context remains uniquely k e d  to civilian research 

and development, a state's nacurai resources and overall levels of production. 

RonaId Haycock and Keith Neilson therefore maintain that the "interaction between 

technology and military thinking about war ... involve the entire scope of a society's domestic, 

econornic and financial suengths" Industry represents the foundation and beginning of modem 

military effectiveness. The complex nature of modem weapons production deinands the broad 

involvement of the civilian sector and the largescale utilization and redistribution of civilian 

labour, resources and production facilities. The interaction between civilian and rnilitary realms 

exists on a level so complex that Clay stated that "Warfare is largely a war of logistics and 

control of military procurement and production is esseatially a part of the strategy goveming 

the...use of our m e d  forces. It mut  be the basic responsibility of civilian agencies to direct 

our national economy into the war effort"." 

This thesis addresses American perceptions regarding the interrelation of German 

hdustry and military. This introduction however stresses the wartirne American and British 

views concerning their own domestic industry and its employment in a rnilitary role. A brief 

look at the American and British examples discredits any strict delineation between military and 

civilian industries in the modern democratic context. While hardly a purely American or British 

phenornenon, the modern military reliance on civilian industry for ai1 categories of weapons and 

associateci support commodities was especially evident in the United States. 

The swift and highly successful reorganization of American industrial priorities during 

the Second WotId War represented the apotheosis of the symbiotic relationship between the anny 

and industry. The severe lack of prewar military investment and subsequent lack of preparation 

underscore the eventual American achievement, An American military hardly existed when 

Germany unleashed the Second World War with the invasion of Poland on 1 September 1939 ." 
The American military of 1940 found itself horribly underequipped and generally illprepared for 

involvement in total war. According to Clay, the wartime Director of Material in the War 

Department, "We were building an Amy in which we in suppIy found ourselves having to 
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determine its size and how it was to be constituted. We were flying blind. It wasn't until late 

1943 that the General Staff came up with plans for the number of armoured divisions that wculd 

be required, the number of paratroop divisions, and so forth. My God, if we had waited for 

hem, we would never have suppliai the The Americans suffered from considerable 

inexperience regarding weapons procurement, research and development, and not merely that 

of a tactical banlefield nature. The military strategists in Clay's opinion misundentood the need 

for industrial coordination. 

The British did not suffer from such a severe prewar military malaise, at l e s t  in the 

realm of research and planning, and more actively supponed the introduction of new 

armaments." Britain military power as measured through the ability to field a large infantry 

expeditionary force did however substantiaily decline throughout the 1920s.'' The British still 

excelled at research. Solly Zuckennan's work with Operational Research demonstrated 

conceptions sirnilar to those advanced by Clay. Zuckerman argued in the postwar that "From 

about the t h e  of the Industrial Revolution until the Second World War the technological needs 

of the armed forces were, in general, met out of the same scientific and technical knowledge 

which manufacturing industry had put to use in satisfying commercial demand~".~ The growing 

complexity and cost of weapons systerns imply a symbiotic relationship between the gross 

national product of a particular power and m e n t  production capability. A modem state 

without suffcient capital can hardly finance the research required for the development and 

constant improvement required for relative weapons competitiveness. Amiament production 

depends on civilian science and industry. Zuckerman dso suggested that the "more technology 

we put into weapoas systems, and the more automateci they become, the less they constitue the 

fruits of military thinking and the less flexible they become in use"." 

American industry managed impressive levels of production during the Second World 

War owing to the government's ability to minimize military interference? Normal Amencan 

civilian industry successfuIIy filled the procurement orders issued by the American War 

Department with weapons of exceptional qudity. Clay pointed out that the War Department 

"always thought that defense production would not be predominant in the thinking and action 
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of American industry". The military therefore relied on "US Steel and the automobile 

companies, the Remingtons and the Olins and so on, to take on defense contracts without it ever 

really becoming a defense industry". The growing complexity and costs of modern armament 

production ultimately concentrateci industrial and technological potentiai into the contemporary 

rnilitary-industrial complex subsidized by massive government expenditure. American military 

production during the Second World War however depended on the conversion of civilian 

industries. Weapons production virtually ceased with victory in 1945. Clay played a pivotal 

role in directing American "big business" towards a major contribution to victory. Dwight D. 

Eisenhower's valedictory address as President stressed that "until the latest of Our world 

conflicts, the United States had no annaments industry. American makers of plowshares could, 

with thne and as required. make swords as well"." The Americans proved that military 

potentiai tests uniquely in the natural and human resources of a state. 

Postwar Arnerican conceptions of demilitarization therefore stressed the largescale control 

of German industry. Despite the willingness of the victors in 1945 to severely punish Germany 

for plunging the world into war, however, after a brief but chaotic interval ofonly ten years 

Germans once again found thernselves in possession of a rapidly expanding industrial base and 

more importantiy an army aimed at the defence of Germany against potemial Soviet aggression. 

In reflecting on the economic developments between 1945 and 1950, economic historian AIan 

S. Milward States that European growth depended on Germany "even more than Germany 

needed Western ~urope".' As stated at the beginning of this introduction, a.D. Heusinger 

furthemore declared that European security depended on a Gennan military contribution for the 

defence of the 700 km fiont between the Alps and North Sea against possible Soviet advances 

w e s ~ a r d . ~  M a t  had occurred in the postwar years to so fuidamentally alter an occupational 

policy that was airned at preventhg m e r  German aggression through deindustriaIization and 

demilitarization? 

This thesis examines the importance of industrial production in relation to the Allied 

notion of demilitarization. The following pages try to remedy the general failure of historians 

to approach the question of a G e m  military from the perspective of industry as well as 
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rationalizing this choice solely on the basis of the Cold War mm against the Soviet Union. The 

potential for German industrial hegemony weighed as heavily on the min& of the policymakers 

at Versailles and Yalta as a renewed German miIitary offensive. The men of the American 

military occupation chose to significantly modify deindustrialization irregardless of any impact 

on Germany's theoretid military potential. The Amencan Mly reactivated that military 

potential less than ten years after the decision to permanently demilitarize Germany. 

This thesis ends with an important qualification. In no way does this thesis attempt to 

demonstrate that the Americans attempted to r a m e  the Wehrmacht fiom dissolution or permit 

the retention of any openly military structures. Arnerican policy after the German defeat in May 

1945 demanded the end of a German military and even a theoretical military potential. 

Demilitarization however entailed a policy of massive societal revision perhaps not quite beyond 

the capabilities of the Arnerican occupiea but more importantly against their postwar interests. 

A state cannot demilitarize another without extreme relative reductions in financial wealth, 

industrial capacity and educational ability. Demilitarization demands the total eradication of a 

state's ability to wage war. This thesis therefore illustrates the impossible nature and ultimate 

failure of the American plan to demilitarize Germany irrespective of the success achieved in 

disarming the Wehrmacht. 
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Chapter One: The Versailles Precedent and Initial American 
Perceptions of Civil-Military Govermuent 

The Allies throughout the Second World War clairned that the future postwar senlement 

would rectiw the errors of the Versailles Treaty. The links between 1918 and 1945 existed on 

more than an academic level. The Division of Speciai Research for the Subcommittee on 

Security Problems even suggested in a report dated 20 May 1942 that the Allies incorporate 13 

points concerning disarmament from the Versailles Treaty directly into a second armistice if the 

need should arise. These points included the disarming of G e m  troops and the theoretical 

guidelines of a future German army.' Other conclusions of the period reinforced the Allied 

failure to reconstruct postwar Europe after 19 18 and therefore inhibit economic difficulties from 

destabilizing the international order.* The two problems of reconstruction and Gerrnan 

disannament characterized the discussion of war aims after both world wars. 

This chapter explores the many problems associated with the restoration of peace 

encountered by the victors afier 1918 in order to help establish the subsequent American 

response. Versailles helped set the context of the debate concerning a second peace settlement. 

It is not the intention here to sirnply reiterate the general and familiar Versailles Treaty 

stipulations concerning a maximum German military of 100,000 men without the services of a 

general staff or offensive weaponry such as tanks or airplanes. Discussions of the Versailles 

attempt at reducing G e m  offensive military potential as well as the rnany successfûl Gerrnan 

methods of skirting these provisions are legion. The Gerrnans concealed weapons, tested new 

systems in the Soviet Union, increased the size of the Grenzschutz or border guards, resisted 

military reductions and planned for mobilization in the case of wu.' It will be argued that the 

postwar similarities faced by the victors of both world wars helped influence the practicality of 

war aims. The bnef impressionistic development of certain problems encountered by Germany 's 

victors during the peace process of 1919 promises to illuminate the salient problems faced by 

the victors after the second conflict. This chapter briefly highlights the failure of Versailles in 

order to establish a basis of cornparison with the postwar views developed during the Second 

World War. 

An important premise of this thesis includes the link between 1945 American 



occupational policy and studies prepared in the early 1920s such as the military's Hunt Report 

highlighted later in this chapter. Both Dwight D. Eisenhower and the Depanment of State 

established close cooperation with former German diplomats of the 1920s and watchdog 

organizations such as the Senate Cornmittee entitled the Society for the Prevention of World War 

iII in order to obtain historical perspectives on the entire enterprise and purpose of occupation 

from the perspective of versa il le^.^ More significantiy Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered the 

construction of an "annotateci editionw of the Versailles eeaty for the "greater understanding of 

the out-working of the provisions of the peace senlement with Gemiany in the penod between 

the two world wars" .' The principle concfusions denved from these studies focused on the many 

difficulties inherent in enforcing a comprehensive set of regulations on a foreign power inrent 

on disrupting and rejecting the peace settlement. The interwar experiences offered at least a 

general guide for the more cornprehensive occupational policy demandeci afier 1945. 

The Paris Peace Conference begun on 18 January 1919 represented the first of two 

serious attempu in this century at restoring a peaceful equilibnum to a Europe disturbed by 

successive G e m  attempts at territorial expansion. Restoration proved imrnensely difficult in 

a European society shattered and remoulded by the experience of total war. Modris Eckstein's 

singular and highly complex investigation of the war's impact on modem consciousness 

emphasizes that Gennany's challenge comprehensively destroyed the old order. The German 

Befreiun~skrieq symbolized a "war of cultures" which ended in the victory of the modem cult 

of technology and emancipation.' Even Charles S. Maier's more sober anaiysis of bourgeois 

tenacity in the face of revolutionary tendencies describes the 1920s as a "decade of capitalist 

resuucturing and renovation".' National mobilization spawned a new relationship between 

labour and management through governent regulation of unions and blurred the differences 

between private and public sectors.* The experiences and repercussions of the First World War 

certainly limited any attempts at restoring the old order. 

The Versailles Treaty signed on 28 June 1919 utterly failed to buiId a basis for lasting 

peace or even rnarginally solve the problems that provoked a world confiict in 1914. German 

amies again terrorized Europe after only 20 years. Historians probing the origins and causes 
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of the second conflict indicate important similarities between 1914 and 1939 best expressed by 

the notion of a second Thirty Years War. P.M.H. Bell points out that the continuity thesis 

stresses the "disruptive impact of the First World War" on al1 levels of European society.' 

Europe faced nearly insoluble postwar economic, political and ideological problerns only 

exasperated by the Versailles Treaty. The opposing argument of course denies the constancy 

of these disruptions and points instead to the progress towards normalcy achieved by the 

European diplomats at Locarno in 1925 and the econornic stability financexi by Arnerican 

banker~.'~ These two arguments therefore simultaneously converge regarding the failure of 

Versailles to secure European order and diverge according to the success of governments in 

dealing with the many postwar problems. 

Another point of convergence includes the truism that a largely intact Germany escaped 

Versailles with a power base sufficient to threaten European security once the resolve to do so 

returned. Reductions and control of the Gennan military reflected necessary but limited 

measures. Denying Germany the liberty to produce offensive weaponry or even ordering the 

end of conscription and enforcing a numerically Iimited military did not challenge Gerrnany's 

theoretical ability to rearm. The permitted G e m  army of 100,000 merely represented a 

theoretically weakened rnilitary force incapable of fulfilling the normal military function of 

defence against foreign invasion." Postwar Germany still possessed a large industrial and 

technoIogica1 potential bolstered by skilled manpower and trained soldiers. The two elements 

required by any military organization include armarnents and the manpower for their 

employrnent. Article 4(A) 1 of the 1949 Geneva Convention suggests that the designation of 

"combatant" applies "not only to amies, but to militia and volunteer corps fulfilling the 

following four conditions: 1. To be commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates. 

2. To have a fixed distinction emblem recognized at a distance; 3. To carry a m  openly; and 

4. To conduct operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war"." The Reichswehr 

planned a longterm weapons procurement program in the 1920s in order to "provide naterial 

for a twenty-one division army"." German military weakness in the 1920s related primanly to 

the 100,000-man limit. 
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Bennett argues that the German amiy of the early 1930s was "still militarily very 

weak" . " Total Reichswehr strength still superseded the Versailles lirnit and the Reichswehr 

throughout the 1920s debated and enacted a host of temporary militia measures and relied on 

Wehrsport in order to quickly flesh out the limiteci manpower strength of the Gemian army.lS 

In conjunction with the hiding of weaponry, these measures constituted provisional measures of 

dubi~us rnilitary ability and German generals viewed these sport organizations as "not usable" 

for w a d 6  These illegal measures however indicated a continued Gemian milirary potential 

regarding weapons procurement and rnanpower resources. Bennet points out that "modem war 

requires not only a mustering of vast material resources, but also in the face of the horrors of 

battle a willing supply of trained manpower, backed by a willing nation"." Germany retained 

both in spite of the restrictions. Michael Howard therefore suggests that absolute security 

dernanded the "kind of total conquest, occupation, division and debellation imposed on Germany 

in 1945"." But Howard also advises that such drastic measures conflicted with the postwar 

desire to restore especially economic normalcy to Europe. Europe required German industry. 

Germany did not yet understand that they needed Europe. 

Versailles failed to offer European security. The chastened Reichswehr continued to 

work for the return of German military strength. Even though the Allies hardly required any 

justification for occupation afier the Second World War, the general German response to the 

Versailles Treaty will help establish one of the reasons for its failure which infIuenced American 

thinking after 1945. The German govemment unerly failed to understand the rationale behind 

a peace sealement. 

The Amencan State Deparmient defmed the basis of Versailles in a reply to a query by 

German diplomat Brockdorff-Rantzau as one of justice and more particularly "justice for dl". l9 

Justice meant that Germany accept full responsibility for the initiation of the confiict that had 

entailed such a heavy financial commitment through unprecedented borrowing and lending. 

Condernnation for the First World War was placcd squarely on Germany's shoulders through 

the infamous Article 23 1 . The Allies demanded that Gennany " accept the responsibility . . . for 

causing al1 the ioss and damage [to] which the Allied and Associated Govemments and their 
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nationals have been subjected as a consequence of the war imposed upon them by the aggression 

of the Enemy states" .= It was certainiy inconceivable from the perspective of 19 18 that the First 

World War end without German financial responsibiiity for the reconstruction of the lands 

German amies destroyed. The more serious handicap for European economic stability included 

the tremendous war debts incurred and who was uitimately responsible for them. 

The Germans however viewed the entire Versailles settiement as aimed at much more 

than mere material restitution. According to Gerd Meyer, the "war guilt" article was ùtterpreted 

as a instrument of reinforcing and maintainhg the powerlessness of Germany for the conceivable 

Brockdorff-Rantzau argued that reparations acted as a political check on overall 

German strength through the manipulation of Germany's ability to rebuild after the destruction 

of the First World War. German hostiliîy towards al1 aspects of the peace process led 

Brockdorff-Rantzau to declare the postwar Allied discussions "illegai" in a letter to Clemenceau 

on 22 May 1919 and issue the further waming that rather than "remring peace, this would 

really be a perpetuation of war in the sphere of ~omrnerce".~ This perception of Versailles 

coloured al1 aspects of Gennan foreign policy until the advent of Hitler. German diplornats 

linked reparations to the matter of the German power potential and refked to consider 

reparations from the Ailied perspective of feasible postwar reconstruction. Reparations were 

fiom the German perspective considered exclusively aimed at denying Germany the ability to 

once more attain world power stani~.~ 

Support for the G e m  c l a h  sprang from several extraordinary sources. The famous 

economist John Maynard Keynes, whom Sally Marks refers to as Germany's "unofficial advisor 

and pr~pagandist",~' srrongly argued that the threat which the war debu presented to financial 

stability, domestically and as a "source of intemational friction and ill-will", promised to 

"menace financial stability everywhere"? The major problem from Keynes' perspective 

constituted the interrelateci nature of the war debts and the inability of certain enemy states tu 

pay. The United States had throughout the First World War loaned the extraordinary sum of 

approximately 13.6 percent of the gross national product or 10.4 billion dollars? Allied 

repayrnent of this total at the agreed rate of five percent per annum would in Stephen Schuker's 
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opinion have "becorne a disnirbing factor in the world balance of p a y m e n ~ " . ~  Britain had 

loaned her continental Allies approximately 750 million pounds while borrowing 800 million 

from the United  tat tes." Some repayrnent of British loans was necessary in order for that state 

to repay the United States. In the case of Itaiy, which had received 700 million pounds from 

the Allies, Keynes raised the problem that if the demand for Austrian reparations was negated 

on the basis of Austria's inability to pay then "is it not an intolerable conclusion that Italy should 

be Ioaded with a crushing tnbute, while Austria escapes?"? Only Gerrnan reparations payments 

could alleviate the financial chaos promiseci Europe, and Keynes maintaineci that the Allies 

"accept German Goverment Reparations Bonds in fina1 discharge of the debts incuned between 

them~elves".~ Justice entaileci German involvement in the complex world of war debt. 

But Keynes also presented the impossibIe view that the Allies merely annul al1 debts in 

the interest of peace and therefore a "stimulus will be given to the soiidarity and true friendliness 

of the nations now a~sociated".~' Keynes' opinion rested on the false assumption that Gerrnany 

was incapable of paying reparations and the continuation of debt responsibilities incompatible 

with reconstruction unless heavily subsidized by the United  tat tes." Historical analysis of 

Germany's capacity to pay reparations certainly destroys the orthodox interpretation established 

by Keynes. According to Stephen A. Schuker, European policyrnakers understood the 

destabilizing effect of reparations forced on a country threatened by internai revolution and 

cornmunism, but they also obviously discerned that "Someone would have to pay for rebuilding 

the devastated provinces of France and Belgiurn, for the British ships at the bottom of the sea, 

and for the widows' and orphans' pensions that would burden state treasuries for the indefinite 

future".a Germany was the obvious target for these vital reparations. But the simple matter 

requinng resolution remained the acnial sum to demand fiom the defeated state. . 

The impact of Keynes' argument against reparations continuai to influence Allied 

thinking into the Second World War and after 1945. The second chapter highiights how certain 

Americans remained criticai of the overall value of reparations as a method of postwar 

reconstruction. The more unusual and important reality of post- 19 18 Europe included a general 

dislike for reparations during this pend .  
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Even the French, who had suffered the Iargest blows to their economic infrastructure, 

responded cautiously towards the matter of German reparations. Marc Trachtenberg criticizes 

the older historical interpretation of French postwar demmds for financial compensation on a 

"harshn or "vengeful" platfond" Gerd Meyer and other Gemian historians for example argue 

that reparations promised the French a method of preventing a strong Gemiany? But 

Trachtenberg solidly demonsuates that the French based the postwar reconstruction of Allied 

economic strength on raw materiai "cooperation" maintaineci by a system similar to the "wartime 

system of economic controls" and only secondly on German reparations? Despite French 

statements that a rnild peace depended on this econornic "cooperationn with the United States, 

the Amencans unfortunately prevented the realization of French plans and forced the French to 

m m  instead towards Gennany. The Americans disliked the concept of organized econornic 

planning and demanded repayment of their large loans. As stated by the American Senator 

Charles Sloan in reply to a request for the continuation of Amencan war credits beyond the 

armistice, the "Arnerican people submitted to loans being made to the Allies during the war, 

solely on the grounds of its being a war rneasure. 1 doubt if the American people are prepared 

to approve the Federal Treasury becoming the international banker of the ~ o r l d " . ~  The 

RepubIican rnajority in Congress elected in November 1918 undennineci any attempts at directly 

stabilizing Europe in the immediate postwar on the basis of Amencan taxation? 

Despite the American "sabotagen of French postwar schemes, that state continued a 

relatively moderate position regarding Gerrnan reparations. In direct discussion with the 

Germans in May 1919, the French expressed the desire to discuss al1 aspects of the peace 

including territorial matters. French hopes for Amencan suppon undermined by the frugal 

Republicans, the alternative included the dernand for " industria1 collaborationn with the 

~ermans  . '' Rene Massigli, the assistant Berlin representative of the French Foreign Ministry , 

even went as  far as colouring a sort of "Anglo-Saxon" conspiracy in order to entice the 

Germans. Massigli rernarked that it was in the interest of both Germany and France to oppose 

Amencan and British "domination" and any growing rifi that "would lead to the min of both 

countriesn The substitution of a postwar financial relationship with G e m y  proved extremely 



difficult. Any scheme involving Germany was unfortunately dependent on German cooperation 

at a time when most of the po1iticia.m of that state irresponsibly believed al1 Allied demands 

impossible to fulfd. In maintaining a strict interpretation of Allied policy as aimed excIusively 

at the reduction of German political and industrial power, the Gemians rigidly and foolishly 

attempted to accrue American support against France despite rhat state's friendly overt~res.~' 

The simple fact that the United States slowly disengaged itself fkom continentd political 

responsibilities and Iater repudiateci the Versailles Treaty seriously undermineci the logic of the 

Gerrnan undertaking. 

But the Germans rnisunderstood the caution prevailing on the minds of AIlied 

policymakers. Although the delay at setting the sum of reparations ultirnately worked in the 

interests of Germany through the subsequent victory of more conservative estimates, the 

G e r w  ahnost universally mistook that decision as  evidence of some p h  to force longterm 

reparations far into the future." The totai sum of reparations acmally demandeci by the 1921 

London Schedule of Payments represented only onequarter of what Keynes had "described as 

a feasible minimum" or 50 milliard gold marks.43 After a host of alterations to the payment 

schedule, the Germans ultirnately transferred a mere 2.72 percent of national income per annum 

to the Allies between 1919 and 193 1 and in fact received the remarkable equivalent of 17.75 

milliard RM or 2.1 percent of German national income per annum in capitai transfers from 

various States during the same period." Considering that most of this money flowed fkom the 

United States, Schuker concludes that "ln price-adjusted terms, this sum approached four times 

the totai assistance that the United States govermnent would provide to West Germany from 

1948 to 1952 under the much-heralded Marshall ~ l a n " . ~  The ultimate reality of reparations 

strongly confIicted with Gerrnan fears of exploitation as well as the victor's hopes to base 

European recovery on German financial transfers. "The net capital flow ran toward Germany 

during both the inflation and stabilization phases of the Weimar Republic. Not only did the 

Reich entirely avoid paying net reparations to its wartime opponents; it actually extracted the 

equivalent of reparations from the Allied powers, and principally from the United States" .' The 

British ambassador to Germany Edgar Vincent D'Abernon stated in 1922 that "contact between 
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the Amencan Embassy and the larger Gemian industriaiists is believed ro be extremely close" ." 

Arnerican financial assistance tends to substantiate that c l a h  even if interest profit represented 

the prime motivator. 

The Gerrnans throughout the irnmediate interwar period balked at any responsibility for 

compensating the Allies for the high costs innirred. The Gennan peace delegation under 

Brockdorff-Ranttzau ridicuiously chng to a Germanized interpretation of Wilson's Fourteen 

Points in order to influence the postwar discussions in their faveur?' The Germans therefore 

made it painfully obvious frorn the outset that they were uninteresteci in fiscal cooperation and 

throughout the post World War 1 period repeatedly attacked al1 aspects of the Versailles 

provisions without the slightest reservation or concern for foreign opinion or rebuilding a stable 

European system. It was an intransigent attitude towards al1 neighbouring States that fuelled 

repeated crises over econornic issues. In the case of Poland, Gerrnany consistently employed 

econornic blockades of their neighbours' manufactureci goods and raw materials in order to force 

her neighbour to accept bilateral trade talks in Germany's favour." By literally forcing cenain 

neighbours to resort to increasingly severe measures in pursuit of reparations, Gennany has been 

described as attempting to sabotage Allied unanimity in order to revise the Versailles ~ r e a t y ?  

German policy did in fact exhibit the singular purpose of overtuming most aspects of 

the peace treaty. Owing to subsequent Ger- preoccupation with Article 231 on the supposed 

basis that it conferred "war guilt" rather than "responsibility", it was hardly surprising that the 

German peace delegation most protested that article above al1 others. Brockdorff-Rantzau 

turned one element of the entire peace treaty into what Hajo Holborn terms "the official test case 

of the sincerity of the Allied nations to conclude a democratic peace"." Generalleutnant 

Wiihelm Groener, Iater Reichswehr Minister between 19284932, in fact heavily criticized the 

postwar Ge- diplomatic perception of the military restrictions as a secondary issue? 

General Hans von Seeckt, the person most responsible for later treaty evasions in the military 

field and the framework for German military revival in the 1930s, also criticized the diplomatic 

approach and believed that Germany's primary objection should have been in regards to the size 

of the German military.a But the representatives of the aristocratie old order could not compete 
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against Gennan businessmen. According to German historian Frin Blaich, the major German 

industrialists hardly blinked an eye at the termination of the Kaiserreich and were ready to 

defend a republican structure so long as their predominance in the Gennan econornic system 

remained constant and the old market system remained intact? That Gustav Stresemann 

succeeded in holding onto the position of foreign minister throughout most of the 1920s can be 

attributed <O his openiy stated aim of dealing away (handeln) the shacklû of Versailles for the 

purpose of improving economic conditions? Economic concems and general European postwar 

reconstruction charactenzed the Versailles discussions and the major European concerns 

throughour the 1920s. The heavy German assault on "war guilt" highlighted the fact that 

Gerrnany was willing to question the basis of the entire undertaking and not merely various 

component elements . 

The only trump card left Brockdorff-Rantzau in postwar discussions with the victors 

concemed the spectre of a starving Germany and the possibilities of cornmunist success in 

revoiution. The German postwar leadership in fact repeated the spectre of communist revolution 

to the point of exhaustion. The two problems of Communism and a food crisis were later 

repeated after the Second World War. Starvation and political chaos influenced Allied policy 

and Gennan opinion towards the victors. It is worthwhile to examine Brockdorff-Rantzau's 

handling of these two issues in addition to the Allied response. The Americans in particular 

established an important precedent that characterized the discussion of postwar aims in the early 

1940s. The problem of civil unrest associated with food shortages and subsequent interna1 revolt 

came to the forefront of rnilitary occupation after 1945. 

Brockdorff-Rantzau wrote Clemenceau on 13 May 19 19 that Germany 's industrial 

composition dictated that the territorial losses maintained in Articles 27 through 30 would so 

destabilize agriculniral production and German industry that would "mean the min of rnany 

millions in Germany. This catastrophe would not be long in corning about, seeing that the 

health of the population has been undermined by the blockade during the war and its 

intensification during the armistice"? Brockdorff-Rantzau further threatened the collapse of 

European commerce through the G e m  inability to pay for imponed p r ~ d u c t s . ~  Clemenceau 
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logically responded that Brockdorff-Rantzau neglected to understand the hardships facing most 

of Europe as a result of the war and more importantly that there was no "reasun to believe that 

a population is destineci to be permanendy disabled because it will be called upon in funire to 

trade across its frontiers instead of producing what it requires withinn ." Clemenceau was hardly 

impressed with Brockdorff-Rantzau's rather hollow attempt at forecasting a general European 

dernise based on the moderate Versailles territorial changes. 

Brockdorff-Rantzau's predictions were based largely on fantasy. Although the loss of 

70 000 square kilometres and approximately six million citizens superficially indicated a 

reduction in overall German size and in view of certain eastem temtones a Ioss of agnculnira1 

production, the importance of these largely nonGerman areas was exaggerated." Brockdorff 

did not contemplate solving the potential food shortage through trade with Poland. The ceded 

lands furthemore on paper tectuiically included one-third of Germany's coal resources and 

perhaps one-fourth of al1 iron production." Historian Ludwig Zimmermann maintains that these 

resource reductions impacted Gennan pride and therefore domestic political support for the new 

government rather than placing undue constraints on Gemian industry? 

This domestic instability was hrthermore largely unrelated to the security predicament 

caused by Versailles military  restriction^.^ While the Gennan population found the postwar 

changes to Germany's East unacceptable, it is extraordinarily difficult to accept Z i m m e m ' s  

claim that the territorial adjustments in general ~ e c t e d  industry in relation to the statistics 

presented. Historian Harald von Riekhoff correctly argues that "the lost temtory in West 

Prussia and Poznan constituted a relatively sparsely populated agricultural region which was of 

no particular importance to Gennany as an a r a  of major industrial, commercial, scientific, or 

educational activity " ." 
The easten boundary adjustments cowtituted a rather minor weakening of Germany's 

overall strength," except for those lands lost as a consequence of the Upper Silesian plebiscite. 

and did not severely reduce Germany's econornic viability. Even including the impact on 

Gemian industry conceming the loss of Alsace-Lorraine, overall Gennan decreasa included only 

a minor six or seven percent drop in secondary product manufacturing, a 15 percent decline in 
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primary product manufacnirùig and a 20 percent loss to the mining and iron  industrie^.^ 

German industrial management rectifiexi these postwar losses by 1925 and wpecially in coal 

mining more than compensateci for any and all economic reductions brought by Versailles .* It 

was furthennore difficult to separate the normal postwar decrease in industrial production evident 

throughout Europe fiom that resulting from territorial adjustments. On the basis of this 

information, the Allies ultimately countered German claims on 22 May 1919 with the statements 

that the Gerrnans had presented "a very inade~uate presentation of the facts of the case.. .rnarked 

in parts by great exaggeration".' The German policy aiso totally lacked any understanding of 

the wu's impact on the postwar economy of their own state and those which they had attempted 

to physicdly occupy. 

A principle German failing therefore included a totally distoned image of the impact of 

totai war on the economic infrastructure of the States involved and a rather selfish preoccupation 

with exclusively Gemian problems. That Germany suffered Iess damage in human and material 

terms than France made linle impact on Brockdorff-Rantzau and most other ~ermans." 

Contemporary historians have however also erred in understanding the nature of postwar German 

econornic and political difficulties in relation to those of the Allies and pnncipally France. In 

Bruce Kent's analysis of reparations, the historian maintains that the victors acted irresponsibly 

when considering the "prostration of Germany at the end of 1 9 1 ~ " . ~  In describing the 

dislocative effects of war on the G e m  economy, Kent argues that postwar Gennan industrial 

ability was severely constrained by the lack of investment in the civilian sector, the reduction 

of civilian production due to military prionties and the collapse of foreign made." These 

problems affected the participants of the First World War and Kent does describe the severe war 

damages suffered by France during the war years as "vast even by modem standards"." The 

dislocative nature of total war on a state's econorny coloured American perceptions of the post- 

1945 world." The belief of war as negatively infiuencing economic success now sits at the 

centre of the modem consciousness. 

In view of the postwar necessity of rebuilding large areas of France. it was hardly 

surprising that France constantly stresseci the shattered state of the postwar European economies. 
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The French government understood the importance of European reconstruction. In a 

rnemorandum composed concerning inter-Aiiied cooperation on 20 June 1919, the French 

delegation stated that the "gravity of the econornic situation of the world, and Europe in 

particular , is too universally admitted to make further emphasis necessary " . The French 

priorities included the reconstruction of stable currencies, reorganizing transportation, the 

formation of sufficient capital reserves and the "reconstitution of industrial materid of al1 

kind"." The French also successfully pushed for significant relief measures intended tu feed 

eastern European populations faced with starvation and the consequent outbreak of diseases such 

as s~phus. The severe reduction of European agricultural production in the final months of the 

war severely reduced the European capacity to feed itself. The Supreme Econornic Council 

based in Paris, for example, issued 168 "shiploads" or 738,687 metric tons of food and suppIies 

to 17 countries including Gennany in the fint half of 1919.'' The Gemians in fact received a 

higher total of relief supplies between December 1918 and 1 June 1919 than ail other European 

states other than ~elgiurn." 

While Brockdorff-Rantzau bitterly complained that the continuation of the Allied 

blockade of Gennany was quickly leading that state down the path to starvation, the Allies had 

realized the importance and necessity of their relief. Owing secondly to the relative laxity of 

the much vaunted blockade of Germany, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that the Germans 

successfully employed neutral shipping for the importation of needed supplies with the fut1 

knowledge and tacit agreement of the victors? Postwar Allied policy therefore focused on 

necessary measures intended to dleviate the suffering of Europe as a whole including Gerrnany. 

The redeveloprnent of European economic viabiIity remained an important element of French 

and general Allied postwar conceptions. 

The Americans however appeared ready to accept Brockdorff-Rantzau's argument of 

German starvation and its more important political implications. William C. Bullitt for example 

informed the Secretary of State Lansing shortly after the beginning of the armistice on 25 

November 1918 that "Germany fias moved dong the road to Bolshevisrn with such speed that 

it is now doubtful that even the wisest action by the United States and the Governments with 



which we are associated in the war will prevent Bolshevik domination of Prussia and the 

seaports"." Bullin was describhg the outbreak of the Kiel navd insurrections in nonhem 

Germany after the end of the Kaiserreich. Historian Heinz Huerten maintains that the 

elimination of the old order in Germany released the revolutionary movements largely contained 

by mainsueam socialist organization who had supported the conservative governrnent throughout 

the Fint World ~ a r . "  Bullitt however expressed the fear that the "Russian Bolsheviki are 

supplying m l ]  Liebknecht and his followers with unlimitecl fun& and rnaterial for the 

dissemination of propagandan .' 
In view of the supposed immanent subversion of Germany, Bullitt presented the 

argument that the Allies reduce their immediate reparations demands in order to strengthen the 

position of the fledgling German government." Another Arnerican observer. E.L. Dreser. 

expressed the particular dificulties of the German industrial elite. The "demoralization" of the 

working class necessitated that industrial management offer better wages to stimulate higher 

productivity. The consequent reductions in industrial profit therefore lirnited "any possibility 

of initiative on the part of the capitalists, who fear that the drift toward Communism wiIl 

eventually result in the loss of al1 that they have acquired or will achieve in the future" .= Even 

though the British offered warnings that reports of Cornmunist success in G e m y  were largely 

exaggerated," American surveys and investigations of Gemiany throughout this period remained 

highly focused on the potentiai dangers of a successfuI Cornmunist revolution in Germany. The 

fledgling Bolstievik govemment in Russia fuelled these fears by openly stating that a Cornmunist 

uprising in Germany represented an essential step towards world revolution. Lenin stated in 

May 1918 that the "successful proletarian revolution in Germany would at once break through 

every shell of irnperialism with great easeH.& 

Captain W.R. Gherardi, yet another Arnerican observer, conducted a survey of 

conditions within Germany and reported his findings to the Commission to Negotiate Peace on 

24 February 1919. This report echoed Brockdorff-Rantzau's view that the world reduction in 

purchasing power limited the fun& Germany could raise through exportation for the purposes 

of rectiijdng food shor tage~.~ Although rnass starvation figured prominently in Gherardi's 



report, the potential for a food crisis was particularly linked to political destabilization and the 

possibility of civil war. Gherardi commented that G e m  dissidents "have nothing to lose by 

plunging the country into the horrors of class ~ a r f . . r e " . ~  Commenting on the assassinations 

rampant in Germany throughout the immediate postwar and in particular that of Kun Eisner on 

21 January 1919. Dr. H.H. Field reported to the Commission to Negotiate Peace on 15 March 

1919 that although the Germans manipulated the comrnunist threat for possible concessions it 

would constitute "folly on our part were we to systematically close our eyes to a real danger"." 

Field focused on Communist success in seizing power in Bavaria. 

The ferocity of the Communist Putsch in Bavaria influenced Arnerican opinion. Munich 

erupted in revolution after conservative fanatics assassinated Kun Eisner. Establishing a 

revolutionary council in the capital of Bavaria, the Communist leadership armed the workers and 

created a "Red Amy" to protect the dictatorship of the proletariat.' An 'inferior number of 

Spartacists" routed governrnent troops in  unic ch.^ H.H. Field reported to the Commission to 

Negotiate Peace that armed Comrnunist troops subsequently suppressed the essential democratic 

fieedorns of speech and the press of the bourgeois popu~ation.~ The r evo lu t i o~es  furthemore 

seized hostages after the slaying of Eisner and vowed to execute three for every attack on their 

~eadership.~' H.H. Field informeci the American commission that "the policy of a helping hand" 

characterized by food relief and even military occupation would best counter Comrnunist 

successes." E.L. Dresel even recommended a favourable peace built on American assurances 

of economic assistance and considered German industrial stability "unquestionably of vast 

importance to the world generally"." The Arnericans consequently extended food relief to 

Germany followed by a decade of American loans intended to bolster the German e c o n ~ n y . ~  

While the unstable state of postwar Germany influenced important economic concessions 

that essentially revived German economic efficacy during the 1920s, the threat of communism 

and more general interna1 strife also infiuenced important modifications to the type of Gennan 

rnilitary permitred by the Versailles Treaty. The difficulties encountered in exacting German 

reparations paled in comparison to monitoring G e m w  treaty evasions in the military field. 

American support of German arguments for military increases in order to fulfil civil-rnilitary 
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responsibilities set another precedent affecting later discussions of the feasibility of total 

disannament. 

The initial Allied reorganization of the German anny stressed reductions that intended 

the elimination of an offensive Gennan military potential. The Allies therefore attempted to 

elirninate certain weapons categories such as heavy artiilery, planes, tanks, chernical weapons 

and a navy. The German General Staff also faced-eradication and the size of the new volunteer 

anny originally fixed at 100,000. The victors set the original deadline for the fixed number of 

troops for 31 March 1920. The Allies according to Ham-Adolf Jacobsen desired a German 

army largely devoted to a civil-military role of protecting ~eimar ."  Owing to the unstable 

political nature of postwar Germany, with left and right extrernists waging war against Weimar, 

the German army represented an obvious and important tool for the restoration of normalcy and 

order. Certain Americans supported the civil-military employment of German troops against 

Cornrnunist revolutionaries. Dresel infonned the Secretary General of the Commission to 

Negotiate Peace on 10 May 1919 that "violent repression" of the left promised to "make future 

uprisings more difficultW.% Dresel however also descnbed the poor morale of the German 

military in 1919 and stressed their "untrustworthy " nature." British reports reinforced the notion 

that Soviet agents promised much needed food and that Germans "were tuming their eyes to the 

East"? German military formations tasked with maintainhg order appeared "untrustworthy" 

and suffering from a "hopeless state of moral and total lack of di~cipline".~ 

A feeling of tacit support characterized both British and American discussions of German 

"volunteer" military formations employai against revolutionary socialist factions and dso 

paradoxically in the east. German employaient of the Reichswehr to suppress a communist 

uprising in the Ruhr in 1919 revealed the importance of a German civil-military contribution 

even though France reacted less favourably and occupied the Frankfurt area until the Gerrnan 

troops retreated.'"" German military forces did crush the rebellion. Regarding the Soviet 

offensive into Poland and their immediate defeat in 1920, the German governent successfully 

petitioned the victors to allow local German military recmitment in order to intem the Soviets 

retreating into Germany.'o' Even though the Germans returned many of the Soviet troops 
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"the Gennans had hilfilled their obligations as well as could be expe~ted". '~ The unstable 

nature of the postwar perïod and reactions to German military responses indicated that at least 

the British and Americans accepteci and permitted a postwar civil-military role for the defeated 

Gerrnan military. 

This tacit agreement characterized the rather conciliatory Allied handling of German 

demobilization. Refiecting on Ger- employment of quasi-military or paramilitary formations 

such as the Einwohnerwehr, volunteer organizations which concentrated approxirnately 60,000 

troops in the area of Berlin alone, Dresel viewed these troops as equivalent to the American 

National Guard and reinforced their bourgeois  background^.'^ The recognized value of a 

stronger German military presence modifieci Allied schedules for Gerrnan demobilization. The 

Spa discussions in July 1920 extended the tirne allotted Germany for compliance with the 

Versailles stipulation for an axmy of 10,000. The Allies set the final date for the reduction at 

1 Ianuary 1921. The Germans however never entirely complied with the treaty. 

A combined British, French, Italian and Japanese note to the Gerrnan governent on 5 

January 1925 pointed out general failure in Gennan compliance with nearIy every area 

concerning demobilization. Not only discovering "surpluses of military equipment of every kind 

and.. .illegal stocks of war materiai", the Germans reportedly continued a general staff 

organization and illegal manipulation of troop totals.lO< The report concluded that the many 

ueaty violations permitted Germany the opportunity to "reconstitue an axmy modeled on the 

principle of a nation in armsn. lM Sirnilar studies of Gennany's military potential throughout the 

period revealed the general success of German treaty evasions.'" In the American Foreign 

Office summary of German compliance with dernobilization released in 1943, the Americans 

concluded that "At no tirne were the Allies convinced of the willing compliance of the German 

authorities with the req~irements".'~ The Americans therefore realized that a second effort at 

German demobilization and disannament required solutions to the myriad Ger- methods of 

treaty evasion. The precedent also established the difficulties inherent in disarmament and the 

complete occupation it required. 



The Gennans employed various methods in order to evade demobilization including the 

continuation of rnili tary research and the stockpihg of weaponry in foreign countries . Detailed 

studies of the Gennan methods already exist and it is here only necessary to briefly emphasize 

how easil y the Germans evaded Versailles. What follows requires an important quaIificat ion. 

According to the British goverment, German demobilization regarding principle great power 

weapons such as heavy artillery or battleships proceeded satisfactorily." The scuttling of the 

German imperid fieet at Scapa Flow obviously reduced available Gerrnan naval strength to 

virtuai impotence in regards to Bntain or France? The British also reported the destruction 

or surrender of over 40,000 guns and the elhination of 85 percent of the G e m w  airforce."' 

Owing to these measures, Jacobsen's claim that postwar Germany did not retain an immediate 

defensive capability fiom the perspective of other European powers contains some tnith."' 

German rearmament in the 1930s naturally depended largely on earIier G e m  weapons 

research and general treaty evasions by the Reichswehr. In an age characterized by the "intense 

application of science and technology to military developments", Paul Kennedy points out the 

truism that the armaments industry depends on sufficient and constantly improving industrial 

infrastructures through investment in research and development . I I2  The Germans s imply 

conducted weapons research and manufacmred banned weapons on foreign soil. The Reichswehr 

furthemore trained soldiers beyond Germany's borders. 

Already apparent to the Allies immediately after the cessation of hostilities in early 19 19, 

the Germans worked closely with the fledgling Soviet Union. Dresel reported that the Soviets 

provided German industry located in the Soviet Union with the necessary labour for future 

"industrial regeneration"."' The Soviet Union also represented Germany's closest and most 

dependable partner in rnilitary research of modem weaponry. Wolfgang Michaika emphasizes 

Germany's turn to the Soviets as heavily related to the hope of ending Gerniany's diplornatic and 

industrial isolation."' Both states largely despised the Versailles settlement and a large 

proportion of the German govemment remaineci intent throughout the postwar on the destruction 

of Poland. Brockdorff-Rantzau declared that "the existence of Poland is intolerable and 

incompatible with Germany 's vital interests" ."" 
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The close Soviet and Gexman cooperation of the 1920s emphasized at Rapallo on 16 

April 1922 also entailed the rnilitary research of especially tank warfare which fills volumes of 

historical analysis devoted to Ge- rearmament.1'6 The relative worth of this tearnwork 

regarding actual technological advancements remains secondary when balanced agains t the blatant 

and total disregard of the Versailles Treaty that it represented. The Chief of the German 

General Staff Ham von Seeckt announceci to his arrny on 1 January 1921 that "We will keep 

our swords sharpened and our shields bright".'" Soviet collaboration in German evasion of 

disarmament certaïniy helped prevent Allied demobilization of Germany. 

The Allies realized the extreme difficulties in anempting to curtail German military 

research and training or even the storage of weapons on foreign soil. Dutch companies 

reportedly imported rnachineguns and even airplanes from Gennany in 1919 for the declared 

purpose of arming the Dutch Burgher Guards against cornrnunist revoluti~naries."~ The British 

however believed that these weapons otfered evidence of a German plan to eventually restore 

the monarchy through a future revolution fonified by weapons caches.'19 The British throughout 

this period bemoaned the fact that Holland would not hand over the Gerrnan Kaiser for trial as  

a war criminal and visions of a NapoIeonic return to Germany seemed to charactenze discussions 

of the subject. 

British countermeasures were limitecl by the simple fact that harsh masures merely 

promised to fonify Dutch resolve.'" Dutch complicity in Gerrnan efforts to evade 

demobilization also more importantly incIuded permitting the establishment of Gennan submarine 

research  installation^.^^' The British refusesi to import mining explosives that contained nitro- 

glycerine to Holland dunng the imrnediate postwar as part of the economic blockade of 

~ e r m a n y . ' ~  The British also prohibited Dutch importation of artificial teeth that contained 

pla t in~m. '~  Strict adherence to such policies was of course incompatible with national 

sovereignty after the cessation of hostilities. The Allies encountered significant hurdles in 

monitoring neutral relations with Gennany. The Arnericans in fact later report& that Gennan 

officers after 19 18 " found employment abroad in military missions " even though the Versailles 

provisions stipulated Germans could no< serve in that capacity nor as soldiers of a foreign 
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army . '" 
Anthony P. Adamthwaite argues that the peace settlement failed "because it Iacked mord 

force".lZ A second anempt at disarmament required that the Germans realize their defeat and 

help in the process of constnicting European peace. Versailles also Iacked proper Allied 

supervision. The Rhineland represented the only area of Gennany occupied by foreign armies 

during the postwar period. Even the areas physically controlled by the Allies experienced a 

dramatic and swift reduction in the nurnber of troops station& in Germany. The Americans 

epitomized the lack of devotion to military occupation and for that matter al1 postwar 

responsibilities excepting for certain financial obligations. Schuker points out that even in 

monetary maners the American governent depended heavily on Wall Street for leader~hip.''~ 

The United States reduced its troop strength fiom an original 250,000 to a figure below 12,000 

by 10 January 1920.1n 

Although the Versailles Treaty forced Gennany to compensate the Allies for the costs 

of occupation, a totai of $Nl,OOO,OOO for the Americans alone by 1 May 1921, the political 

decision to rapidly terminate the American presence proceeded undeterred. The general 

American flight fiom Europe forced France to accept a greater burden for the policing of 

Gerrnany. The Americans handed the city of Coblenz over to the French on 27 January 1923 

and terrninated al1 civiI-miIitary responsibility. The French task of enforcing the peace treaty 

ultimately proved too great a burden as exemplified by the expensive lessons leaned through 

the occupation of the Ruhr in 1923. Schuker speculates that "the dernands on France to uphold 

the poIitical order created at Versailles were simply too great for a nation with ifs lirnited 

population and resources" . lu 
The inabiIity to effectively regulate the Versailles provisions limited the Allied ability 

to secure European peace on the basis of German demobilization. Control of the German 

military remaineci a theoretically simple matter of enforced reductions and armament limitations. 

Versailles established the maximum nurnbers of even rifle ammunition Gennan 

demobilization however meant little if the German governent and rnilitary retained a revanchist 

attitude or if the Allies lost the resolve to complete the process. A basic understanding of the 
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Allied failure to contain German aspirations after the First World War therefore begins with the 

failure of German containment and the ubiquitous Gennan desire to shatter the Versailles world. 

The Americans like the European powers did not yet fully comprehend the major 

weaknesses inherent in the application of Versailles in the 1920s. The Arnerican military 

certainly misunderstood the s ignificance of the limited civil-miiitary enterprise in the Rhineland 

and could hard1y gain any real experience in occupational maners. The widespread American 

be1ief that occupation did not represent a "Iegitimate" military function certainly harnpered the 

analysis of the undenaking.lg Armies fought wars and politicians administered the peace. The 

inter-Allied Rhineland Commission regulated the administrative aspects of the occupation of 

Germany and the military forces were prirnarily authorized to maintain public orded3' The 

duties of the Commission even included securing the "maintenance, safety and requirements of 

the M e s  of 0ccupation".'12 

The short American militaq occupation in Germany during the early 1920s received 

considerable criticism. A report issued by CoIonel Irwin L. Hunt critically declared that the 

"American army of occupation lacked both training and organization to guide the destinies of 

nearly one million civiIians whom the fortunes of war had placed under its temporary 

~overeignty".'~~ The maintenance of order represented the only real task of civil-military 

administration and Hunt's criticism of the American military seems somewhat misplaced. The 

Hunt Report also indicated the normal military preoccupation with efficiency. 

The lack of American attention to civil-military administration continued throughout the 

interwar period. American experience in occupational govemment remained extremely Iimited. 

The Arnericans established military governments on only a few occasions pnor to 1945. These 

relatively minor examples included "colonialw cornmitrnents such as in Mexico and Cuba. Only 

the military administration of the Confederacy in the American civiI war and the shortlived 

occupation of Coblenz in the German Rhineland after 1919 offer examplu of signifiant 

occupational experiences.lY This inexperience continued throughout the interwar owing to the 

Iack of any opporninity at refining a civil-rnilitary policy or generating an organization devoted 

to such rnatters. In view of the general malaise of the entire American military between 1919 
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and 1940. an organization descnbed by historians as heavily impeded by a high degree of 

" ovemeticdous civilian control " Iu, it is hardly surprishg that miiiiary occupation remainecl 

largely undefuied and the preserve of civilian politicians until the outbreak of the Second World 

War. The next chapter evduates how American and British policymakers and the American 

military strove to understand the failure of Versailles and rectiw the handling of the second 

peace process. 

This chapter highlights the tremendous difficulties inberent in the administration of a 

defeated power. Even the lirnited occupation after 1918 proved difficult. The chapter therefore 

highlights dangerous precedents that helped erode the solutions to postwar enforcement of policy . 

The fear of starvation and civil unrest haunted both civilians and the military and helped in the 

process of watering down the strength of German disarmament. This belief appears sornewhat 

ironic considering that Germany waged the war on foreign soi1 and that Germany itself 

experienced only rninor levels of destruction. The second war with Germany impressed the need 

for tighter control and a direct contribution to treaty enforcement for future security. 

The Second World War also ended with a dissimilar state of affairs in Gennany and 

Europe. The level of destruction of Europe after 1945 promised to push matters of efficiency 

to the forefront and therefore complicate a more comprehensive occupation of Germany. The 

simple expansion of the requirements of occupation belied the complex increase in occupational 

machinery that it entailed. That expansion depended on a host of expensive measures including 

rnaintaining a large a m y  of occupation. An expensive occupation furcher depended on 

Germany's capacity to shoulder the costs. The example of the reparation debate afier 1919 

highlights the American dismissal of reparations as a viable altemative. The sad reality for the 

Allies was that Gerrnany could pay the costs of occupation and reparations in general after the 

First World War. American civil-military therefore depended on largely false assumptions and 

it is reasonable to conclude that the Americans learned false lessons from Versailles. 
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Chapter Two: The Formulation of an American Civil-Miiitary 
Directive and the Victory of Total Ddtarizat ioa 

The American wartirne stance concerning the ideological objectives of a future 

occupation of Germany and the a d  machinery for initiating and pmuing democratization, 

deindusuiaiization and demilitarization remaiad surprisingly wclear until August 1944. The 

Amenwis granted low pnority to the exact machinery intendecl to pursue the political goals of 

German occupation even while the various cornmittees and subcommittees authorized to hammer 

out a postwar policy composeci the larger ideological aspects of a future peace settlement.' 

The lack of cooperation between the military and goverment furthemore reflected the specific 

interests of two organizations working within fundamentally different strategic and taccical 

realms. American military and political postwar planning remainecl largely undefined until the 

future Gennan defeat appeared certain by August 1944. The Allied military victory in 

Normandy and an imminent German collapse forced President Franklin D. Roosevelt to push 

funire occupational rnatters to the forefront. 

This chapter explores the genesis of the Arnerican mihry ' s  postwar directive entitled 

JCS 1067. Despite considerable Amencan research into postwar policy, JCS 1067 represented 

the only and therefore "key occupationd policy" guiding the military administration of 

Germany.' Both the genesis of the document's contents and its general fate therefore deserve 

analysis. JCS 1067 renected the sudden political demand for a concrete policy and therefore 

assimilatecl rnany of the punitive concepts of the Morgenthau Plan at the expense of considerable 

work preceûing August 1944. Dernilitarization existed as a fluid concept immensely dificult 

to define until Morgenthau offered a highly logical alternative- 

Formulated in conjunction with Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman. 

JCS 1067 enjoyed decisive attention from the highest leveIs of American political office. 

According to historian Earl F. Ziemke, any examination of Arnerican policy regarding postwar 

Germany consequently "has to begin with JCS 1067"? The military however only formulated 

$CS 1067 as a tentative political guide for the American armeà forces designed to bridge the 

immediate transition between military and civilian control of a defeated Germany. The 

formulation of JCS 1067 exhibited extremely time specific characteristics that clashed with 



American policy developed prior to August 1944. HigNy dependent on military conceptions 

developed from previous occupational expenences including those after the Fust World War, 

JCS 1067 containeci an emphasis on flexibility and efficiency expressed in a handbook composed 

by Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) G-5 Gerrnan Counny Unit.' 

Owing to the lack of specific operational directives fiorn the Amencan govenunent, military 

plamers based future policies on the establishment of "conventional good govemment" in 

~errnany.' This chapter points out that the ba is  of ICS 1067 rested on conceptions in 

opposition to those harnmered out by various American organizations. The military's perspective 

clashed with Roosevelt's demand that the Gennans "have it driven home that the whole nation 

had been engaged in a lawless conspiracy against the decencies of modem civili~ation".~ This 

chapter therefore also grapples how such an important divergence developed. 

While JCS 1067 theoretically represented the "bible" of the American postwar prograrn, 

recent analysis of its importance discredits Ziemke's rigid interpretation.' Historian Wolfgang 

Krieger suggests that a variety of factors lessened JCS 1067's impact on how military 

govenunent conducted the occupation.' A rigid interpretation primarily neglects the impact of 

divergent opinions held by such decisive personalities as Eisenhower and Clay in addition to the 

impact of American public opinion. Krieger also points out that such policies as granting the 

Soviet Union reparations from the western zones and readjusting Gerrnan borders were generally 

unrelated to the Morgenthau plme Krieger's perception of American flexibility supports 

Klessmann's view of "policy ambivalencew. JCS 1067 did not openly advocate the 

deindustriaiization of Germany and considerable loopholes existed. The ability to offer 

assistance if intemal chaos or epidemics afflicted Germany represented important looph~les.'~ 

The unfortunate fact rernains that historians remain uncertain of the duration of 

Morgenthau's impact. Volker R. Berghahn for example equates the belief in a draconian or 

harsh peace with Morgenthau and suggests that the "Morgethauians" faced final defeat only as 

late as 1947." Jeffrey M. Diefendorfs analysis of reconstruction provcs that the lack of 

Arnerican assistance in the rebuilding of G e m  cities highlighted that "whatever policy the 

Americans were contemplating, it had little to do with physical reconsrruction"." Diefendorf 
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continues with the view that Clay's hands were tied by JCS 1067. That policy, according to 

Diefendorf, "envisioned a harsh, punitive occupation, including the deindustrialization of the 

German economy" .13 While Diefendorfs interpetauon conflicts with the stated objectives of 

JCS 1067, since the directive rejected deindustrialization, Klessniann argues that the compromise 

of withholding Amencan aid fiom Germany meant a de facto continue of the Morgenthau Plan 

by other means." This chapter attempts to integrate the benefits of both polar positions. 

Both arguments suggest the incornplete nature of Arnerican postwar policy until late 

1944. A widespread American belief that occupation did not represent a "legitirnaten military 

function slightly hampered the development of a comprehensive postwar military policy between 

army and state." A d e s  fought wars and politicians administered the peace. The previous 

chapter highlighted the rather lirnited American experiences with the occupation of an enemy 

state. The Amencan public also exhibited fearfûl sentiments that the later creation of military 

government department represented something similar to a "school for Gauleitersn." A bad 

public image therefore haunted military government throughout its existence. American 

policyrnakers therefore faced several deficiencies in civil-military administration on entering the 

Second World War at the end of 1941. These problems paled in cornparison to the war effort. 

The Americans fomnately tackled the development of a competent military machine with 

their usual efficiency. The initial questions demanding raolution included derermining extremely 

basic maners such as whether to even employ mi1iw-y forces on enemy soil." These seemingly 

simple questions merged with deterrnining the possible scenarios facing the Allies during the 

postwar and the priorities brought by victory." The need to expand al1 areas of the American 

rnilitary rekindlcd the need to snidy postwar rnilitary govemment functions and policy. The 

analysis of occupation and its requirements aiso obviously indicated the need for military 

supervision and control of postwar Germany . 

Owing to a host of perceiveci deficiencies in American civil-military administration, the 

first American officers specializing in this particular field naturaily travelled to Cambridge in 

order to participate in British civil-military courses in October 1941." The decision to send 

soldiers abroad also accrued the secondary benefit of informing the American government of 



British postwar plans. The Americans essentially adopted the mentaiity of an observer during 

the opening stages of the codic t  in order to help refine a postwar policy. The Americans first 

established a paraIlel institution to the British mode1 at the University of Virginia on 2 April 

1942." Other schools of müitary government opened in Michigan and at Columbia University 

in order to encourage close work with the Board of Ecowmic wdare." The latter organization 

in fact rnaintained at an early date that the future occupation of Germany depended on close 

cooperation with the military? The Security Subcommittee of the President's Advisory 

Cornmittee had of course earlier decided that the "occupation should be strictly military in 

character but th3t relief at least might remain in civilian hands and that political advisors, 

presumably officers of the State Department, should be attached to the staffs of the commanders 

of occupying forces" .= Although considerable internai wrangling resulted concerning whether 

military government fell under the personnel, intelligence or operations sections of the American 

generai staffqZ4 the early debate conceming occupation stressed the military nature of the 

enterprise. 

Prior to the Amencan entry into the European conflict on 1 1 December 1941, Franklin 

D. Roosevelt presented an incomplete and thoroughly ideoIogical picture of the potential 

contours and hues of a postwar world liberated from Fascist barbarism. In the form of a state 

of the union address, Roosevelt announced his vision of four "essential hurnan freedoms" 

necessary for the establishment of capitalist democracy. The funire victory over totalitarian 

tyranny wouId secure a new political order for the pursuit of worldwide political and economic 

stability for human freedom within Roosevelt's Iifetime. The foundation of the new order rested 

on the freedom of speech, the freedorn of worship, economic security and disarmament. 

Roosevelt reaffinned the American gospel of capitalist dernocracy in the Atlantic Charter 

issued on 14 August 1941. Roosevelt and Churchill proclaimed an expanded version of the 

four basic freedoms in eight "common principies" necessary for the new order. The eight 

principles of the charter included the notions of demilitarization, democratization and trade 

liberalization. As the cornerstone of the new global community, Roosevelt and Churchill hoped 

to revive the disarmament discussions that had characterized the postwar efforts of Woodrow 
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Wilson, the League of Nations and the spirit of the Four Power Pact, The search for a concrete 

postwar policy concerning Germany and a program for European regeneration characterized the 

next four years. 

The American Under Secretary of State Sumner WelIes echoed Roosevelt's concern for 

postwar reconstruction at the National Trade Convention in New York on 7 October 1941. 

Welles argued for immediate discussion of how to rebuild Europe afier the " f w  and complete 

defeat of ~i t Ier is rn" .~  Reconstruction represented the primary aim of any postwar policy. 

Welles predicted that the defeat of Nazism necessarily meant widespread European destruction 

requiring extensive American humanitarian aid. The Atlantic Charter emphasized the importance 

of economic and commercial cooperation and for Welles therefore offered the guiding principles 

for any postwar settlement. WetIes exhorted American business and the American government 

to devote all of its talent towards the "creation of a more permanent economic order" based on 

American participatiod6 

Economic matters heavily influenced all aspects of the postwar including German 

disarmament. The Economic and Financial Group CounciI on Foreign Relations reaffkmed the 

belief inherent in the Atlantic Charter that the major failing of the Versailles Treaty rested in 

the lack of a "permanent system of general security" and German di~arrnarnent.~ Disarming 

Germany however required analysis of its economic implications. In a prehinary analysis of 

the economic consequences of German disarmament dated 20 October 1941, the American 

organization established certain questions regarding how forcing German disarmament might 

affect the German and European economies? The salient issues included how disarmament 

would affect the civilian sectors of German industry and therefore Germany's "economic position 

on the Continent" and in world markets? Postwar policy obviously required extensive analysis 

of a myriad of complex probIems. 

In response to the general American demand for early analysis of postwar policy, the 

American Secretary of State Cordell Hull advised Roosevelt to authorize the establishment of 

an advisory committee aimed at probing postwar issues from the perspective of the AtIantic 

charter? Roosevelt approved Hull's request and The Advisory Committee on Post-War Foreign 
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Policy conducted their first meeting at Welles' office on 12 February 1942. Afier opening the 

meeting explainhg the absence of the organization's secretary, CordeU Hull, Welles stressed 

that by order of Roosevelt "only two groups in this Government were perfomiing work in the 

post-war field: the group gathered around the Vice President menry Wallace] and this g r ~ u p " . ~ '  

A principle task of the organization included cwrdinating the work of "private organizations" 

and monitoring the postwar plans of foreign governments." 

The complexity of a future peace seulement quickly manifestai itself in a series of 

preliminary repons outlining generai postwar issues. Soviet postwar demands immediately 

tested and compromised the integrity of the Atlantic Charter. In February 1942 Hull informed 

Roosevelt of British negotiations with the Soviet Union concerning Josef Staiin's hope for fonnai 

recognition of the temtories incorporateci into the Soviet Union between 1 September 1939 and 

the stan of the German invasion on 22 June 1941." Hull immediately realized that open 

American acquiesence prornised only to Sour relations with "small countries everywhere" and 

offer the Germans a powerful propaganda to01.~ Hull furthemore pointed out that "such a 

precedent would destroy the meaning of one of the most important clauses of the Atlantic 

Charter and would tend to undermine the force of the whole d o c ~ m e n t " . ~  Hull subsequently 

offered the earIy warning that an unsatisfied Soviet Union rnight refuse postwar cooperation with 

the United States and Britain or even mobilize Cornmunist agitators throughout the world. 

Welles decided during a meeting of The Subcommittee on Political Problems in March 

1942 that postwar policy should assume positive Soviet cooperation in eastem Europe and 

Germany? Welles however admitteci that Soviet temtorial demands remained an underlying 

premise guiding discussions of the postwar. The subcornrnittee subsequently discussed the 

feasibility of plebiscites regarding the Baltic States and generally recognized the dangers implicit 

in border alterations. The major dificulty involved establishing a workable tripartite system 

aimed at providing immediate "relief and food measuran throughout E~rope.~' The 

subcommittee therefore stressed the need to establish "military zones of responsib ility " in 

Germany yet sirnultaneously "try to get tripartite action al1 overw." The need to immediately 

aid European reconstruction persisted throughout the discussions. 



A second problem with the Atlantic Charter denand for postwar prospenty related to 

the extent of German industrial disannament and its impact on Europe. In an anaiysis of the 

potential political problems of the postwar period. the American Division of Special Research 

established a list of salient questions requVing resolution. These questions focused primanly on 

the technical feasibüity of completely demilitarizhg German industry .39 Disarming Gerrnany 

represented far more than a simple matter of destroying G e m  weapons or the machines which 

produceci them. General security issues fused with economic issues. 

The Economic and Financial Groups Council on Foreign Relations pointed out in a 

report dated 8 July 1942 that the disarmament of Germany depended on the ype of Europe 

envisioned by the ~mer icans .~  Longterm disarmament represented a simple matter of denying 

Gennany the raw materials necessary for weapons production. Owing to the high concentration 

of German industry on its borders, the subcommittee considered a suggestion that the Allies 

merely transfer the Ruhr and Silesia to Germany's neighbours. Such drastic measures however 

conflicted with the perceived war aims of the United States. 

Our statements of war aims have promised that we will strive for freedom from f e u  and 
freedom from want for dl.  To achieve both of these goals requires: the effective organization 
of security, an expanding econorny, and political stability. Proposals for the disarmament of 
Gerrnany must be studied in their relation to these ends, striving always to reconcile 
effectiveness in one sphere with the least possible harm (or most benefit) in the other. We do 
not wish false "security" that would corne from an impoverished or a chaotic Europe. Neither 
can we have prosperity for long if we do not guard it against attackers. Security should provide 
the chance to build an expanding economy, not destroy its foundations, and prosperity should 
help remove the causes of war, not serve as an excuse to ignore danger." 

The subcomrnittee viewed the eIimination of German industry for the purpose of total 

disarmament as anathema to the general spirit of American war aims. The Americans perceived 

the potentiai political problems resulting from a Iack of postwar reconstruction and based early 

postwar conceptions on the hope for funue prosperity. 

Americans from many corners presented arguments against a Carthaginian peace. In an 

article entitled "What Shall We Do With Gennany", Michigan University Professor James K. 

Pollock stresseci that the success of any postwar settlement depended on economic success 

brought by "the right kind of government responding to and controlled by the genuine elements 

that make up the German nationn.'* Pollock emphasized the importance of a democratic 
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Gerrnany g'eographicaily situated astride the division of Europe between east and West. Ifhe 

professor insisteci that the "secondary problems" associated with postwar nutrition and industnal 

cehabilitation required ana ly~ i s .~  Germany's occupation and subsequent reorientation demanded 

a positive postwar policy in order to avoid another revanchist war by Germany. Pollock 

advocated h t  Amencan policy should proceed according to the concept of a "defeated but 

potentiaily powemil Germanyn." 

A major error of the Versailles Treaty according to Vice President Henry Wallace, 

announced in a speech to the Free WorId Association in New York on 8 May 1942, constituted 

the failure to "build an enduring world-wide peace" on an "economically, politicaily, 

and ... spiritually sound" ~ o r l d . ~ '  Wallace however believed that the world suffered from 

excessive German cartels and the German desire to achieve a higher standard of living through 

exploitation and economic imperialism.' Wallace's postwar solution consisted of generally 

increasing the standard of living through a controlled "people's revolution" that would embrace 

al1 nations including even G e m y ,  Itaiy and ~apan." Hull accepted the basis of an irnproved 

standard of living as a starting point for postwar conceptions, although he rernarked that 

Wallace's idealistic speech was "woefully deficient of any suggestion as to how to get from here, 

where you are, to there, where you want to gon? 

Perhaps the most dificult task regarding the development of postwar policy dealt with 

defining the general state of a defeated Gennany at the end of the confiict. The Arnericans 

realized at an early date that only two possible scenarios existed. A sudden Gerrnan military 

collapse would l ave  the govemment largely intact and able to assist in executing the Allied 

occupation. A prolonged and slow Allied military advance against a determineci German defence 

would on the other hand destroy much of the German Uifrastructure and severely complicate 

the occupati~n.'~ Welles argued that preliminary analysis of the postwar should accept the 

political surrender of G e m y  as the basis of discussion? An intact surrender obviously 

simplified the construction of viable occupational machinery through the incorporation of 

indigenous German administrative organizations . 
The Arnerican rnilitary however early questioned the optimistic forecast of a sudden 
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German military collapse. The Subcommittee on Security Problems headed by Generd Strong 

in fact pointed out certain benefits accrued from a Germany devastateci by war. The size and 

composition of the American rnilitary occupation according to Strong depended on the general 

German ability to evade the surrender demands." A Germany army obliterated in banle could 

offer limited postwar resistance since totai defeat naturally disanneci an opponent through death 

and capture. Strong estimateci that "twenty divisions would suffice for the occupation of a 

thorougbly beaten and disarmed Germany, whereas one hundred divisions niight be required to 

enforce peace upon that country afier an armistice similar to that of 1918"." The Amencan 

military therefore initially favoured the scenario of severe German dislocation for purposes of 

immediate dernobilization and ease of civil-military conuol. The Subcommittee on Security 

Problems fherefore recognized an important element of occupation less easiIy understooà by 

civilian politicians. 

The general American civil-military practice demanded the continuation of the defeated 

state's laws "insofar as they do not confiict with the ordinances of the occupying authority and 

for the local authorities to be left in charge of the administration of those laws"." Since the 

Military forecast the destruction of the National Socialist govement, the military required that 

American policymakers determine the composition of a substitue central German govement.  

The Subcornmittee on Security Problems demanded "an established and centralized vehicle for 

the political direction of the d e s  of oc~upation".~ The American policymakers were also 

required to determine whether Germany required an indigenous military for the purposes of 

combating civil unrest "such as the German professional army permitteci by the Versailles 

~ r e a t y  "." Strong countenanced the formation of lirnited native "police forcesn armed with 

"defensive armament" if Arnerican policymakers did not authorize the military to interfere in 

general civil strife." The American military argued for the political supervision of Germany and 

direct involvernent in a potential German civil war. The military also hoped to restrain foreign 

reprisais on G e m  civilians and soldiers if the postwar settlement denied Germany a military 

for civil defence? The extent of demobilization and disamament required detailed analysis. 

A second difficulty perceived by the subcommittee included defining "how broadly the 
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terni 'amis' should be interpreted" The legal restriction of weapons and armamenu production 

impacted civilian sectors since certain chernicals or explosives required for industry or rnining 

obviously permitteci a theoretical military application. The subcommittee advocated supervision 

and inspection of al1 industry capable of rnanufacturing armaments or related products. The 

organization discarded the possibiIity of simply handing industrial pIant and weaponry to 

Germany's many victims as inconsistent with the postwar hopes for generai di~armament.~~ The 

preferred solution includeâ scrapping German amiament for distribution "to whatever European 

nations had the most ne& for scrap at the time. some perhaps being reserved for use in the 

occupied country itself" ." 

The Subcommittee on Security Problems appeared prone to consider al1 aspects that 

promised a smooth occupation of Germany and the general benefits of European reconstruction. 

The organization in Septernber 1942 even proposed that disannament issues depended on Soviet 

cooperation in the postwar. Since future Soviet intentions remaineci an unlaiown variable in the 

postwar period, the subcomrnittee insisted that "it would be very greatIy to our disadvantage if 

in the peace settlement we had insisted upon the drastic disarmament of Gennany's neighbour 

States on the ~ontinent".~' While the subcomrnittee did not explicitly refer to German 

disarmament, General Kroner in the saine document argueci that the Allies not demand the 

postwar surrender of Gemian high-ranking officers as hostages since "they might be most useful 

and influentid, in the chaotic days following military collapse, in the reestablishment of a stable 

political system" .a The potentiai political destabilization of an expansionist Soviet Union entered 

postwar discussions at an early date. Soviet demands for temitond adjusûnents also impacted 

the postwar discussions conceming the viability of the occupation of Germany. Wolfgang 

Krieger point out that the United States seized al1 German commodities and appropriated al1 

industries in the United States after Germany's dedaration of war." How such actions might 

relate to the occupation did not enter the discussion. 

The Subcommittee on Economic Policy concemed itsel f w ith Gerrnany 's ability to 

integrate the populations transferred from eastern Europe on 23 October 1942. Soviet demands 

meant an inevitable relocation of German minorities throughout eastern Europe. Soviet 



population transfers in mm Mpacted other European peoples including primarily several million 

Poles forced into areas vacated by Germany. Since the National Socialists inïtiated the brutal 

forced movements of primarily Pola as part of their hope for Lebensraum. the Soviet transfers 

represented the compounding complication of an already severe problem. The subcornrnittee 

however focused excIusively on Germany's ability to absorb a consemative estimate of no more 

than three million.@ 

The organization estimated the total easrern German population facing border changes 

at approximately eighr million. That figure was discarded as a basis for Gennan absorption. 

Eight million people represented a total "too large" for Germany to integrate and the 

subcommittee reached the optimistic conclusion that "rnany [Germans] might prefer to stay. 

particularly the older settlers" ." The expected total population facing resettlement remained a 

difficult issue determinecl by future events and the subcommittee therefore focused on the 

numbers which Germany could conceivably absorb. The primary problem facing Germany, 

according to the Americans, remained an inabiiity to easily integrate an eastern German 

popuIation without the erection of substantial agriculturd trade barriers in addition to a 

sirnultaneous increase in Ge- expons." Using a preliminary estimate based on the transfer 

of one million Germans, the subcommittee pointed out the German government would expend 

$2,500 per capita in order to provide sufficient housing and other facilities. Even the 

incorporation of the relatively small number of one million Germans required a "much larger 

percent increase in trade" as well as "intensive agricultural c~ltivation".~' 

Further inquiry into the problem of German boundary changes by the Subcornmittee on 

Territorial Roblems resulted in a plan for "mitigating the suffering consequent on resettlement 

rather than taking the attitude of 'slapping' the East Prussians into Germany and Iening hem 

starve".' While sensitive to the severe Polish suffering at Ge- hands and therefore resolute 

on supporting temtorial compensation at Gennany's expense, the subcommittee maintained that 

Germany could only cede a certain amount of agricultural land. The subcomrnittee even debated 

the possibility of transferring Polish agricultural land near Poznan to Germany in order to allow 

for increases in German agricultural output. The plan appeareû tenuous owing to the severe 
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Polish resenment tbat it entailedw The Plan also reflected a departure from a basic tenet of 

postwar policy. The impact of the Second World War on Europe meant that any realistic 

postwar policy required concentration on Germmy's aggressive tendencies and that Germany's 

population and industrial resources supersedeci those of Germany's neighbours." 

The possibility of such extremely organued postwar behaviour depended on maintaining 

an unusually high degree of order. The Preliminary Plan for Organizing the Occupation of 

Germany issued on 24 October 1942 by the Subcommittee on Security Problems emphasized the 

alrnost utopian hope for "an international force under a single commander-in-chief" ." Divided 

into national "contingents conuibuted by the principal victor powers of the European theatre of 

operations", the occupation forces would theoretically "possess complete freedom of movement 

throughout ail German temtory"." The basis of the occupational structure rested on an intact 

Gerinan bureaucracy and the continuation of a Gemian Iegal system purged of NaUsm." 

Growing awareness of the problems associated with the occupation of Germany fed the need for 

optimistic assessments of the postwar control machinery . 
Increasingly despondent forecasts of the postwar impacted perceptions of the occupation 

of Germany by the end of 1942. The growing hope related to retaining an intact Germany in 

a Europe brought closer to some form of monetary and industrial unification. The Subcornmittee 

on Economic Policy bitterly attacked the proposai to divide Germany into several States in a 

report composed on 5 November 1942. In arguing the relatively straightforward point that 

German industry rernained highly concentrated in specific regions such as the Ruhr rather than 

homogenously throughout Germany, the Arnericans maintained that the disruption of this system 

through imposed temtorial barriers promised "enormous maladjustments which could only be 

straightened out in a long p e n d  of ti~ne".'~ The Subcommittee on Security Problems 

consequently stressed that the Allies not divide Germany into zones or that any " a m  be assigned 

exclusively to any one national force"? The Allies could hope for the negation of German 

ambitions through the industrial submergence of Germany within general European unification. 

The Subcommittee on Economic Poticy believed that Arnerican fuiancial assistance would help 

stabilize any European reconstruction baseci on international rather than domestic demands. As 



argued by Alan S. Milward, the Americans throughout this period continued to stress the 

importance of "high and increasing output, increasing trade, full employment , industrial izat ion 

and rnodernization" .76 Retaining an indusnially viable Gerrnany promised to ameliorate the 

negative results of G e m  territorial transfers and furthemore provide Europe with the 

industrial engine for reconstruction." 

The American Arnbassador in London John G. Winant emphasized the inherent dangers 

of a total Gerrnan postwar collapse in a mernorandun discussing the postwar at the beginning 

of 1943 . Perhaps infiuenced by German dedarations of total war in the face of the drarnatic 

Soviet victory at Stalingrad, Winant expresseci the view that "the Nazi system will prove strong 

enough to resist a palace revolt or a rnass revolt until the German annies have been defeated and 

systematicalIy driven back to the i ~ e r  line. It is not at al1 sure that the Nazi regime will then 

break, before the inner line too has been taken and the invasion of Gerrnany proper has 

begun"." In addition to arguing that the war would conceivably continue past 1944, Winant 

surmised that the levels of destruction in Gerrnany and Europe would assume catastrophic 

proportions. 

The economic collapse will be unprecedented. There will be starvation. The mle of the black 
market will prevail, the artificial protection of fixed prices and rationing gone. The entire war 
production-two-thirds of German industry-will be shut down, turning millions of workers on 
to the streets. There is doubt as to how much of the other one-third of industry will be able to 
continue to operate. There wiIl be the chaotic exodus of seven million war prisoners and forced 
workers, many of them trying to fight their way home. There wiIl be an economic interregnum. 
production reduced to the ecpomic life of the village, there will be the most extensive 
devastation in industrial areas. 

These prophetic words symbolized the general direction of American thought throughout 1943 

and into 1944. 

Roosevelt countenanced the establishment of a rnilitary government section under the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff on 15 December 1942 .~  The newly created Civil Affairs-Military 

Government Section or G-5 began the laborious task of defining its role and wrestling the 

problem of recruiting skilled personnel to deal with a host of predicted postwar problems. The 

original definition of military government remained based on a two phase system distinguished 

by "rnilitary necessity" in the first and a second characterized by more normai civilian 

concem." The first phase would further witness the establishment and maintenance of a 
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military goverment built to carry the administration into the second purely civilian phase. The 

most dificult concem. a problem plaguing the discussions throughout the duration of the war, 

related to the length of the f is t  phase. 

The negative American forecasts of the postwar intensifieci during 1943 and the 

beginning of 1944. The most conspicuous American problem related to baiancing the need for 

disarrning German industry with hopes for revitaiizing and reconsvucting western Europe d e r  

a devastating world war- The expressed concem revolved around the formation of an 

"organization in West Europe so that it shall not again become a breeding ground for war" .= 
The Soviet Union and eastern Europe did not represent an important element in American 

planning. American policymakers exhibiteci the growing tendency to exclude the Soviet Union 

since the Communist state represented a "system within itself" .O Even though the Subcornmittee 

on Econornic Policy emphasized that American policy should not exclude the "possible creation 

of an East European Federation" . Amencan researchers focused their energies aimost entirely 

on the reconstniction of western Europe through econornic unifi~ation.~ 

The difficult attempt at balancing German industrial disarmament with European 

economic recovery produced no small measure of confusion. The paradoxical nature of the two 

concepts becarne apparent in a meeting of the Secunty Technical Comminee aimed at evaluating 

the limitation of German aircraft production. The tentative results of the meeting stressed that 

"German commercial air operations within Germany should not be prohibitedm ." The arguments 

favouring German limited aircraft production included the notion that the policy "would conform 

to the general principles that al1 controls over German war potential should, in order to increase 

their acceptability and longrange enforceability. be restricted to the minimum measures consistent 

with security needsw .& The principle problem remaineci the American neglect to explicitly define 

industrial disamament. 

The Subcommittee on Security ProbIems in fact maintained that balancing disarmament 

with certain unavoidable postwar realities such as German police forces implied "that absolute 

and universal 'disarmament' will not be possible, because the policing Powers will need arms" ." 

The Allies required more than German disarmament in order to ensure European security. 
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The subcomminee therefore stipulated that the eradication of Gennan or Prussian militarism 

presented the oniy tme corrective to this "inherent contradiction" ." The subcommittee therefore 

believed that oniy the elimination of Pmsia promised to permanently end Ger- militari~m.~ 

Temtorial readjustments airned at carving Prussia out of Gennany, in addition to strengthening 

the Catholic presence to fil1 the subsequent political vacuum, would deliver the "mortal blow" 

to "~russianism" ." Although the organization did.not opedy advocate the division of Germany 

into several states, a controversial proposai largely dismissed by the Subcommittee of Econornic 

Poiicy, the point was raised that it "may be possible to unite Austria, Bavaria, and the 

southwestern Catholic provinces, making use of their antagonism for the North and the East of 

~ermany".~ '  The subcommittee also surmised that swngthening the Catholic presence in 

Germany promised to prevent a potential postwar Comunist victory. A Catholic Germany 

furthemore guaranteed against Gennan and Soviet "collusionw in a conspiracy airned at Soviet 

" world domination and revolutionn ." 

David CIay Large argues that the Americans throughout the Second World War and 

postwar consistentIy equated Nazism with militarism or "Prussianism". The elirnination of 

Prussia and the concentration on of political power in the hands of traditionai Pmsian "enernies" 

such as the catholics therefore promised an easy solution to the problem of Germany militarism. 

Large continues and states that the most "vexing" problem facing the Arnericans concerned 

"where did one draw the line between militarism and the propagation of widely chenshed martial 

values such as obedience, discipline, comradeship and self-sacrifice" ." This highly theoretical 

observation seems largely inconsequential owing to the profusion of administrative problems 

facing the American administration of postwar Germany. The saiient problem associateû with 

armed Gennan police forces for the Subcornmittee on Security ProbIerns related to the Gerrnan 

penchant for employing weapons in an offensive role. The eradication of Prussianism or 

militarism hardly meant depriving Germany of the values of "comradeship". 

Growing acceptance of the relatively straightforward elimination of "Pmsianism" 

through border changes or the division of Gerrnany into several States furthemore precipitated 

serious consideration within the Subcommittee on Economic Policy near the end of January 



1943. The partition of G e m y  promised only to exacerbate the obvious German 

transformation from a war economy to one of peace. The subcommittee rnaintained that 

Gerrnany's high degree of financial and corporate centralization demandeci slow and carefully 

planned changes." A partition 'dong lines comparable to the dissolution of the Standard Oil 

Company by Our Supreme Court a number of years ago" would suffer from protracted Iitigation 

settlement cases.gs The subcommittee further contended that drastic masures such as German 

partition only promised to reduce German industrial efficiency and further jeopardize efforts at 

postwar reconstruction.% The attempt at partition rnight also incite German industry to attempt 

skirting the peace settlement and the subcornmittee believed that it "is unlikely that Gerrnan 

business, if forcibly separated on the bais of three geographical units, wouId faiI to find a 

multitude of effective devices for circumventing ail the objects of the separation"." Matters of 

efficiency outweighed security interests. 

Despite the apparent lack of conclusive handling of certain complex postwar questions 

such as German partition and disanriament, the American govemment met the growing need for 

military administrative manpower. The need to increase the scope of military goverment 

related to the planned Allied invasion of Sicily in 1943. Dwight D. Eisenhower therefore 

granted additional power and operational authority to civil-rnilitary government through the 

fusion of the Civil Affairs Department commanded by General John H. Hilldring to the invading 

forces on 1 March 1943." The Civil Affairs Department subsequently reponed directly to the 

Secretary of War and furthemore organized al1 civilian organizations including relief agencies 

active within the military theatre of operations. 

The administrative change led Hilldring to successfully request the expansion of his 

organization to a total of 12 000 trained officers worldwide? Although unable to recruit 

sufficient personnel directly from the military, owing primarîly to the usual wanime shonages 

of expenenced manpower, Hilldring formed the Civil Affairs Training Program (CATP) in order 

to instruct civiIians in the various roles of occupational govemment at such universities as Yale, 

Harvard, Pittsburgh. Chicago, Michigan and Stanford." The new program intended to solve 

the problem of insufficient nurnbers of officers through the training of civilian specialists in 



foreign languages and appropriate skills. As the Amencans proceeded to take more and more 

enemy temtory throughout the war, beginning with Sicily in July 1943, the number of men 

trained in military governent increased dramatically to a maximum CATP enroiment of 450 

students per month.lo1 Despite these strenuous efforts, the "dunand from oveaeas more than 

kept Pace with the output from the schoolsn ." American soldien were prirnarily given the 

responsibility of waging a difficult war and postwar matters rernained secondary . lm 
The most serious problerns facing the military still concemed the construction of 

occupational administrative xnachinery, the duration of military authority and the underlying 

basis of occupation. These issues demandeci at least provisional resolution prior to the Allied 

invasion of Sicily. The debate concerning the length of military jurisdiction need not compiicate 

matters since the duration of military authority remained related to the length of the conflict. 

The more important issue corresponded to the stated civil-miIitary objective of basing the 

"predominant purpose of civil affairsn in Italy on "bene~olence".'~ Roosevelt argued that 

civilian agencies could best cultivate a benevolent spirit and he therefore proposed an 

"interdepartmental policy comrnittee chaired by the assistant secretary of state" to coordinate the 

economies of liberated states.Io Although subordinate to the theatre commander. Roosevelt 

granted the Foreign Economic Administration "wide latitude and authority " and ordered the 

organization to "function as the major channel of contact of civilian agencies with the US 

military and the  allie^".'^ 

Roosevelt's decision impacted the future of Arnerican civil-military policy in Germany. 

The Economic and Financial Group Council on Foreign Relations in March 1943 issued a 

prelirninary analysis of American reparations policy that corresponded to the civil-military 

conclusions stressing a high degree of moderation. The council considered the purpose of 

reparations as "a means of speeding recovery and achieving the economic peace aims of the 

United  nation^".'^ The council further emphasized the Arnerican post World War One belief 

that excessive reparations presented "serious dangers not only to the future Germany but to the 

receiving counuies and the world economy at ~arge" . '~  In addition to negating financial 

reparations except for the financid restitution of stolen currency, the council made German 



transfers of "goods and services" dependent on their contribution to the "strengthening of the 

postwar world economic and political ordern. lm The councü emphasized the possible reluctance 

of European States to accept a moderate program and therefore noted the importance of 

"leadership by the United States (and probably Great Britain) in preparing a reasonable 

reparations program and urging the other United Nations to accept it"."" This astonishingly 

temperate American reparations proposal based its moderation on the view of reparations as "one 

of the chief mistakes of Versailles" and that they "should not be irnposed after this war"."' 

The rejection of a harsh peace penetrated Amencan discussion concemhg potential 

methods of preventing G e r a  rearmament in the postwar period. The Division of Political 

Studies released a report on 5 June 1943 echoing earlier condemnation of German partition as 

a method of ensuring Gemian disarmament. The division of Germany only prornised a high 

degree of intenial German opposition that therefore demanded a system of longterm controls 

deemed "unlikely to continue" throughout the postwar."' The organization dso rejected a 

second dternative demanding the separation of the Ruhr from Gerrnany owing to the "serious 

irredentist problem" that it entailed.'13 Any reductions in Gennan industry furthemore 

confronted the postwar problems associated with reducing the "ability of Gerrnan industry to 

employ German workersn and therefore only aggravating the destabilization of a truncated 

postwar Germany dependent on trade for agncultural imports."' In arguing that no single policy 

appeared to offer a simple method of ensuring continued disarmament, the Division of Political 

Studies agreed with the Security Subcommktee that a combination of a series of controls offered 

the most satisfactory solution. An example of a potential combination included 

(1) intemational inspection of annaments and armaments potentid. (2) quarantine of the military 
officer class, (3) a ban on the production of a m  and munitions, (4) prohibition of civilian 
aircraft production, (5) civilian aircraft imports controlled by international rationing, and (6) 
public international control of governrnentai a m  budgets and expendinires . Il5 

Defining American demands for German disarmament proved a dinicult and complex 

undertaking. 

The problems associated with the search for inter-Allied unanimity concerning G e m  

disarmament also added a degree of confusion by the middle of 1943. The Division of Political 

Studies exhibiteci a certain arnount of consternation regarding Stalin's 6 November 1942 



proclamation that 'it is not Our aim to destroy al1 military force in Germany".l'b Even though 

the Division of Political Studies remainecl adamantly in favour of total Gennan disannament as 

the policy to pursue in the postwar period, the Soviet declaration dernanded that the United 

States arialyze partial disarmament as a possible altemative. Afier brief study of certain positive 

benefits to Germany. restricting the scope of demilitarization was made dependant on the 

uniikely "complete reversal of our present policy towards the Soviet Union"."' The Division 

of Political Studies however suggested the examination of "how a Cornmunist government in 

Gemiany. partially armed, would affect Our post-war interests" and "the lines of action we 

should foilow in the event of a break with Russia over the political compIexion of the German 

government succeeding ~itler 's" . "' 
American worries regarding the Soviet handling of the German amy intensifieci in July 

and August 1943. Captured German offlcers announced the formation of the National 

Cornminee of Free Germany in Moscow on 12 July 1943."9 The Comrnunist newspaper 

"Pravda" published a manifesto of the new German organization later in July 1943.Im The 

manifesto exhorted Gennans to overthrow the Nazi government in order to secure "a strong 

democratic state on equal footing with other nations and the restoration of property and of civil 

righr~".'~' The American Ambassador in Moscow John Standley reported to Corde11 Hull that 

although the National Cornmittee represented a "chiefly propaganda value" for possible 

manipulation by the Soviet Union, Soviet media support of the 12 July conference reinforced 

the possibility that the "position taken by [the] conference represents the present Soviet attitude 

towards [the] post-war role of Germany" .IP The major point of dispute for Standley concemed 

certain "controversial proposals" espousing a "plan for preserving [the] Wehrmacht intact as a 

fighting force and [the] drearn of a new Germany which would be strong and powerful".'" 

Hull in fact believed that the additional Soviet formation of the German Officers' Union 

represented "a play to win over the German m e d  forces" and therefore a "means of exercising 

pressure on the United States and Great Britain" ." These actions supponed by the Soviet Union 

largely underlined the difflculties of policy unanimity inherent in al1 dliances. 

Returning to the matter of military control rnachinery, the Allied invasion of Italy begun 



on 3 September 1943 reemphasized that only the military could successfully reorganire the areas 

which it occupied. The civilian relief organkations lacked the administrative ability to provide 

humanitarian aid or effective governrnent. The military's success in filling the administrative 

vacuum in Italy led Roosevelt to remark that "it is quite apparent that if prompt results are to 

be obtained the Amy will have <O assume the initiai burdenw.'s Military inquires into what it 

perceived as the fundamental problems of immediate relief largely corresponded with the policies 

advocated by the various Arnerican subcornrnittees. Civil M a i n  concentrated on matters of 

law and order, deported persons and the state of the German economy expected during the 

postwar. 

Civil Affairs maintaineci the rather obvious expectation that the end of Nazi rule would 

release millions of captive foreign soldiers and civilians working as forcd labourers under 

horrific conditions. The American military therefore expected immensely difficult prospects 

regarding providing relief and law and order in a wartom and defeated srate potentially waging 

a guerilla war against the victors with the added complexity of foreign reprisais at the hands of 

roving gangs of deported persons. Civil Affairs consequently stresseci that the viability of the 

occupation depended on the expectation that the German economy "provide adequately for the 

country afier the surrender".'" The safety of Arnerican soldiers depended on the retention of 

effective military "striking powerw through direct control of the movements of the total 

population in Germany and " by preventing disease and disorder". '" 
This essentially positive occupational policy formed the basis of the Standard Policy and 

Procedure for Combined Civil Affairs Operations in Northwest Europe released on 13 December 

1943.'~ That document nsulted in part from an Office of Strategic Services (OSS) demand for 

a series of handbooks inmcting Allied civil affairs officers in the higher functions of 

occupational adrnini~tration.'~ OSS realized that the tasks of military government demanded 

"sorne vision of how we are going to coordinate civil affairs operations al1 over the European 

continent in line with American interesu and the peace aims of the United Nations".'" OSS 

requested that the composition of provisionai handbooks and policy statements proceed 

irregardless of the imprecise nature of postwar policy in 1943. '" 



Both Britain and the United States agreed within the Standard Policy and Procedure for 

Combined Civil Affairs Operations in Northwest Europe that the supreme comrnanders of both 

arrnies would represent the highest politicd authority within their respective Gerrnan zones of 

occupation. The signifiame of this decision becomes apparent when balanceci against the fact 

diat the Allies had not yet fully delineated the zones of occupation in Germany. The supreme 

cornrnanders would delegate authority in order to facilitate smooth military operations in 

conjunction with the various civilian agencies.l2 

This uansfer of power into a monolithic military structure arose as a natual outcome 

of the transfer of authority to SHAEF on 15 January 1944 in view of the upcoming invasion of 

occupied France or Operation "Overlordw . Military issues dominateci throughout 1944 into 1945 

following the decision that German defeat required a substantial and prolonged Amencan and 

British military contribution. W l e  the Allies continued to hope for a sudden German military 

collapse as expressed in the largeIy political ûperation "Rankin" contingency concepts, eventual 

German defensive tenacity in Normandy indicated that victory required the total occupation of 

Germany iuelf. '" 
With the important change from a political to a rnilitary solution to the problems 

affecting postwar administration came the subordination of civilian planning until the h l  filment 

of the "Overlordn military objectives in Autumn 1944. Civil Affairs and miiitary government 

detennined immediate kllied policy and not the civilian Control Commission. IY The perceived 

need to physicdly occupy Germany metre by metre necessarily meant the prominence of military 

govemment over the civilian Control Commission or the future European Advisory Commission. 

The Working Security Committee on 22 December 1944 reinforced the idea that the "first or 

military phase ... will be the charge of the Commander-in-Chief in the Gerrnan theatre, assisted 

by a Control Commission for Germany".lu A slow plodding occupation of Gemiany entailed 

the obvious establishment of military govemment on German soiLi% Admiral Leahy however 

informed Hull on 20 December 1943 that even if Germany suddenly collapsed "Allied Military 

Governent will have to be established until such tirne as some semblance of order is 

restored" ."' 
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Until the American governrnent disbanded SHAEF in the postwar on 14 July 1945." 

Eisenhower's position as Supreme Commander in the West helped ease inter-Ailied disputes and 

tensions by focusing responsibility for American policy into the han& of one man and his staff. 

According to Ziemke, the Americans established an important precedent since "as long as 

SHAEF existed. civil afTairs and military government were to be a direct responsibility of the 

military cornmanden".'" How the Arnerican goveniment planneci to subsequentiy transfer 

authority regarding the military occupation of Germany fiom the American armed forces to the 

civilian control commissions remained largely unlaiown. 

The seriousness of the continuing policy vacuum furthemore encouraged the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff to formulate their own general postwar policy concerning Germany.'" JCS had already 

decided to solve the difficulty of transitionai military and civilian administrations by insisting on 

a protracted military presence and longterm politicai control of Germany by the military. The 

JCS planners exhibited a degree of uncertainty in insinuating that the military occupation "could 

be a considerable length of t h e n  .14' The temporal extension of American military government 

more important1 y reveaied links to earlier ana1 ysis conducted b y the vanous subcomrnittees 

dealing with the postwar issue of occupational duration. 

The decision by the JCS guaranteed severe fuhire handicaps for tripartite or quadripanite 

administrative organizations such as the European Advisory Commission based in London. 

Eisenhower and the American military represented the supreme authority in their German zone. 

The concept of fmed zones of national responsibility replaced initial hopes for fluid and 

homogenous Allied control based on Gennany as a whole by the end of Decernber 1943. The 

execution of the postwar agreements within a "combined occupation" according to the Division 

of Political Studies prornised only severe transportation difficulties in a Germany reeling from 

aerial bombing and inter-Ailied friction. ln Separate national mil itary districts seemed a more 

realistic and workable system. Such strict division however also foreshadowed significant 

dificulties such as the permanent Soviet occupation of Poland in order to "safeguard the 

transportation and supply of Soviet tr~ops"."~ The division of Germany into separate military 

districts aiso resulted in certain obstacles relating to reparations transfers. The Committee on 



Reparôtions. Restitution and Property Rights maintainecl that the contemplated transfers of 

German production promiseci "disastrous repercussions on the fuiancial system of the debtor 

country and indirectly on world trade and finance" if such transfers were not based on a "sound 

economic basis" . 
The establishment of rnilitary zones also demandeci that the Ameican military compose 

a relief policy for the maintenance of order in Germany and protect American soldiers. A 

Combined Civil Affairs Cornmittee directive (CCS 551) established the bais of occupation as 

one "which urged 'nomialization' of conditions so as not to impede the conduct of the war"."' 

The report also emphasized that "although the elimination of nazisrn and of the German ability 

to make war were assumed, the mission would be to restore national conditions and recreate a 

peaceabie Gerrnany" .'" The influence of early American occupational studies and experiences 

forged a largely temperate occupational policy. Wolfgang Krieger authoritatively points out that 

CCS 55 1 represented the primary policy directive guiding Arnerican postwar administration until 

the dissolution of SHAEF. JCS 1067 rernained a "technically unofficiai policy" until that 

moment. "' 
The temperance or leniency exhibited by the United States military therefore requires 

further attention. The formulation of a list of initial duties by the American First Army in early 

1944 further emphasized the prirnacy of efficiency as the fundamental starting point of 

occupation. The document demanded that the First Army establish and entrench a military 

government and also secure and control the Ge- military and civilian population. The 

document also ordered the rnilitary to "Re-establish local public hedth organizations", "Secure 

care for civilian sick and wounded", "Report incidence of communicable diseases", "Correct 

serious hazards in environmental sanitation" , "Establish strict control over medical supplies " , 

"Provide adequate food distribution facilities", "Restore civilian services", "Restore price and 

rationing controlsw, and even "Require continuance of local w collection" .la These cornplex 

relief masures certainly foreshadowed a positive basis for American military govermnent . 

Studies concerned with German d i s a m e n t  during this period also exhibited the 

essentially positive outlook characterizing the postwar occupation. The Division of Political 



Studies considered possible postwar political scenarios h t  potentially influenced the degree of 

disarmament to impose on Germany. The organization however stressed throughout the report 

that the "safest course to punue is to demand the total disannament of Germany".'" The 

Division of Political Studies specifîed that the lack of an European system of collective security 

rnight potentially lead to the evolution of "a new power equilibriurn" against Arnerican interests. 

In a postwar power shift confiicting with an American policy advocating the total disarmament 

of Germany "the complete elimination of Germany as a military factor may be less favourable 

to us than a system in which a defeated Germany would be permitteci to retain a moderate 

armament".'" The lack of a German rnilitary presence or "buffer" in central Europe offered the 

opportunity for Soviet expansion. A second rationale for a limited German rnilitary related to 

bolstering domestic German political support for a democratic govemment . 

The authoriration of a Ge- police fora  with "a reasonable amount of equipment for 

the maintenance of i n t e d  ordern represented a secondary factor largely unrelated to 

international matters. The Division of Political Studies more importantly concluded that the 

Amencan government offer a republican G e r m y  sympathetic to the western Allies "more 

generous terms ... in order to give support to this desirable type of government and strengthen 

it in Gerrnan public opinion"."' Highlighting the importance the United States placed on the 

creation of a stable German democracy, the report suggested that the American government 

strengthen a disarmeci German democracy through "econornic support, territorial guarantees and 

a promise of ultimate equd treatment in armamentsn.'* The report further specified that the 

temporary suspension of weapons production might Save G e m y  the "heavy costs of 

arrnaments". A Cornrnunist German govermnent would on the other hand face total 

dernilitarization by the United States and Great   ri tain.'^ 

These optimistic assessrnenu by both the many American research organizations and the 

military strongly divened with a sudden shift in ideas flowing fkom Washington durhg 1944. 

Roosevelt responded to a military request on 1 April 1944 for clarification concerning the nature 

of unconditional surrender. The military hoped for a slight change in Allied pronouncemenü 

concerning the separation of Nazis and German responsibility for propaganda purposes. 



Roosevelt responded that the "trouble is that the reasoning.. .presupposes reconstituting a G e m  

state which would give active cooperation apparently at once to peace in E u r ~ p e " . ' ~  Roosevelt 

continued and maintained that "the German phiiosopby cannot be changed by decree. law. or 

military order. The change in Gennan philosophy m u t  be evolutionary and may take 

generations. To assume otherwise is to assume, of necessity , a period of quiet followed by a 

third world war " . Roosevelt furthermore rejected SHAEF military govement conceptions 

as excessively lenient. The president ordered al1 SHAEF military government handbooks 

"withdrawn" on the basis of those documents being "prefty badYw David Clay Large points 

to the presideat's argument for a "system of 'army soup kitchens'" to feed the Ge- 

population in the posnvar." Roosevelt repudiated any attempt at dividing German respowibility 

for the Second World War between people and government and countenanced drastic changes 

in American postwar policy . 
SHAEF however constructeci a revised "Rankin" scenario in anticipation of a German 

collapse which encapsulated certain established military govement conceptions plior to 

Roosevelt's policy reorientation. Operation "Talismann represented the only approved tripartite 

post-surrender policy guiding the actions of the victors even though invalidated by events."' The 

underlying basis for the directive rested on a politically intact Gemiany able to sign the 

surrender document and economically shoulder the costs of the Ailied occupati~n. '~~ The notion 

of an "intact surrender" highlighted the belief that Germany faced coIlapse prior to direct 

military occupation and also depicted the hope of rescuing much of the German administrative 

infrastructure for the purposes of an efficient occupation. 

Roosevelt's newly formed Cabinet Cornmittee on Germany however rejected the 

military's lenient stance as the basis of postwar policy during their first session on 2 September 

1944.lm The Cabinet Cornmittee also discardeci years of research concerning disarmament. 

reparations and the general funire of postwar Germany. The need for the immediate 

construction of such a policy in 1944 related to the total collapse of the German military afier 

the closing of the Falaise gap in Nomiandy. When Eisenhower took cornmand of al1 Allied 

annies in the West on 1 September 1944 the Germans could only muster 100 tanks against 2,000 
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and 570 aircraft against 14,000.'" Terry Copp points out that the Allied rnilitary found it 

"difficult to envision the rest of the campaign as anything but a victorious advance".'" 

Roosevelt's need to quickly comtnict a directive for military govenunent accounts in part for 

the quick formulation of a provisional policy in September 1944. 

Historians obviously fmd difficulty in explainhg Roosevelt's exclusive reliance on the 

Cabinet Committee for the formulation of a postwar occupational policy after the expenditure 

of so much thought by the various subcommittees. Krieger rightly points out that the Arnericans 

did not suffer from a lack of preparation and bnefly illustrates the work of Welles' Advisory 

Committee on Post-War Problems. Krieger explains that the Committee concentrated on the 

intemal and economic chaos by the demanded division of ~ e r m a n y . ' ~  Krieger believes that 

the flurry of activity associated with postwar policy only influenced the debate for a short 

interval. The Americans returned to pre-Morgenthau conceptions in only a few months and 

definitely at ~otsdam.'" Ziemke therefore constructs the false impression that the military 

formed its benevolent policy in a vacuum created by the American govement's total neglecr 

of postwar issueda This chapter highlights the close proximity between the Arnerican 

administrative conceptions and those of the military until the middIe of 1944. Good government 

remained the basis of civil-military administration throughout what might be termed the 

prelirninary penod of policy formulation. The military's total acceptance of the Cabinet 

Comminee's quite radical program as the definitive statement at the considerable expense of 

previous research in part excuses Ziemke's rather unexplanatory oversight. In light of the 

general American acceptance of the inevitability of longterm military control of Germany, 

historians wuiot defend Ziemke's assertion that a "long train of decisions reaching back to early 

1942 had established that governing occupied temtory was to be essentially a civilian t a ~ k " . ' ~  

The Cabinet Committee's program nonethelas contained the basis of a radical plan 

composeci by the Secretary of the Treasury Henry J. Morgenthau. The plan argued that 

Gerrnany required fundamental transformation from an aggressive nation to a benign people who 

would never again threaten world peace. The wholesale restructuring of Germany demanded 

"demilitarization; dissolution of the Nazi Party; controls over communications, press, propaganda 



and education; reparation for those countries wanting it; and decentralization of the German 

governmental smcnire".16' The plan advocated the total demilitarization of Gerxnany through 

the elimination of a German military and weapons industry in addition to deindustrialization. 

Morgenthau and the Cabinet Committee advocated what amounted to the absolute d e f ~ t i o n  of 

disarmament. Morgenthau offered a program which depaned from the established policy of 

requiring Germany to pay reparations by delivering a percentage of cwent production for only 

5 years. The EAC hoped to control inflation through German industrial reconstruction.'" 

Morgenthau hirther rejected the military and administrative concern for German rehabili tat ion. 

Disarming German society according to Morgenthau required more than the relatively 

simple dernolition of armaments and war material or even the "total destruction of the whole 

German annament h d ~ s t r y " . ' ~  OnIy Deindusmalization promised to solve the "German 

problem". Morgenthau realized that totally ndding an industnalized state of the ability to 

produce weapons also dependeci on reducing or in the case of Germany destroying al1 "key 

industries which are basic to military ~t rength" . '~  A potential list included German steel, 

machinery, electrkal equipment, chernical and automobile pr~duction.~" Morgenthau advocated 

the complete elimination of Germany's industrial heartland in the Ruhr basin and suggested that 

the area "should not only be stripped of al1 presently existing industries but so weakened and 

controlled that it can not in the foreseeable future become an industrial area".'n Further 

"controls over foreign trade and tight restrictions oa capital imports" for a penod of twenty 

years would therefore limit any funire German capacity to skirt the postwar provisions and 

develop an industrial infrastructure on which to base rearmament. The partition of Germany into 

two "autonornous" and "independent" States would split the domestic German economy and 

therefore significantly frustrate efforts at treaty evasion. A customs union between Bavaria and 

a reconstituted Austria would reinforce that division.'" Partition would also greatly simplify 

implementing political decentralization and generaily lessen the difficulties of occupation. If the 

Arnericans subsequently left the German funire in the hands of Germany's European victims 

Arnerican "troops could be withdrawn in a relatively short tirne".'" Morgenthau therefore 

rejected allowing Germany any hiture capacity to regain major power stanis.'" Morgenthau 



in fact argued for the "end of heavy industry in ~ermany"."~ 

The Morgenthau Plan offered to permanently terminate Germany's capacity to reann and 

therefore solve the "German problem" at the least cost to the American taxpayer. Longterm 

occupation demandeci huge financial and manpower resowces. Ziemke argues that Roosevelt 

remained adamant throughout this period that the United States retain the nonhern Gennan port 

of Bremen and Bremerhaven in order to secure an embarkation point for the quick return of 

American troops.ln Roosevelt believed that the Arnerican public would demand the swifi 

postwar reduction of the Amencan military goverment in G e m y  in order to bring the 

soldiers home.IR When Churchill inquired as to possible American postwar responsibilities in 

France on 7 February 1944, Roosevelt responded that he was "absolutely unwilling to police 

France and possibly Itdy and the Balkans as well. After al1 France is your baby and it will take 

a lot of nursing to bring it to the point of walking alone".'" Churchill pressed the issue and 

Roosevelt vociferously added that Churchill not press for Amencan forces in France and 

repeated chat "1 just cannot do it! 1 would have to bring them al1 homen.'" The Morgenthau 

Plan promised a Iogical answer to the problem of an expensive and longterm occupation. 

Morgenthau also solved the problem of financing a potentially expensive occupation by insisting 

that the oniy purpose of the American military governent concerned administration and that 

the "responsibility for sustaining the German economy and people rests with the German 

peoplen."' Morgenthau in agreement with the various subcomrninees handling the future of 

Gerrnan industry realized that the level of wartime destruction in Germany required substantial 

outside financial assistance for reconstruction. Morgenthau therefore rejected the idea that the 

Allies could base European recovery on a revived German industry and instead advocated the 

industrial development of Germany's neighbours.Ia An intensification of German farming 

through the subsequent concentration on agriculhtral labour would according to Morgenthau 

"offer security to us as well as  food for Germany and her neighbour~".'~ 

The Amencan military understood the heavy financial responsibilities inherent in 

longterm responsibility for the occupation of Germany . The change of the military situation in 

France after the Allied breakout at Falaise towards a grinding battle of attrition forced the 



realization that Nazi Germany rnight possess the resolve and ability to fight to the bitter end. 

SHAEF postwar perceptions therefore stressed the possibility of a destroyed Germany without 

a centralized govemment and devoid of an organized production and transportation system.'" 

The state of the German bureaucracy and infrastructure would rernain an unknown variable in 

occupational planning until the Americans physically occupied Germany . Eisenhower as a result 

of the womsome future cabled Washington on 23 August requesting that the Arnerican 

government relieve SHAEF of al1 e-conomic responsibilities during the oc~upation.'~ Eisenhower 

realized that in addition to the basic military duties of demobiliung the Wehrmacht providing 

for the millions of displaced foreign nationals on German soi1 offered an already rnammoth task 

only significantly complicated by the deindustrialization of ~ermany." The Morgenthau Plan 

offered an answer to Eisenhower's dilemma. 

Owing to its intemai Iogic, the Cabinet Cornmittee consequently discussed the 

Morgenthau Plan as the basis of future civil-military policy on 2 September 1944. Britain and 

the Soviet Union sanctioned the policy at Dumbarton Oaks on 18 September and therefore 

pushed this postwar formula to the forefront of American policy conceptions.'" State 

Department attacks on the prograrn only questioned the degree of deindustrialization anticipated. 

John J. McCloy also issued a dissenting opinion concerning the feasibility of "pastoralization" 

and the potential results within Germany, Keeping the tasks of the future occupation and certain 

civil-rnilitary realities in mind, McCloy argued that the Morgenthau conception of 

deindustrialization would have "spawned more troubles than the military commanders could have 

handled in the imediate afterrnath of the ~ a r " . ' ~  Henry Stirnson fùrther suggested that 

approximately 30 million Gennans would face starvation since Germany depended on trading 

industriai commodities for food." Pese  assaults on the Morgenthau Plan exhibited the earlier 

Arnerican tendency of viewing totai deindustrialization as the cause of Ge- irredentism and 

general political problems. The Cabinet Committee consequently decided to remove 

"pastoraIizationW on 22 September 1944. 

David Clay Large argues that Morgenthau's influence waned immediately afier the 

second Quebec Conference of September 1944 and that Roosevelt "rapidly disassociated himself 



from Morgenthau's plan and put America's entire German policy in Iimbo by declaringn'l dislike 

making derailecl plans for a country which we do not yet occupy'"." The publication of the 

Morgenthau Plan in the New York Times on 24 September 1944 spawned a Storm of Arnerican 

protest which induced Roosevelt to denounce pastoralization.19' The President's concem with 

American-Soviet cooperation in Germany represented the primary postwar aim. " The postwar 

policy devised by the Cabinet Committee therefore only "refiected some of Morgenthau's 

ideas" .'" Krieger hinher points out that the brunt of Morgenthau's conceptions hardly deviated 

fiom such uncontested postwar aims as preventing German rehabiiitation through the closing and 

destruction of the Ruhr and Saar metallurgical, chernical and electrical industries under 

international supervision." Kneger argues that only the final sentence of Morgenthau's program 

represented a deparcure fiom previous policy . 
Even though the numerous American attempts at devising a postwar strategy pnor to 

1944 discredits Large's view that American policy conceming Germany ever was in "limbo", 

Large's and Krieger's arguments point to a swifi and definite rejection of pastoraiization. The 

provisional civil-rnilitary poIicy entitkd "The Directive to SHAEF Regarding the Military 

Governrnent of Germany in the Period Immediately Following the Cessation of Organized 

Resistance" or JCS 1067 nevertheless resulted from the discussions conceniing the Morgenthau 

Plan. Krieger views the drafting of JCS 1067 during the Morgenthau debate a rnere 

coincidence. The Cabinet Committee ratifieci JCS 1067 on 24 September 1944. This directive 

represented the "only approved US policy statement on Gemiany" for use by the military afier 

CCS 551 expired? Finaily fulfilling the military's request for a program of military 

government in Germany, the directive presented a policy foundation on which the rnilitary could 

now construct administration. JCS 1067 did not contain instructions regarding policy 

redization or administrative machinery . The srnaIl document existed as a shortterm corrective 

to a policy vacuum "in order not to prejudice whatever ultimate policies may later be determined 

upon" .lW 

The Cabinet Committee left the military in firm control of policy interpretation and 

redization. The primary objective of the directive dernanded the creation of a "stem, a1I- 
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powerfil military administration of a conquered country, based on its unconditional surrender, 

in pressing the Gennans with their military defeat and the futility of any further aggression".'" 

The plan furthennore ordered the termination of the Nazi Party, dernilitarization, controls over 

the press and education, reparations, and partial German deindustnalization. The American 

rnilitary occupied Gerrnany as a "defeated enemy nation" in order to "prevent Gennany from 

ever again becoming a threar to the peace of the world".la The eradication of Nazism and 

German militarism therefore replaced the civil-military's primary purpose of providing an 

efficient administration for the subsequent phasedB Even Krieger argues that the Morgenthau 

debate resulted in the realization that any policy required military involvement and that the 

military neither supported pastoralization nor desired to manage Gennan industry." 

Deindustrialization represented the need for reparations and not dernilitarization. JCS 1067 

however required the military govemment to administer the German economy and most 

importantly to alleviate a potential German food shortage. 

The provision directing the American rnilitary to successfuIly administer Germany and 

avoid interna1 chaos differed signifiwitly from the Morgenthau Plan. Whereas the Morgenthau 

Plan argued for the stripping of German industry without heed to Gerrnany's need for 

agncultural imports, JCS 1067 stipulated that ... the Germans to "use al1 rneans at their disposa1 

to maximize agncultural output and to establish as rapidly as possible effective machinery for 

the collection and distribution of agncultural output" The fuial version of JCS 1067 and the 

Potsdam discussions after Germany's defeat entrenched the movement away from security issues 

towards reparations and the establishment of allowable levels of German industry. 

Krieger has argued that a large percentage of historians misunderstand the transitory 

nature of the Morgenthau Plan and therefore misinterpret the actual goals of JCS 1067. 

Historians can be excused for this interpreîation owing to two factors. Many of the American 

participants in the occupation themselves underlined the importance of JCS 1067. Clay 

continually referred to the JCS 1û67 provisions throughout his term in Germany and furthemore 

argued that attempts at changing the negative tone of JCS 1M7 repeatedly failed in the postwar 

period: 



The State Department wasn't interested either. They were interested in Gerrnany's relations with 
other coutries, not in Germany itself. I went back to Washington in November cl9451 to 
discuss 1067. 1 don? remember too much about it, except we weren't too successful. But my 
primary purpose was to talk to the War Department about our need for food, Our need for 
funds, and our need to get the Ge- economy moving, In the back of my mind was to tell 
the War Department that 1067 was unworkable, and 1 left Washington fairly confident-in my 
mind, at least-that I wasn't to interpret it rigidly or narrowly. but 1 didn't get it changeci. And 
then, when we finally got to the point, in 1948, where we recognized and accepted that there 
had to be a rebuilding of Germany, then they ail wanted to move in." 

Henry J. Kellermann. the Senior Foreign service Officer of the American State Department, 

stated that the American occupaiional administration suffered from a lack of concrete 

"blueprints" and that JCS 1067 was "harsh and left linle room for compromise" 

While JCS 1067 stiU implied an unknown reduction of German industrial strength, 

advocating the eIirnination of a host of rnanufactured items including "steel, chemicals, non- 

ferrous metals (excluding alurninum and rnagnesium), machine tools, radios and electrical 

equipment, automotive vehicles. heavy machinery and important parts thereof" ,m the Arnericans 

realized early in 1945 that the economic state in Gennany necessitated some forrn of external 

assistance and more importantly economic guidance. The inevitable European coal and food 

crisis also indicated a need to empIoy German resources and industry for Europe as a whoie. 

The movement away fiom deindusuialization however resurrected the complex discussions 

conceming German production levels and ceilings." The attempt to set ceiling levels at 

Potsdam established tentative and highly theoretical figures based on even more optimistic 

factors. Potsdam demanded that the G e m  economy rernain a homogenous entity? Steel 

production as one such example was set at a rnere 7,500,000 tons throughout ~ e r m a n y . ~  

Treating Germany as an economic whole rernained an imperative continuity for the American 

zone since the "US Zone is dependent on imports for raw materials"." JCS 1067 and more 

importantly Potsdam promised more than the reduction of Gerrnan heavy industrial output and 

the tennination of a military potential. 

The Wehrmacht faced dissolution. JCS 1067 ordered the Amencan military to seize and 

destroy al1 weapons and materials of war in order to "destroy the Gennan war potential" .- The 

Arnericans denieci Gennany al1 military and paramilitary organizations and refusecl any future 

German government the power to supply military pensions to anyone involved in the Nazi party 



or who maintained "Nazism or racial and militaristic creed~"."~ The directive specified that the 

American military disarm and detain al1 German soldiers. Wehrmacht members also faced 

reparations respoasibilities as forced labourers. Those memben of the G e m  military charged 

with war crimes were lastly ordered anested and dealt with in a rnanner similar to their fellow 

politid war criminals. In establishing the administration of postwar Germany on the 

unconditional nature of the Ge- defeat and a sfill narrow definition of demilitarization, JCS 

1067 and Potsdam therefore established a tough set of postwar requirements for the American 

military to fulfil. Amencan pronouncements to the Gerrnans by the Psychological Warfare 

Division (Pm) however subsequently stresseci that the Allies rnight rebuild Germany after the 

necessary purge of Nazism and rnilitari~rn.~" The change regarding the proposed German 

standard of living indicated the Arnerican resolve to alter JCS 1067 in defence of military 

priorities . 

The second and final point to emphasize relates to the unique nature of JCS 1067. 

Krieger States that even though Potsdam replaced JCS 1067 the efficiency of the Potsdam system 

depended on maintainhg zona1 integrity in Gennany. The Arnencan zone in particular depended 

on intenonal trade for the production of basic commodities."' Clay repeatedly warned 

throughout 1945 that "there is a great danger of a breakdown in the provisions of the Berlin 

Potsdam] Protocol with respect to the treatment of Germany as an econornic unit". Clay feared 

that autonomous French behaviour in Germany threatened to destroy the "very basis of 

quadripartite administrationn The British the other hand argued in September 1945 that Soviet 

actions in Eastern Europe and G e m y  "rnight eventually force Britain away from economic 

unity, although this would mean a drastic revision of ~otsdam".~" 

There is therefore some tmth to the assertion that the eventual lack of quadripartite 

unanimity lifted JCS 1067 to the statu of "Bible". JCS 1067 represented the only policy guide 

supplied by the goverment to the American military if Potsdam failed. Brigadier General 

Comeiius W. Wickersham, the War Department advisor to the Amencan European Advisory 

Commission (EAC) delegation, informed the Arnerican Control Council on 20 November 1944 

that it had been "recornmended.. .that the EAC not prepare any directives. The War Department 
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preferred to have the directives written by the Control Council elements and.. .approved by the 

military authorities on this  ide".^^^ The rnilitary considered JCS 1067 sufficient. 

JCS still 1067 authorid the total disamament of German industry . The Amerkaos had 

chosen to deal with the "German problem" in an exverne manner. Volker R. Berghahn 

therefore states that even though the Morgenthau Plan failed to survive the war, "enough 

advocates both in Washington and in the US occupation administration between 1944 and 1947 

continued to cal1 for a severe punishment of the Gennans so that major interdepartmental 

struggles were unieashed between the Morgenthauians and those who believed in reconstruction 

and reintegration of Germany and its industrial p~tential"."~ The demand that the American 

military provide basic food assistance and relief throughout Europe however decapitated the 

possibility of total dernilitarization with a single blow, The continuation of a civil-rnilitary 

policy granting relief to Germany, whose roots spread back to 1918, and the demand that the 

army administer the German economy saddled the postwar rnilitary administration with several 

implicit responsibilities . The next chapter evaluates the multiple changes forced on an al ready 

flexible JCS 1067 by the realities of acnial occupation. 
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Chapter Three= The Erosioa of the Concept of 
Deindustriaibtion in Postwar Gerrnany 

This chapter analyses the execution of the JCS 1067 conceptions of demilitarization and 

more ixnportantly deindusmalization at the han& of the American miiitary. The initial isolation 

of sorne of the preliminary problems encountered in the occupation of Aachen in late 1944 will 

first highiight how the solutions advanceâ conflicteci with the spirit of JCS 1067. Aachen 

represented the test of the military's resolve in applying the reIatively new concepts handed 

down by the American govermnent. The Amencan military continueci to conduct the occupation 

on the basis of principles developed prior to the shift towards total deindustrialization in 

September 1944. The almost immediate rejection of Morgenthau's conceptions in favour of a 

return to benevolence rernains incomprehensible without an understanding of the forces 

motivating and influencing military govemment. Wolfgang Krieger argues that military 

priorities helped negate Morgenthau's influence even during the extremely brief ascendency of 

demilitarization through total deindustrialization.' This chapter argues that the American 

preoccupation with efficiency refiected a continuing belief in the civil-rnilitary theory prior to 

the interference of Morgenthau. JCS 1067 and the Potsdam decisions. The return to 

benevolence offered the security of a more developed set of constructive guidelines for the 

mili tary. 

The Gennan collapse forced the American military to approach a myriad problems 

individually and not according to a centrdized plan. It proved impossible to approach the 

American zone othet than on a community by community basis. Three inunediate 

transformations to civil-rnilitary policy were precipitated by the needs of the occupiers. These 

changes included the continued use of politically cornpromiseci individuals, the toleration of 

certain Nazi political organizations, and an general revision of JCS 1067 owing to practical 

experience. A secondary intention of this chapter attempts to highlight how the chaotic state of 

Gennany subordinated disarmament issues. 

The first American troops entered the Eifel region of Germany late on 11 September 

1944. The first American troops of the First Amy's V Corps brought back an odd assortment 

of a " G e m  cap. sorne currency, and a packet of soil".' These forward elements formed a 



srna11 part of the AngleArnerian forces steadily forcing the Wehrmacht to retreat from 

N o m d y ,  through Paris and Antwerp, and ont0 the fiontiers of Gerniany. The German army 

suffered nearly one million casualties between 14 August 1944 and the Allied penetration of 

Germany shortly after the closing of the Falaise gap.' Aïthough the American military would 

wait another six months until the final destruction of the Wehrmacht, witnessing the abortive 

German offensive strike at Antwerp, the cities of Monschau and then Aachen remained under 

Amencan control. Colonel Gerhard Wilck surrender Aachen to the Americans on 21 October 

1944 after a diehard defence that largely destroyed the city fiom the ground upwards. 

The military occupation of Aachen represented the only period of civil-military 

administration without administrative guidance fiom either the SHAEF Civil Affairs handbooks 

or JCS 1067 directive.' Aachen therefore represented the only example with which the histonan 

can analyze the actions of Civil Affairs without the influence of JCS 1067. Certain factors 

unfortunately limit the signifiace of any conclusions derived. The first and most important 

realization concerns the fact that the Allied war with Germany was still being fought. Efficient 

control of the local German population remained in the interesü of the war effort.' A 

propaganda dimension aiso characterized Allied efforts at rnilitary government in Aachen. The 

severe fighting for Aachen also reduced the total population from a prewar figure of 160,000 

to the smali sum of 5,000 inhabitants on immediate capture. That figure steadily rose to 16,000 

by the tirne G e m y  faced total defeat on 8 May 1945.~ The Gernians evacuated ail important 

and useful personnel from the areas around Monschau and Aachen dong with those Nazis who 

faced potential incarceration. Insufflcient choice therefore influenced American recruitment of 

the local population. The difficulties in locating skilled Germans untainted by Nazi affiliation 

decreased as more of Germany fell under Allied control. The end of the war dso removed the 

threat of Nazi retribution against the families of those who offered their services to the victors. 

A State Department summary criticized the military government in Aachen for willingly 

accepting the appointment of "Nazis or other Germans with bad past records". The summary 

concludeci that "insufficient consideration bas been given to the de-nazification objectives of the 

~ l l i e s " . ~  Part of the American problem related to the policy of relying on Catholics as a method 



of screening extreme na t iod i s r  or Nazi party members. 

After consulting with a Catholic bishop, for exarnple, the Americans decided to install 

the conservative businessman Franz Oppenhoff as mayor of Aachen. SauI Padover of the 

American PWD discussed the choice with local German miners and trade unionists and on the 

basis of significant cnticism reporteci that the Arnerican occupation forces were in the process 

of establishing a new and ostensibly dangerous German conservative elite "made up of 

technicians, lawyers, engineers, businessmen, manufacturers. and churchmen".' Although 

ûppenhoff technically met American denazification standards owing to his lack of Nazi 

membership, the major's openly express& antidemocratic views conflicted with the American 

ideology of liberai capitalism and democracy. The PWD according to Ziemke hardly concerned 

themselves with administrative issues and therefore perceived of occupation in highly ideological 

Publicity of Oppenhoff s appointnent helped undermine hopes for swift democratization 

and reinforced that the military's demand for efficiency outweighed the importance of ideology. 

A lone Werewolf assassin loyd to the Nazi govenment assassinated Oppenhoff on the orders 

of Heinrich Himmler on 26 Much 1945 and grimly ended the problem for the American 

rnilitary . 'O 

The major reason behind recruiting qualifieci German non-Nazis conservatives related 

to insufficient American manpower resources with which to establish effective administrative 

machinery. Shortages forced the employment of politicaily comprornised Gemians. The Nazi 

suppression of the Lefi during their 12 years of power in Germany certainly reduced the 

numbers available for the Amencans during the postwar. The JCS 1067 provision regarding the 

employment of Nazis was however strict and clear on the issue of denazification. The directive 

dernanded that the "entire Nazi leadership will be removed from posts of authority and no 

member of the German GeneraI Staff or Nazi hierarchy should occupy any important 

governmental or civil position". JCS 1067 also stressed that "no exception will be made to this 

policy on grounds of administrative convenience or expediency" ." 
The S H A H  handbook ordered rewritten by Roosevelt in contras sanctioned the use of 

Nazi organizations "when necessary to provide certain essential functions, such as relief, health 
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and sanitation"." The Americans retained supreme authority during the initial phases of an 

occupation characterized by a German administrative vacuum and therefore took responsibility 

for every element of what constituted a government including basic municipal functions. The 

Germans remaining in Aachen were without food. electricity and water. Effom at providing 

these basic resources and services for Amencan soldiers therefore helped alleviate local German 

hardships. The grounds for aiding the Ge- populace were much more complex than 

Ziemke's argument that "the Arnerican soldier would not permit women and children to starve 

while he was well fedn." Although the Gennan defence of Aachen lefi the city largely 

destroyed, many of the basic utilities survived the ravages of war and required minimal repair. 

The quality of the utilities in Aachen largely irnpressed the ~mericans." The electrical power 

and gas facilities remaining intact fùrthemore required Gennan repair crews in order to provide 

the Americans with basic utilities." The State Depaxment however cnticised the military's 

heavy "concentration on functions and administration and not enough on policy " . l6 The 

rebuilding of the German urban infiastructure clashed with the spirit of JCS 1067. 

The Arnerican ability to focus on such issues as maintenance of German urban utiiities 

depended on two factors. The Gemians in the areas occupied by the American military appeared 

docile and manageable. Twelve years of Nazi rule had helped l ave  a cornpliant population and 

one that initially welcomed the end of war and the Nazi govement. The Americans had 

expected a completely different German response to foreign occupation. Operational planning 

had suggested that Gerrnany would fight to the Iast man. The attitudes of those Germans 

separated fiom Nazi control reinforceci Gerrnany's political coliapse. An OSS report entitled 

"Action Groups in Post-CoIlapse Germany" stresseci the reality of Nazi defeat. The rernoval of 

Nazi authority witnessed efforts by both sides of the political s p e c t m  to attempt the formation 

of anti-fascist organizations to assist in denazification and organize relief for various 

communities . " The American müitary considered this initial Gennan political activity related 

to the destruction of the Second World ~ a r . "  Areas suffering extensive destruction witnessed 

lower degrees of political activity. 

Martin Broszat, Klaus-Dietmar Henke and Hans Woller further explain this phenornenon. 



German society experiencad revolutionary changes d e r  the Soviets srnashed the 6th Amy at 

Stalingrad by February 1943.19 The catastrophic German defeat spawned a radical change of 

opinion in Germany that eroded belief in National Socialist ideology." The waging of total war 

after Stalingrad also fundamentally altered the traditional composition of the officer corps so that 

the "victors after the war cou1d not locate the traditionai characteristics of classic German 

militarism such as d e r  the First World War"." Hans Woller in fact points out that historians 

now generally argue that the "basic socid transformation did not begin with the unconditional 

surrender of the German Reich in the spring of 1945 but rather during the war itself.. .Hitler and 

his criminal aims were b a r d  to the public" Revolutionary ami-Nazi political organizations 

proliferated in the postwar. 

While the Arnericans banned the formation of German political organizations of all types. 

the OSS report stresseci that these groups "present Allied Military Government with an 

interesting problem "in view of the future political implications" " ." The Arnericans considered 

political formations such as the socialist Kmfgemeinschafi segen den Faschismus in Bremen 

and the industrial "skeleton forces" in Aachen as hardly "political" in the traditional sense of the 

word: 

Defeac, destruction, and total occupation have relegated normai political issues to the statu of 
acadernic questions in Germany; denazification and the day-to-day problems of maintaining a 
bare existence have taken their place as the foci of public life. It is with these basic issues that 
the active forces among the Gerrnan population are attempting to deal. The left puts emphasis 
on rooting out al1 traces of Nazism as the prerequisite to a new state, the right concentrates on 
attempting to conserve whatever is potentially vduable from the shambles left by the Hitler 
regime. Such opposition as exists between the two tendencies is not a reflection of a n o m l  
political struggle for power. Rather it grows out of different approaches to the problem of 
reconstituting the very bais  of organized existence." 

The Atnericans argued that the Gennans focuseci themselves largely on the issues of survivd. 

The United States Politicai Advisor for Gennany Donald R. Heath however stated on 7 June 

1945 that the British were "naive as regards the independence of local Free G e m y  groups 

from the influence of the organization in ~ o s c o w " . ~  

That the Arnericans approached the regeneration of Ge- democracy from a 

perspective of non-involvement had its immediate roots in the Aachen experience in addition to 

the civil-mil itary conceptions developed throughout the Second World War . German polit i cal 



activity deviated significantly from the concepts advanced pnor to acnial occupation.26 The 

military however established an important precedent that offered the Germans a small masure 

of hope. Civil Affairs authorized the reopening of German banks as evidence of Allied good 

will. The Americans reopened the S~arkasse in Monschau in an effort to cornfort the Germans 

with financial stability and to stress the permanent nature of the occupation. Other banks in the 

villages of Roettgen, Stolberg, Buesbach and then Aachen followed suit. That the Gerrnans 

responded with a positive attitude towards renewed f m c i a l  investment mattered less than the 

simple fact that the American military had contradicteci the JCS 1067 provision forbidding any 

assistance in German fioancial recovery? That provision was subsequently arnended. SHAEF 

attempted to correct the tendency of Civil Affairs to focus too greatly on efficient administration 

in a letter to the Arnerican Army Groups on 7 December 1944. The letter specified that there 

"seerns to be a disposition to approach the administration of Germany with the idea that it is our 

job to make Germany a "happy land" again" and that it was "essential that ail military 

government personnel be disabused of this concept" ." 
American rnilitary efforts at maintainhg structural efficiency reached a point where 

dependence on conse~ative elements of German society, such as Oberbuergermeister Oppenhoff 

in Aachen, led the Politicai Advisor to SHAEF Robert Murphy to argue that a democratic 

composition demandeci "the necessity of perrnitting left wing and democratic elements of the 

Gerrnan population to make a stan at organizing thernselves and securing representation in local 

government".B The Gemian socialists would later represent a suspicious political element for 

the American occupiers owing to a perceived potential for Soviet involvement. Heath for 

example viewed Soviet support of Comunist organizations in the British zone with concern. 

Murphy objected to the American military's uneven predilection for Ge- conservatives as 

potential candidates for the postwar administration. 

The ability of the American military to concentrate on the reopening of German banks 

and aiso enter discussions of the future political complexion of Germany depended on a passive 

and docile Gemian population. in a survey of German political activities imrnediately after the 

German surrender entitled "Military Govemor's Report No. 5 for November", the point was 



emphasized that the "Ge- public continued generally indifferent toward politicai lifew ." The 

report c o ~ e c t e d  the high degree of German political apathy to the "unreality of politics in a 

country in which the ultimate powers r a t  with occupation authorities" .l' The Germans matched 

political indifference with a general hope regarding the future policies of the Arnerican military 

governrnent." The hope for the future expressed by large nurnbers of German civilians under 

American occupation resulted more from an understanding that the Second World War was 

fuially over than as a result of the positive Arnerican policy. Although the American military 

continued to believed in a German potemial for postwar guerilla warfare, the total nature of the 

Gerrnan defeat precluded real military resistance in what was rightly temed a "poIitid vacuum" 

by the US military? 

The Monthiy Report of the Military Governor (No. 16) written by Secretary Perry 

Laukhuff, in discussing the political events of this period, stated that the "Nazi regime had 

collapsed lock, stock and barrel. The National Sociaiist Party disappeared more rapidly and 

completely than anything since the days of Houdini the ~ r e a t "  .Y The Americans considered the 

rernnants of Nazisrn relatively easy to locate and destroy. The totalitarian nature of Germany 

entailed that oppositional German political parties existed only in srnall cells without the ability 

to quickly expand and present a threat to the Ameriwl occupation of Germany. Political 

activity in the fractureci state of Gennany remaineci largely irrelevant in reIation to the 

monumental tas ks of rebuilding and reorganizing the German infrastructures necessary for 

subsistence survival such as communications for the distribution of food? The immediate tasks 

of the occupation were defmed as "stocktaking" since "Military government needed to smdy the 

situation and the people. The people needed to corne out of their shock-induced apathy and take 

in the full import of events, the full measure of the Nazi-causeci catastrophe, before they would 

be ready for any kind of political reorientation"." Between October 1944 and the irnmediate 

period after 8 May 1945, the Americans therefore prohibited German political organizations 

"except as expressly permittecl by the Supreme C~mmander".~ German docility represented a 

preferable state which allowed Arnerican observation and reorganization in a political vacuum. 

The military cornmanders employed the small measure of Gerrnan poiitical activity that 
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existed d u ~ g  this period against the wishes of Civil Affairs. Robert Murphy even attempted 

to avoid criticism of unfairly supporting German conservatives with the demand that the Aachen 

administration also incorporate Socialists into the political process. A serious problem that 

demanded early German participation resulted from the dislocation caused by Amencan military 

unit boundaries that did not conform with traditional commercial routes and hampered the 

distribution of especially agricultural production. A Civil Affairs report issued in the third week 

of the Rhineland campaign further remarked that "the strictly tactical theory of military 

governrnent has broken down of its own weight under the pressure of practical considerations" .' 

The dilemma of food distribution became "too broad for the amies to con t ro~" .~~  The Civil 

Affairs experience in Aachen advocated that it was necessary to encourage German political 

activity and even employ politically compromiseci individuals for the sake of expedience. 

The significant problem faced by the American occupation was simply that negative 

nature of JCS 1067 dealt largely with such longterm goals as denazification and less with 

establishing a successful administration. Maintenance of the German infrastructure forced the 

Arnerican military to rnake political decisions regarding the future of their zone without the 

benefit of political observation. "Just by appointing people, rnilitary govemment was creating 

a political complexion without guidance. the detachments were following their own political likes 

and dislikes or relying on the Gerrnan clergy, which meant that in the Rhineland the political 

outlook of the Catholic Church was becoming predorninantw .' Robert Murphy issued a demand 

for a considerable change to American occupationai p o k y  based on a report issued by Major 

Zink of the Political Division. Murphy considered Zink's report, also describeci by Brigadier 

General John Weckerling as evidence of the "betîer reports" resulting from the interrogation of 

the "higher quality of Ge-. . .now being processeci" ," as evidence of a trend supponing the 

pronouncements of such notable characters as Chief of the Division of Central European Affairs 

James W. ~iddleberger .a 

Citing the Hunt Report of the early 1920s, Zink maintaineci that the reconstitution of a 

German govemment be underiaken with "great care and after adequate planning".43 The Hunt 

Report had docurnented the danger of basing occupationai policy purely on matters of efficiency 
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and had concluded that the inability of the Allies to agree on any kind of unified policy had 

engendered the "playing of American. British, and French occupation forces against each other 

by the ~emians"." Only with the creation of an "adequate G e m  governmental structure" 

early in the occupation. one that would operate a federal system throughout G e m y ,  did Zink 

consider a permanent democratic Germany possible without jeopardizing European security." 

Zink advocated the retention of the indigenou German provincial and municipal systems 

without drarnatic changes to traditional boundaries. He argueci that the "blind disregard of 

established govementai uni& would lead to endless difficulties and serve no useful purpose"." 

Zink even challenged the JCS 1067 decision favouring massive decentralization by stressing 

that while the Allies should end the high level of Nazi centralization, in a sense returning 

Germany to Weimar, that decentralization "mut not be interpreted so Iiterdly that it renders 

impossible reasonably effective provisions for public heaith, pubIic safety, public welfare. 

housing, collection of statistics, etc" ." Along with the adoption of what might be termed limited 

decentrdization, Zink believed that the Allies should carefidly weigh Laender boundary changes 

according to the diverse categories of "cuItural, linguistic, religious, geographical, economic, 

transportation, and related factors involvedn. Zink also echoed the reports compiled prior to 

JCS 1067 and specified that Gerrnan division for the sake of expediency would umecessarily 

erode the permanence of Arnerican and Allied changes.' 

Ameriwi pressure towards the maintenance of a truly federal system in Germany 

highlighted a continued belief that Gerrnany required a unified governmental structure. The 

Amencan army tended to naturally view occupation fiom the perspective of expediency. 

Directed with the colossal tasks of food distribution dong with denazification and 

demilitarization, political analysts such as Zink blarned the structural problems brought by 

quadripartite administration. Simple matters of food distribution fused with geographical matters 

and political separatism. The reality in Germany was much different. The events of the early 

1940s impacted Germany on a structural level "too deeply to make a second stabilization 

possible after 1945 " 

Another problem compounded the disruption of traditiond German routes of commerce. 



The Voelkerwanderung evident throughout the Second World War escalateci to monstrous 

proportions afler the defeat of Gennany. Three types of civilian dislocation characterized prewar 

Gerrnany. The former German Volksdeutsche formed the first group. Due to Hitler's 

agreement with Stalin in 1939, the war began with the transfer of approximately 800 000 Baltic 

and other eastem European Germans to the Reich as part of a conscious Nazi policy to solve 

the problem of the ~uslandsdeutschtum." These initiai population tram fers foreshadowed a 

much larger second element which arrived in 1944 and 1945. The largest group of Germans 

comprised those fleeing Soviet retribution after the Wehrmacht suffered disastrous defeats in the 

sumrner of 1944 and retreated back towards ~emiany." The number of Germaas involved in 

this maosfer reached approximately 12 million civiliansR The third category included those 

Germans relocated as a result of Allied heavy bombing. That number grew in reIation to the 

escalation of heavy bombing in the f d  months of the war." The Nazis dso evacuated those 

areas endangered by Allied occupation in both east and West and these areas were shorn of 

personnel considered necessary for the continued war effort. The progressive German 

evacuations lost al1 purpose after April 1945. 

These three categories were complicated by the further expulsion of Germans from 

Czechoslovakia and Poland in the immediate postwar. While a significant percentage of an 

estimated 9.5 million Gerrnans living east of the Oder-Neisse Rivers fled eastern Germany prior 

to the uItimate collapse of the Nazi state, the millions who remained witnessed a horrific 

dividend from the earlier German ex cesse^.^ According to a report issued by G-2, the 

Grnericars received continual evidence of a "critical situation developing in Siiesia and eastern 

Gennany resulting from the mass exodus westwards of German inhabitants " .% Roughl y 5,000 

Gerrnans streamed across the Oder River every day.' Due to the "extremely high" rate of 

attrition through starvation and disease, the Americans estimated the Prussian death count at 

roughly one-third of the ten million civiiians believed by G-2 to be streaming West. Murphy 

wrote on 23 October 1945 that the flood of refugees threatened the outbreak of an "epidemic 

of such proportion so to menace al1 of Europe, including Our troops. and to probability of mass 

starvation on unprecedented scale" .n 



In a report dealing with the treatment of Germans in central SiIesia in November 1945, 

a report appraised by Murphy to be "considered accurate.. .and have been in part confirmed by 

other reportsn summarued the plight of these eastern Germans.'' The Soviet military first 

requisitioned al1 food including cattle and grain and those Germans caught in various forms of 

fiight were "stripped of their belongings"? The Soviets also deported German civilians to the 

Soviet Union for use as  labourer^.^' Those who returned to their homes afier the Soviet 

humcane had passed then faced Polish efforts at the de-ûermanization of Prussia and the forced 

"refugee movement" increased? M e r  May 1945, the native Gemÿins were withheld food 

rations other than a meagre bread allowance and forced to live on the stocks previously 

col~ected.~ Diseases such as typhus consequently carved through the weakened civilians who 

denied access to already extremely limiteci medical supplies. Roving militia gangs subjected the 

G e m  population to a program of terror aimed at inducing depamre though the traditional 

Soviet and Nazi methods of random terrorization and seinire of belongings. Interned Germans 

faced the funher agony of "systematic starvation" in camps considered only marginally different 

from the concentration camps." The Potsdam proposal that the population transfers be 

undertaken in "an orderly and hwnane manner" went unheeded. The Soviets rebuffed an 

Amencan request through the Coordinathg Cornmittee on 3 October 1945 to Poland who 

"objected on various grounds and no action was taken" ." Those with the means chose to depan 

for the Gerrnan lands further to the West. 

The Americans counted the demoralized masses streaming from the east in a census of 

the four occupied zones issued on 1 April 1947. The number of civilians evacuated by the 

Nazis nurnbered 3.098 million or 4.7% of the total registered population of 65.9 million. 

Although not true of the smaller French sector, those Germans were spread roughly evenly 

throughout Germany, with 0.936 million located in the Amencan zone of occupation. Again 

following the sunilar pattern, the category of expelled Gennans arriving fiom multiple areas 

throughout Europe including Pnissia and the Sudetenland included 10.096 million. The major 

result of these population transfers was a continual increase in occupied Gerrnany from 59.794 

million in 1945 to 65.930 million by late 1946. The Gerrnan population increased with every 



round of expulsions." 

The principle results of the German expulsions were to exacerbate an aiready difficult 

situation. A severe problem of overpopulation meant extreme housing shortages in a postwar 

period where one-quaner of the total number of German houses had been desuoyed during the 

war.' It was aiso dificult to find the means to survive among the mass of 3.36 million workers 

registered as unemployed in 1947.~ C o n s i d e ~ g  thar several million Gemian soldiers remained 

irnprisoned and therefore removed from the German labour pool and the fact chat the 

unemployment statistic does not reflect the unknown number of evacuees roaming throughout 

Germany the total of 3.36 million represents a rather large percentage of the working population. 

Due to the loss of so many male citizens. the British and Amencan zones experienced a Baie 

population reduction from 27.3% in 1939 to 17.6% in 1946 for the age group 2540 years." 

Although the evacuees potentially aided Gerrnany's later industrial reernergence with a needed 

boost in the younger age groups, Germany was still left with an unusua.1 age and maIe-female 

pyrarnid that reflected the high losses of particularly males during the Second World War and 

the immediate postwar. There was no shortage of labour in G e m y  and some contemporary 

American assessments speculated that "indications are that for Truncated Germany as a whole 

such employment will fa11 short of the labor force by about seven million workers" .69 

The age problem was also partly offset by the high number of depoaed persons resident 

in western G e m y  during the period. As late as 1 Mach 1949 West Gennany retained 41 1 

654 deponed persow who avoided retuming to their homes for political reasons? Germany 

swelled with millions of dispossessecl, hungry and frightened people spanning various cultures 

and regions of Europe. These demoralized masses significantly added to an already desolate and 

bleak postwar Germany. These groups also dislocated German industry and transportation 

regarding the infusion of chaos and general administrative difficulties. 

In the first meeting of the minister-presidents of the Arnerican zone headed by General 

Lucius D. Clay on 26 October 1945 the problem of the evacuees formed the substance of the 

discussions. Murphy referred to the millions streaming into Germany from their homelands as 

presenting a "staggering problem of transport, food, and housing in an area where the 
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destruction has been so considerable"." The dimensions of these problems demanded significant 

Gerrnan cooperation and the concession of a degree of autonomy. 

The Allies also experienced difficulty in supplying Berlin with the necessary comrnodities 

for survival. The dilemmas facing Berlin highlight the impact of the expulsions on traditional 

German infrastructures. At a conference with Marshall Zhukov on 7 July 1945, the Soviets 

requested Clay to accept "proportionate responsibility for bringing in food and mal for ~e r l in?  

The Soviets maintainecl that Berlin had traditionally received its coal from Silesia. That German 

province was however drarnatically underpopulated since the "Germans had moved out of the 

area in such large numbers" and the area had also experienced "bitter fighting"." Since the 

Soviets did not "have either the food or coal" required to support Berlin, the Arnericans and 

British were forced to come to the rescue of the demoyed capital." The greatest paradox 

regarding the Soviet need for subsidization was that the Soviet zone comprised the Gennan 

agricultural heartIand and the American zone was highly dependant on central and eastern 

Germany . 
The greater Gennan refugee probIem further threatening the American sector concemed 

the millions of German troops who sunendered prior to and shortiy after 8 May 1945. 

Although many Gennan troops surrendered in largely intact formations such as in northern 

Germany and M y ,  the catastrophic collapse of discipline in the East meant that millions of 

troops desperately attempted CO escape Soviet retribution swelling the long Iines of civilian 

refugees. Although the Americans retained the standard practice of German prisoner coilection, 

disarming and then inteming the enemy troops, the vast and largely unknown numbers of 

Wehrmacht soldiers presented tremendous administrative problems especialIy in relation to food 

production and distribution. These administrative hurdles were norninally cleared by the 

controversiai decision to grant Gerrnans hl1 autonomy in food allocation and distribution. 

James Bacque's supposition that the postwar Amencan discrepancies regarding 

Wehrmacht mortality figures were efforts at cloaking a harsh policy of retnbution through forced 

starvation is unfounded? That the death rate of German Pnsoners of War (POWs) probably 

exceeded the one percent noted by the Arnerican rnilitary governent does not attest to any real 



policy of harsh revenge. A German report compileci in the early 1950s established a figure of 

6.67 percent for the death rate of the POW camps in western Europe and 18.34 percent for the 

~ast." The "other losses" can easily be accomîed for by more obvious means. 

The new West Gemian govement in the 1950s analyzed the high attrition rate of 

German POWs and placed blame on the Soviet Union. The totaIs for the Soviet Union as late 

as 1953 highlight the large death rate exprienced. As an explanation for the data collected, it 

must be stated chat the difficulties encountered in accounting for Gennan POWs in the 

totalitarian Soviet Union heavily burdened such organizations as the Gerrnan Red Cross and 

the Verband der deutschen Heirnkehrer. Between the months of May and August 1953 as an 

example, the German Red Cross was able to account for a further 250 51 1 deaths through 

various means in the postwar Soviet Unionsn 

That the figure for missing Wehrmacht soldiers and POWs still underwent significant 

alterations as late as 1953 offers an alternate explanation to Bacque's thesis which does not even 

address the fact that large numbers of rnissing Germans were eventually located dead in eastern 

Europe. The Soviet Union did not yet recognize Article 85 of the Third Geneva Red Cross 

Convention of 12 August 1949 concerning POWs, and instead upheld the Nuremberg process 

concerning war crimes and crimes against humanity as the basis of their policy." A report 

issued by the Gemian Red Cross on 9 May 1955 admitted that although over 7 million former 

Gerrnan soldiers had been accounted for since the end of the war approximately 1.15 million 

remained missing without any real chance of discoveryn The s w c h  for Wehrmacht personnel 

declined in intensity after 1955.~ The problem for the German relief agencies and therefore for 

historians dealt with the pause in the registration of those missing in action in addition to those 

still in captivity between 1947 and March 1950." The difficulties regarding contacting those 

POWs who retumed during that period in order to squeeze information about deaths and capture 

were severe. The Gennan Statistisches Amt thus advised reservation in conjunction with 

subsequently released reports concerning those Ge- soldiers still r n i ~ s i n ~ . ~  The 1950 

registration concIuded that only 2.6% of the large number of missing soldiers were in fact 

prisoners of war and that most of the missing died during the fighting of the Second World War 



and its immediate after~nath.'~ 

That the German Red Cross shouldered the responsibilities for the location of Gennan 

POWs and offering Iimited solace through mail and more important commodities should not be 

obscured by Bacque's daim that the American military was deliberately withholding their own 

state's relief agencies from assistance and therefore further deteriorathg the German situation." 

Clay argueci that the German welfare agencies could handle the tasks in conjunction with the 

military governent and that American relief shipments "should be limited to medicai supplies, 

soaps and sanitary supplies, and clothing. the latter panicularly for small children"." The 

Germans would handle their own relief networks. Clay stated that "1 am not an "empire" 

builder and 1 certainly would hate to see an Amencan bureaucracy established in Germany. For 

these reasons 1 am continually reducing personnel and withdrawing fiom certain functional fields 

in Germany as German admuiistrative machinery is set up" .' 
Although the German Red Cross and other organizations worked in conjunction with the 

American military, they were iater able to fom into umbrella organizations for the German 

veterans and again violate the substance of JCS 1067 through the pseudo and then very real 

formation of veterans organizations such as the Verband der deutschen Heimkehrer by 2950. 

What Bacque ternis an unfortunate limitation of relief for Germany actually supplied Germany 

with the administrative beginnings of an organization devoted to Gennan POWs toiling in 

foreign lands. A high level of autonomy necessarily implied that Gerrnan relief agencies such 

as the Gerrnan Red Cross could detennine their own priorities. 

James Baque's argument is based on the dual premises that the Germans were both 

theoretically able to feed themselves in the immediate postwar period and that the Americans 

were able to evennüilly solve the German civilian refugee problem through efficient handling." 

The view that the Allies solved the German civilian refugee crisis is misleading owing to the fact 

that a number of discrepancies did exist regarding civilians and that western Germany still did 

not experience the levels of starvation seen in the east. Clay stated that in the immediate 

postwar period the "number of people involved is hard to determine" owing to a complete 

bureaucratic gap involving Soviet activities in the east and the s t r m  of an unknown number 
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of Ge- throughout the  zone^.^ There is no possible correlation between bureaucratic 

effkiency and survival in this case. 

Between 8 May 1945 and 15 July 1945, the Americans counted and disposed a total of 

7.7 million Gennan military personnel including "Volkssturm and other paramilitary groups. 

camp followen, and prisoners returaed from Nonvay, Italy, and camps in the United States and 

~ n g l a n d " . ~  According to the agreements made between the victors regarding dividing POW 

responsibility and principally the shipment of troops to the Soviet zone, the number of German 

troops in American custody was subsequently reduced to a number "over" three m i ~ l i o n . ~  While 

Bacque's difficulties regarding Arne+ imprecision as reflected through the word "over" are 

appreciated, the Iogical response to the nurnbers squabbIe is contained in the defdtion of 

captured enemy forces as including such bizarre classifications as "camp foIlowersN. A funher 

exphnation for American imprecision deals with the lack of an organized ca,mp structure that 

reflected what remaineci of the German order of battle. 

As an example of Anglo-Canadian methods, the Canadians rnaintained the integrity of 

the 25 German A m y  after being handed a proposal by its German commander von Blaskowitz. 

The proposal included the maintenance of the German supply echelons and technical troops "so 

that they are fit to function", and the AIlies further ordered the German commander to "submit 

a daily progress report on the reorganization to Headquarters 2 Canadian Infantry Division. The 

report will cover al1 aspects of reorganization and will be prepared as of 2 4 0  hours daily. It 

will be presented in triplicate, to Headquarters 2 Canadian ùifantry Division by 0900 hours daily 

for the previous day"." The retention of a German military structure derived from the fact that 

the German POWS outnurnbered the Anglo-Canadian forces and the victors questioned their 

ability to handle the operation successfully." 

Wehrmacht guards were even kept armed to ward off Dutch reprisais against German 

soldiers marching home." This situation led Lieutenant-Colonel WS Murdoch to state that the 

Dutch "could not understand, during the first few days, a situation where armed [Canadian] 

soldiers were going up one side of the road and armed G e m m  going d o m  the other side, 

neither interfering with the other. Full credit is due al1 Our crew that there were no incidents 



during a job involving fdly a d  and large G e m  forces, a large civilian population, hungry 

and excited, a nurnerous underground force armed and eager to help deal with the Germans. 

Al1 concerned really did a good jobn." The British even permitteci the continuation of the 

Oberkornmando der Wehrmacht (OKIK) war diary and the daily conferences of the OKW itself 

at the final headquarters of the G e m  General Staff near Flensburg-Muerwik until their 

dissolution on 22 May 1945% 

The success of the Anglo-Canadian operation stands in stark contrat to American ngour 

in dissolving the Wehrmacht. The Americans might have been wise to follow the Anglo- 

Canadian policy of retaining the German formations in their orders of battle to ensure a weli- 

organized demobilisation. The lack of German labour in agriculture could only be met by the 

efficient use of Gennan soldien? Unlike their American countetparts, English planning 

refIected the need for the release of Gennan troops for agricultural production. 

The ody partial fdfilment of Eisenhower's request to keep the German economy out of 

the jurisdiction of SHAEF and the occupation included granting Germans control over 

agriculture. Feeding German POWS furthemore represented one of the primary responsibilities 

of the general G e m  population. The German food situation in 1945 requires bnef anaiysis. 

Food constituted the most precious resource in a Gerrnany bordering on starvation. It 

is not the intention here of evaluating the specific caloric intake of the generalized masses 

throughout the zones." The German food shortage related to the political decision to cut 

Germany's eastem provinces fiom the body of the nation and cede these lands to Germany's 

neighbours as reparation. The eastem provinces statistically constituted approximately 25 46 of 

German arable land and since 1938 Gennany imported 20% of its food from the area. The loss 

of temtory therefore represented a considerable loss.' A shrunken postwar G e m y  contended 

with a population density of 240 people to the square kilometre while the ceded German lands 

dropped to 6 people per square kilometre.* The greater diffîculty affecting agriculture dealt 

with the destruction wrought by the final days of the confiict which further reduced food 

production to 50% of the normal Ievels in the western areas." Owing to the massive 

appropriations in the Soviet Zone, caloric intake actually fell to 2096 of the prewar level or 
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about 1150 calories per day or "much lessn depending on the level of transp~nation.'~' The 

general food shortage in Germany forced the Americans to continue the existence of such 

National Socidist organintions as the Reichsnaehm~sstand to avoid a continued loss of 

efficiency through interruption of vital services. lm 

Allowing such Nazi orgmkations to continue into the postwar was not entirely anathema 

to the spirit of JCS 1067 since the Gemiaos were obligated to conaol their own food 

distribution. The secondary fwiction of the Reichsnaehrungsstand, the German Red Cross and 

such organizations as "Caritas" included snidying certain problems singularly affecthg postwar 

Gerrnany such as the distribution of millions of refugees and POWs and describing their fate. 

Through inunense effort on the part of the Germans they eventually met the demands of the hour 

and slowly increased the amount of food production by the beginning of 1946.Im Clay so 

adamantly supporteci a subsequent German plea in March 1946 for Amencan intercession if 

demand depleted indigenous stocks that he offered his resignation if the American govemment 

denied the German request." The Americans subsequently exported cereals to Germany as part 

of Clay's decision that "between the cold and hunger which is necessary for this purpose 

[German reeducation] and the cold and hunger which brings about human distress is a wide 

range. We may not be able to avoid the latter, but certainiy it is Our duty to attempt to do 

so".'O5 

The military administrators found obvious difficulty in instituting a uniforni policy 

throughout Germany owing to the Stream of evacuees in the Ameriçan zones prior to and after 

the G e m  defeat. The severity of the housing shortage, the spread of disease. and the absence 

of food resources meant that each ensuing dilemma absorbed the efforts of miIitary government. 

It proved impossible to control Gennany without approaching Germany on a community by 

comrnunity basis. Certain municipalities suffered far more greatly than others and required 

greater attention.IM The Amencan military had fought hard for bureaucratie supremacy in 

Germany in order to preserve the decentralized approach to G e m  problems they believed 

necessary for efficient administration. 

The State Department criticized the level of military autonomy owing to the belief that 



the military compromised their organizational parameters. The problem as viewed by members 

of the State Department such as James W. Riddleberger cenîred on the economic proposais 

found in JCS 1067. Riddleberger argued that these proposds echoed the "intransigent attitudes" 

of the Treasury Department and he argued for a degree of flexibility especidly concerning their 

imposition onto an already harsh economic environment. 

The State Department's attack on JCS 1067 came quite late and resulted from the 

political extension of the document's life far into the period of occupation during 1945. The 

dificulties of quadripartite unanimity gave JCS 1067 an hterim statu that would ultimately 

further extend its existence. These objections revived the debate conceming nearly every level 

of the postwar goverment, and the subsequent compromises offer evidence of a less than subtle 

change of focus among al1 concerned. The State Department's decision to delay action against 

JCS 1067, a considerable amount of time passing between their reluctant acceptance and 

subsequent counterattack, again Uidicates the persistent propensity towards slow integration and 

anal ysis of postwar matters . 
The State Depamnent issued a document to the White House in March 1945 that 

questioned the encroaching tentacles of the War and Treasury Departments ont0 State 

Department territory. The document also attempted to belatedly negate longterm military 

authority in favour of the civilian Control Council. The document also pointed out the similarity 

of JCS 1067 to the Morgenthau ~ 1 a n . I ~  The initial State Department efforts were rebuffed by 

the War Department until a draft directive for Gernany sent by Edward Reilly Stettinius, 

Welles' replacement in the Postwar Program Cornmittee, to the White House was sanctioned 

by ~oosevelt . '" 
The drafi directive revised the authority of the A m y  with the view that the "authority 

of the Control Council shall be permanent throughout Gerrnany. The zones of occupation shall 

be areas for the enforcement of the Council's decisions rather than regions in which the zone 

comrnanders possess a wide latitude of autonomous p ~ w e r " . ' ~  The State Department also 

changed the economic policy concemhg Germany. in part fulfilling Eisenhower's desire to avoid 

economic issues altogether, with policy direction given to the Control Co~ncil."~ McCloy was 



shown the document in a meeting with Stettinius on 15 Mar& 1945. McCloy remarked that the 

"German Empire is CO be continued through the medium of a central unit in ~erlin"."' Stimson 

later questioned the President regarding the policy change on 15 March 1945 and Roosevelt 

responded that he had no recollection of the doc~ment."~ What followed was a duel between 

the Army and State Department concerning postwar authority in Germany with the War 

Department assaulting the proposed high degree of centralization and the State Department f i r d y  

against what they perceived to be military infigement on their ground. 

Roosevelt atternpted to juggle both opinions in a meeting held on 22 March 1945 to 

control the chaos spawned by his approval of the 10 March directive he sponsored but could not 

later rernember."' The resulting synthesis ended in the extension of the "permanent" statu of 

the Control Council, although in the "absence of such agreed policies, and in matters exclusively 

affecting his own zone, the zone commander will exercise his authority in accordance with 

directives received fiom his own governmentw .Il4 While the sections concerning demilitarization 

rernained virtually untouched, with the continued focus on the prevention of a future German 

army of any kind and the production of al1 military equipment and implements of war, 

perceptions of Germany heavy industry were revived. It was not argued that the German 

economy be controlled only to "carry out programs of industrial disarmament and 

dernilitarization, reparations, and relief for liberated areas as prescribed by higher authority and 

to assure the production and maintenance of goods and services required io meet the needs of 

the occupying forces and displaced persons in Gennany, and essential to prevent starvation or 

such diseases or civil unrest as would endanger the occupying  force^"."^ 

This change reflected two concerns among the policymakers. Considering the plight in 

which G e m y  found itself, maintenance of a subsistence economy still required considerable 

efforts on the part of the occupation forces. The harsh reaiity of a prostrate postwar Germany 

was recognized by Roosevelt, who stated a day after the 22 March meeting, as an addition to 

the new document, that the war had destroyed the German economy and made chaos and 

suffering ine~itable"."~ The Depamnent of State and American rnilitary had thus achieved the 

highest oficial sanction of their view of the postwar development of Germany. Although 



Roosevelt's admission by no means entailed a new outlook or perspective on the handling of 

Germany, when balanced against the minimums established in the final version of JCS 1067 

regarding the German standard of living, Germany no longer faced a program of reduction for 

the sake of destroying Ge- industrial preeminence in Central Europe. The war was 

perceived as having effectively dealt with the problem of a swift German industrial recovery and 

also a cornplex reduction of industriai potential. The Germans were held entirely responsible 

for non-military industrial m e r s  and the maintenance of controls. This "concessionn spawned 

out of the obvious reluctance of the American military to accept final responsibility for what was 

perceived to be a dying Germany. When fused to the continuation of German machine-tool 

production it rneant that German industrial recovery could theoretically proceed according to a 

Pace set by German industrialists. Limitations conceming machine-tool production had 

theoretically restrained a German capacity to retool its industries and initiate the "normal" 

postwar reversion to civilian manufacturing. The March changes to JCS 1067 equipped German 

industrialists with the hypothetical means of controlling Germany's economic future at an early 

date. 

On 10 May 1945, after the death of Roosevelt and the end of the Second World War 

in Europe, the JCS further changed the economic provisions of JCS 1067 to include 

Eisenhower's demand that the Gerrnan production of synthetic materials such as oil and rubber 

as well as magnesiurn and aluminum be continued for the purposes of the Amencan occupation. 

Truman "entirely disagreedn with Morgenthau's premise that Germany's synthetic production 

capability be eliminated for the purposes of reducing obvious strategic materials necessary for 

the waging of war. The simple problem was chat Germany and western Europe in general faced 

a trernendous fuel shortage once the war had ended and the tasks of reconstruction had begun. 

As evidence of the scale of the problem, the Potter-Hyndley Mission advocated that the fuel 

shortage in Europe could only be solved through the export of 25 million tons of coal from 

German mines by 1 April 1946."' 

When Clay was requested to begin preparations for resumed Gerrnan mining, he 

responded that the "difficulties we face in getting coal include the transportation of the coal we 



do mine, the fmding of t-ed maqmwer, the housing of this manpower, and the obtaining of 

rnining machinery, pit props. and other miscellaneous equipment. It is tied into the re-opening 

of the Rhine and the restoration of navigation with in tum depends on our ability to repair tow- 

boats and barges"."' Only German industnal facilities could be relied on to produce the 

necessary equipment for m h g  and the transportation infrastnicture since the reliance on foreign 

production entailed a financial cost to Gemiany that was simply impossible to fi~nd."~ 

A f d  change to JCS 1067 was authorized on 14 May 1945." Owhg to the nature of 

the policy reversai concerning industrial policy, Clay recommended to Eisenhower in a letter 

written on 22 May 1945 that the contents of the revision not be made public as "publication now 

would be premature and certain to be misundersto~d".'~' This decision towards eficiency also 

acts as the most poignant example of how far and how quickly the view of reducing Germany 

in terms of industrial production had degraded. When balanced with the universally understood 

importance of synthetic oil and rubber to the German war effort, the American decision was 

remarkable. Not only had the destruction of Gemian synthetic production represented one of 

the major priorities of the Allied air forces during the Second World War, but their elimination 

was a founding principle of world security through German deindustrialization. 

The cendency to quietly change the postwar provisions for the disposal of war military 

for civilian use also reflected practice among the western Allies as a whole. As part of the 

original 17 May 1945 "Eclipsen provisions, the Canadians were ordered to collect and destroy 

al1 Gennan weapons and instruments of war: "GERMAN War Material for which there is a 

civ[ilian] use, which is NOT urgently required ..., will be reported to Civ[ilian] affairs for 

disposal" .'= That provision was amended four days later through the order that "NO action will 

be taken to hand over such matenal until hirther notice".'" The swift change regarding Gerrnan 

military property at such an early date was a difficult development to understand. 

n i e  question of why the Americans responded in this manner so early in the occupation 

is handled by Volker Berghahn. His book entitled The Americanization of West German 

Industrv 1945-1973 argues that the entire structure of a society creates a particular nianagerial 

style through "tertiary ~ocialization".'~~ Industrial systems represent infiniteIy complex 



developrnents stemming from historical as weil as cultural factors. Although the German cartels 

were anathema to American anti-tnist conceptions, and the postwar policy was aimed at their 

destruction, Berghahn argues that the traditional German elites heavily resisted the planned 

imposition of the new business structure sought by the western occupation government~.~~ 

Gennan industriaIists were able to exert some pressure on the Americans owing to the modem 

phenornenon of economic integration and in the case of Gemiany characterized by the 

penetration of the German systcm by American industq prior to 1929.l~~ 

Although the German industrial infrastructure was visibly extremely weakened and faced 

with total Allied policy supremacy, Berghahn argues that owing to the continuation of at least 

the traditional German social structures the level of German destruction in 1945 and the overall 

situation have been largely mis~nderstood.~~ German industrialists rnobilized their contacts in 

the United States and exerted pressure on the occupation forces and in particular the advisors 

of Clay and McCloy through the medium of an indirect "triangular relatiowhipn .lu Berghahn 

points out that historians have avoided the analysis of the German industrial elites and that 

Gerrnan industry has largely been examineci fiom the sociological and political science 

perspective of " indusuial associations". Ir> While organitations of Gemÿin industry such as the 

Bund der deutschen Industrie offered the industrialists an apparatus to revive the quasi-syndicate 

or cartel, the wide spectrum of systemic anaiysis avoids the crucial individual perspective 

necessary for understanding the complex manner in which the German industrialists exened 

pressure on the occupiers. 

This elaborate relationship was hinted at by the American Senators Elbert D. Thomas 

and Morley M. Kilgore. The conclusions reached echoed many of the criticisms of German 

efforts at skirting disarmament afier the First World War. Withii a bulletin entitled "Prevent 

World War IIIn issued in December 1945, Thomas forestiadowed Berghahn's "triangular 

relationship" through the oblique or insidious Gennan penetration of foreign industries in either 

neutral or even enemy States. The Chairman of the Senate Military Affairs Cornmittee pointed 

out that he had traced "750 affiliates and subsidiaries of Gennan industries in neutraI countries- 

-233 in Sweden, 214 in Switzerland, 112 in Spain, 98 in the Argentine, 58 in Portugal and 35 
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in ~urkey" .lm A report issued by Clay to McCloy on 5 October 1945 highiighted the diffkuIties 

encountered in convincing neutral counties to part with G e m  external assets. The Swedish 

govemment simply "officiaIly asked the Allied powers on what legai grounds they based their 

claims to German assets in neutral countries" ."' 

The British hoped to persuade neutral states on the basis of moratity instead of the legal 

grounds proposed by the Control Council on 20 August 1945." The weakness of the case for 

parting with German assets was reflected in the form of an appeal to the mord sensibilities of 

the industriai elites of the neutral states. The British further openly "objectecl to the inclusion 

of the Soviet Union on the Extemal Property Commission" on 30 November 1945 and therefore 

more than hinted that the German assets would be appropriated and administered by the nations 

who had suffered die least of Nazi excesses.lu The wrangling over German assets represented 

a largely futile act owing to the lack of neutral response to the Ailied moral query dong with 

the impossible reques t for absolutel y al1 German assets . Recognizing the limitations regarding 

the seizure of al1 German assets, Clay stated to Hilldring on 18 Febniary 1946 that in "view of 

procedures now proposed there would appear no way in which GEPC [German External 

Property Commission] can accomplish these responsibili ties " . lY 

Thomas argued that the larger problem regarding the tracing of G e m  foreign assets 

dealt with the high level of cooperation between Allied and Gemian industrialists and that "there 

is every reason to believe that agreements made between some of our WS] corporations and 

Gerrnan industriaIists before the war will take effect afier the peace treaty. Under these 

agreements German industries may share ownership of some vital American factories unless we 

move to prevent it".lu These arrangements dealt main?y with munitions and weapons based 

industries that modernized and equipped foreign factories and research installations pnor to the 

Geman defeat on 8 May 1945." For the simple reason rhat elaborate hidden shareholdings 

masked Gemian ownership, Thomas was intensely womed that the German industriaiists would 

not only survive the war with much of their wedth intact in the form of foreign holdings, but 

the Senator aiso believed that the Germans would maintain their cartel system and endanger 

recovery as a result. 



Volker Berghahn asserts that historians are now oniy "beginning to understand the 

manifold relationships that were forrned between West Gennan industrialists and occupation 

officiais, many of whom were themselves businessmen" .ln Raymond Stoke's examination of 

the deconcentration of IG Farben highiights that the Germans "accepted" American policy 

" without producing a totally fragmenteci chemical industry " . " German industrialists retained 

a high degree of independence found acceptable by the Amencan military government. Charles 

P. Kindleberger moreover points out that American businessmen irnmediately investeci in 

Gerrnany during the postwar period and that the "moratorium on foreign investment in Germany 

was difficult to sustain" .IN The modem merging of Germany into the western economies 

therefore existed concurrently with the Potsdam view of monitoring and reducing German 

production levels. Prior to the outbreak of war in 1939, the United States, United Kingdom and 

Germany he!d responsibility "in equal proportion for about 60 per cent of world manufacnued 

exports and for about two-thirds of world capital goods ex port^".'^ Protwü from Americans 

conceming the production levels of subsidiarîes or companies purchased in Gerrnany after the 

war therefore e n s ~ e d . ' ~ ~  

As an example of the Gennan cartel policy and also typifying the renewed danger of the 

German penetration of American industry , Thomas wrote that an " American Company and Krupp 

of Germany formed a patent agreement to control the use of tungsten wbide. The result was 

that in the United Stares the price rose to $453 a pound, whi1e in Germany it never exceeded 

$50 a pound. In 1941, Germany was using about 20 times as much of this strategic material 

in hardening steel as factories in America. We didn't know how to use it, because it was too 

expensive for experimentati~n".~ The control of German industrial subterfuge therefore 

necessitated monitoring of even US firms. The level of international economic integration 

dready achieved during the first hdf of this century injected a complexity into the policies of 

demilitarization and deindustrialization that was in no way anticipated. 

These considerations were reinforcecl in a statement issued by Senator Harley Kilgore 

on 21 December 1945. Kilgore was reacting to a report issued by the State Department on 9 

November 1945. Written by Byron Price and addressed to Truman, the author dernanded a 



severe alteration to the JCS 1067 postwar policy conceming industrial decentralization in view 

of the conditions in Germany previously highlighted.'" Pnce was in fact voicing an opinion 

cultivated in the State Department even prior to the end of the conflict that it was not in the 

interests of the United States to harm "German industries of a peacefùl character in which 

Germany has produced effectively for world marketsn." Kilgore objected to the word 

"peacefuln as a designation of German industry. The Senator maintained that "congressional 

investigations have shown how Germany insidiously . . .supplieci world markets as effective 

weapons of economic warfare for conquest. Lt would be suicicial for American policy to aid in 

rebuilding such industries, jeopardizing Our national security and world peace for the sake of 

short-term cartel profits to a few corporations whose views prevailed in the councils of our 

Military Govemment " . l" 

KiIgore attacked the State Depamnent and Military Govermnent view that the German 

standard of living could not be guaranteed unless German exports were revived to former levels. 

It was also hypothesized that the Americans were favouring Germany in "full knowledge thar 

the dismantling of those industries would provide raw materials and capital goods whose 

acquisition by the victim nations would promote their development and break their dependence 

upon Gemiany"." Like Morgenthau, Kilgore found the apathy of the occupation forces 

concerning Germany's eastem neighbours appalling. 

The Americans were furthermore considered Iax in the disrnantling of even war 

industries. Heavily pushing for the dismantling of IG Farben, the Senator noted that the 

American control oficers given the task of dismantling IG Farben weapons industries "excused 

their failure to order to destruction of explosives plants with statements such as 'The equipment 

is too massive to dismantle', or, as in the case of the poison gas plant in Gendorf, 'This is a war 

plant and is available for reparatiow. It is felt. however, that the plant would aid in the overall 

economy of Bavaria to such an extent that the plant should not be available for reparations"'."' 

As the reason for the American passivity concerning dernilitarization through the 

destruction of the German cartels and war industries, Kilgore argued that the attitude prevailing 

in the State Department and occupation forces was cultivated by "their connections with 



industrial and fuiancial enterprises which had close prewar t iû with the ~ a z i s " . ' ~  The Senator 

accused Clay and his appointed administraton of hoping to "resume commercial relationships 

with a rehabilitated Gennan indusay whose leading figures are well-known to them"."e 

Dernilitarization appeared to Kilgore as the smokescreen covering an industrial policy that 

promised anything but the elimination of the G e m  armaments hdustry. 

The State Department distanced itself from a hard postwar industrial policy. Clay also 

maintained a view similar to that of the State Department. Both views rested on of postwar 

perceptions of Germany influenced by an econornic perspective. In a Ietter written to the former 

Director of the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion written at the tirne of Roosevelt's 

death on 20 April 1945, Clay presented the view that the conditions in Germany prevented 

serious attention towards demilitarization regarding war industries since "severaI years will be 

required to develop even a sustainhg economy to provide a bare minimum standard of living". 

A central problem concerning occupational policy was the premise of an "intact" 

Germany with a governent with which to operate. Six days later in a letter to Assistant 

Secretary of War John 3. McCloy, Clay's eventual replacement, Clay wrote that " ~ k h i n ~ t o n  

must revise its thinking relative to the destruction of Germany's war potential as an immediate 

problem. The progress of the war has accomplished that, and it is my view (baseci on general 

admission, 1 admit) that the industry which remains, with few exceptions, even when restored 

will suffice barely for a very low standard of living in Germany. If this is to be provided, we 

must have suficient fiedom here to bring industries back into production for that purpose" ."' 

Reflecting the military's concern for efficiency and the lack of sufficient technicians, the 

principal problems concerning administration in Gennany were considered to be recreating the 

German infrastructure in order to allow for German survival.'* 

The decisions reached by the onginal policymakers had minimal impact on Clay's 

perceptions of the coming tasks in Germany. Clay's use of the words "decent standard of 

living" in connection with Gennany conflicteci with the subsistence levels advocated by JCS 1067 

and subsequently stressed at Potsdam. Much of Clay's work in Germany deait with the issue 

of the German standard of living and the restoration of the flow of exports and imports for 



stabilhtion. Clay therefore resurrected the German Charnber of Commerce in order to form 

an "official Gerrnan corporation for the US-UK zones, to be charged with procurement in 

Gennany with marks of export commodities, to include cod, for sale outside of Germany, with 

payment to be in dollars or such other exchange as could be utilized for payment for imports" 

The reasoning behind the formation of such clearing houses, even though Potsdam demanded 

imports be granted quadripartite approvd, was that Clay desired the swift implementation of an 

export-import system as the solution to Germany's and Europe's fuel crisis. Although Clay 

defencied his unilateral action on the grounds that he could no longer wait for quadripartite 

action, he added that "1 do not believe that the establishment of this German corporation would 

be in violation of quadripartite agreements, nor that its formation would result in any 

misunderstanding or il1 will " . 'Y The defence was largely irrelevant since Clay decided against 

inforrning the War Department of his actions and merely deposited the cable into his personal 

files.Ls5 Clay acted against the spirit of JCS 1067. 

That Clay exhibited the tendency of acting unilaterally was however consistent with the 

general pattern of quadripartite activities in 1945. The degree of four power cooperation was 

best exemplifieci in the reparations machinery established at Yalta. Initially formed on a 

tripartite basis until the inclusion of France at Potsdam, a reparations commission situated first 

in Moscow and subsequently in Berlin was formed to coordinate the efforts of the powers 

involved in relation to the agreed policies of reparations. Although the seat of the commission 

was transferred to Berlin after 25 September 1945, the quadripartite powers never met in formal 

session at the new location and the Allied Commission on Reparations quickly divided according 

to the east-west mitosis and the new Inter-Allied Reparations Agency was formed without the 

membership of the Soviet  nio on.'" This transformation met with Clay's tacit approvd. Clay 

desired that the organizational questions be handled as quickly as possible since the further lack 

of policy unifonnity would result in unilateral solutions against the concept of "leaving Gennany 

with standard of living equal to the average of surrounding counties for the hnports essential 

to this standard of livingn ." It was not practical ta decenvalize responsibility for reparations 

within the understood War Department goaI of departing Germany and handing over control 



to a Gennan civilian goverment as quickly as possible. Clay set the target date as 1 July 1946 

after consultation with Eisenhower and  man."^ 

The dilemma regarding German central administrative machinery intensifieci after the 

inability of the victors to agree on the formation of a quadripartite reparations cornmittee. Clay 

wrote to the War Department on 24 September 1945 that the French refusal to sanction such 

necessary centralized administrative machinery as a transportation agency meant that the French 

had reneged on the Potsdam agree~nents."~ The French position was in fact understood by Clay 

that they were "not parties to [the] Potsdam Agreement" and "therefore in opposition to any 

central administrative machinery being established until [the] Rhineland-Westphalia question is 

~ett led". '~~ In the face of French opposition, Clay maintained that " W e  have our Laender units 

established now and with central administrative rnachinery as agreed upon at Potsdam would be 

able to operate effectively . However. if such central administrative machinery is not established 

promptly we will have to establish overall German administrative machinery for the United 

States " .16' 

Clay's harsh response to the inter-Allied tardy handl h g  of centralized machinery 

manifested itself in the question of industriai uansfers to the Soviet Union only three days 

earlier. AIthough the Arnericam listed 16 "large plants" for dismembennent on 28 September 

1945, the Soviets had requested "40 specific pIants in [the] Western zone as advanced 

reparationsW . While the Potsdam agreements had specified industrial transfers to the Soviet 

Union, Clay was loathe to consider shipment "until the question concerning the body making 

allocation of reparations from [îhe] Western zone between Soviet and other claimants has been 

resolved".'" Clay suggested the irnmediate transfer of 13 plant in order to speed the process 

dong, however. with the attached conditions that the Germans themselves determine the value 

of these transfers and more irnportantly that the matter of German external assets reIative to 

reparations be resolved. '" 
The matter of Gerrnan external assets required resolution pnor to establishing the figures 

for western reparations transfers to the Soviet Union. Clay was also uncertain "as to [the] exact 

meaning of the Potsdam Protocol relative to commodities to be furnished by [the] Soviet vnion] 
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in exchange for 15% of reparations deliveries from [the] Western zone" .'" The Soviets had 

aiready requested the Americans and British to support Berlin owing to their inability to furnish 

the required subsistence support to the Gennan civilians cut fiom their traditional commercial 

lines. The Arnerican dernand for centralized coordination of these issues was understandable 

owing to the neglect of the other powers to responsibly maintain their zones. The extremity of 

these postwar aims literaily forced the Arnericans to push for centralization in order to maintain 

the Potsdam decisions through quadripartite observation. French intransigence and the unclear 

nature of the Soviet reparations position however negated any real possibility of forming the 

desired agency . 
Two further issues during this p e n d  highlight Clay's continual paradoxical thinking 

regarding postwar Gerrnany. Clay stated that the Laender governments would "operate 

effectively" with the proper centrdized roof to the new political structure. While this assessrnent 

indicated a viable although developing system, Clay also continued to demand better trained and 

larger numbers of personnel owing to a perceived severe shortage of American manpower. Was 

Clay's continual request for manpower indicative of the normal administrative attempt at 

hoarding human talent or instead an excuse to explain the more lenient stand on occupational 

poiicy that was developing? The answer to this question can only be derived through the 

consideration of exactly what kind of Arnerican manpower was demanded and their views of 

the occupation. 

In keeping with the War Department's desire to replace Arnencans with denazified 

Gerrnans, Hilldring proposed the creation of POW retraining schools for the instruction in 

ostensibly ideological matters of democratic behaviour to prepare for the eventuai retum of 

German soldiers to civilian life and administrative tasks." After consultation with McCloy, 

Clay inforxned Hilldring on 7 October 1945 that in keeping with his decision to dlow the 

Germans the responsibility to procure their own personnel after American screening these 

retrained POWs could not be pressured on the developing German admini~tration.'~' Yet the 

policy of retraining former German sotdiers accrued surprising results that were linked to the 

decentralized state of occupation policy and the matter of decentralization in particular. This 



policy is discussed more intensely in the next chapter. For now it is relevant to Suess that the 

actuai roles of fomer Ge- soldiers was kept largely unclear except for their being 

determinecl by the appropriate German Mnistries. Clay believed that the best possible solution 

was that these retrained POWs be "discharged and retumed to tbeir home areas [and] they will 

quickly find places in the Gennan administrative machine"." The urgent release of G e m  

POWs and their reintegration reflected the need to balance cuts in the American military with 

Gennan civilians . 

While Clay earlier pointed out that the German administrative agencies in Frankfurt were 

"fùnctioning in the major fields" in a letter to McCloy on 16 September 1945, he was worried 

about the planned reduction of the American military presence by 30 percent at the end of 

December and the occupational government from 10,000 to 7,000.'~ The American rnilitary 

would consist of only 9 understrength divisions and support troops cornprising a rnere 330.000 

soldiers on 30 June 1946. By 1948 that total would hrther shrink to 2 divisions. Even more 

spectacularly, 1946 also witnessed the complete evacuation of the 290,000 man Canadian 

contingent and the additional British reduction from 1.3 million to 450,000.'" 

American influence at the municipal levei drastically decreased to the point where the 

rnilitary could not be depended on by the occupational commanders to perform the majority of 

the tasks required."' The Germans would themselves be required to shoulder the burdens of the 

occupation through both the administration of their own systems and the "allocation of resources 

of produ~tion". '~ The American military and govemment would also attempt to "make more 

effective use of the Germans. Shoaly we will start hiring Gennans as clerks, stenographers, 

and in similar capacities. They wiI1, of course, replace military personnel, and reduce Our costs 

of occupationw.'" Exactly which Germans replaced the departing victors in a Germany whose 

male population constituted a low percentage of the population is obvious. The male deficiency 

in Gerrnany was compensated by the transfers fiom POW camps contemplateci and undertaken. 

The other category of government replacement included American civilians. Clay 

predicted a cntical shortage of skilled American personnel owing to American redeployment or 

demobilization and the inability of the military government to retain the services of vital 



personnel after the shift to a civilian government." Officers transferred to the civilian sector 

forfeited their terminal leave which arnounted to between two and four mon& pay and Clay 

correctly sunnised that "we shaIl have a real difficulty in a successful recruitment campaign 

here".ln The hard task of convincing officers to reven to civilian com~nands meant that the 

occupation fami  the confusion brought by the need to "recmit, orient and train new 

The problcm for Clay was in recruiting the correct type of adminisaator who fit 

not only the requirernents of the occupation but those of his peculiar German policy as well. 

This reality is best expressed in the case of Dr. Calvin B. Hoover. 

Hoover had worked together with various Washington organizations tasked with 

conducting a survey of the concept of the German standard of living from the perspective of 

industry.'" The Hoover Report was considered excessively "lenient" in a lener to Hilldring in 

September 1945 .'" Clay attempted to disassociate himself from Hoover's conclusions by stating 

that "his standard of living study has not yet been coordinated with a study of industry now 

under way. It is being used by us only as a bais of discussion both intemaily and in 

quadripartite discussions".'" Owing to the "leniency" of the report, Clay stressed that "his 

views reflect his persona1 studies but do not necessarily represent our offrcial views over 

here".Im For al1 of Clay's protests to the opposite, Hoover's conclusions represented more than 

merely a "basis of discussion". 

After receiving word of Hoover's resignation on 23 September 1945, Clay informed 

McCloy a week later that he was "sorry" that they had lost a man of "real ability and 

judgement" .'" In o f f e ~ g  an explanation for Hoover's decision. Clay agreed that the economist 

was "greatly distressed over the reparations program in Germany and 1 fear basically at hean 

not in sympathy with the policies agreed upon at ~otsdarn".'" Clay later wrote to the War 

Department on 10 October 1945 that he was in general agreement with Hoover's concl~sions.'~ 

Hoover rnaintained that his report compriseci the maximum extent of reparations without 

decreasing the German standard of l i ~ i n g . ' ~  Clay in mm informed the War Depamnent that 

Hoover had been "advised that [the] standard of living in Germany should not exceed [the] 

average of surrounding countries"'~ and that the purpose of the report was "to apply the 
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Potsdam fomula". '~ Suddenly praising the integrity of Hoover, Clay stressed that "1 know of 

no way to proceed in determining [the] reparations program other than by calling for snidies of 

the type of the Hoover reportw.'" Clay was referring to the problems associated with 

determinhg the level of reparations without a centralized administrative machinery and in view 

of "extremen Soviet demancldm The important consistent goal was to retain the centraiity of 

the Potsdam agreements. 

Maintaining an average standard of living in the face of extreme variations in Germany's 

neighbours and the lack of victor unanimity meant that Hoover's report was of greater 

importance than originally alludeci. Clay ultimately sanctioned the Hoover report with the policy 

decision thaî the "ultimate decision in this respect must be quadripartitew.'"> The German mitosis 

had aiready begun and quadripartite policy concerning reparations never arose. Clay's supposed 

rejection and subsequent embrace of the Hoover report only r-rms a Iink to Clay's original 

stated goal of a "decent standard of living" and the longstanding rniiitary focus on efficiency. 

Clay's seemingly cloaked conciliatory stance was made manifest during his visit to 

Washington to discuss various issues with the State and War Depamnents in November 1945. 

While the meeting dealt predominantly with French attempts at blocking a centralized German 

administration until the issue of the Ruhr's internationalization was resolved, the German 

military and various industrial issues were aiso addressed. Regarding the former German 

General Staff, Clay referred to a Control Council proposa1 to divided the German officers and 

their families between the four victors. Both Murphy and Clay maintaineci that "the proposa1 

was undesirable and a more appropriate method of dealing with the persons in question might 

be co permit them to rernain in Germany subject to restrictions on their movements and 

activities"." The meaning of a "more appropriate methodw was less obscure than Clay here 

implies. 

The Office of Military Government had long criticized the retention of certain categories 

of the defeated enemy forces as against the interests of democracy. It was this view that 

initiateci the retraining schools to dlow early release of politically impotent Gerrnan veterans. 

On 23 November 1945, Clay cabled the State Depanment to criticize the use of POWs as 
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foreign labourers. When asked to m e r  explain this revolutionary point of view, Clay 

explained in a letter to the War Department on 28 Novernber 1945 du t  "Perhaps 1 do not 

undentand the discussions on labour reparations"."' 

Clay criticized the labour policy on two counts. The initial problem was how the "large 

nurnben of pnsonea held by the Soviets" affectai reparations" .ln 

Approximately 2 2 l l ion  German POWs in American possession were parcelled out to France, 

Belgium, Luxembourg and Holland.'" Belgium alone employed 64,000 former G e m  soldiers 

in its coal mines until replaced by Itaiian immigrants in March 1947.lW The value of POW 

labour was viewed as substantial enough to "affect percentages being utilized for industrial 

reparationsU.'% Clay then paradoxically switched the argument when dealing with the social 

impact on the German population. The further opinion was voiced that "the demand is strong 

in Germany for the early r e m  of these prisonersn.'% Clay argued that the establishment of a 

monetary value on POW labour and their subsequent use as reparations unrelated to the repair 

of war damage stipulated by the Geneva Convention "savours quite a lot of the slave labour 

practices employed by Hitler".'" It was considered better to replace the POWs with known 

National Socialists and thereby rnaintain the "sinceriry of Our effortsn.'" The immediate roles 

that the German soldiers played varied according to the different priorities dictated by the 

vicron. The major Amencan concem lay with reeducation and reintegration into Gennan 

society. The next chapter examines the specific roles more closely. 

The sincerity of American occupational policy was exemplified by the efforts at 

reimbursing former German soldiers for their labour abroad and within Germany. Although 

POWs engaged in labour were entitled to a wage as established by Article 34 of the 1929 

Geneva convention,Iw the Yalta and Potsdam agreements stipulated the use of POW labour as 

reparations obviously without repayment. Although it was the Americans who reclassified the 

Germans as Defeated Enemy Forces (DEF) and thereby according to Bacque theoretically skirted 

the responsibility of payment. Clay viewed the hiture ramifications of forced labour as 

considerable enough to modiQ the length of internment through early release and also duough 

reirnbursement. The eventual sums paid for German POW labour were by no means meagre. 
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Within the United States itself, the total of German POWs reached 387,898 by May 1945." 

initial German surveys of the labour costs made by Professor Laun set the hourly wage at 80 

cents an hour, a figure later reduced to 3.30 DM per day as a result of the American argument 

that they had provided "food, clothing, housing, medical a re ,  protection and transport" dong 

with other  service^.^' The Gemians later criticized the American government for withholding 

the POW reports compiled by Switzerland for the former Nazi govermnent and requested that 

they be released in 1949 to ease Gemian investigations." 

Despite slight tensions regarding POW documents and the set wage, the Americans 

established two categories of POW labour payments. The Arnericans provided dollar certificates 

or "Military Payment Ordersw to both POWs working in various capacities for the American 

state in Italy and the USA in addition to taking fiscd responsibility for paying those German 

POWs loaned to other states." The officia1 exchange rate for these certificates was set at 0.33 

DM to the dollar and therefore 10 percent higher than the officia1 1948 rate." 

It is interesting to note that the majority of German POWs in the United States, most 

having returned to Gennany by 15 May 1948, chose to retain their Arnerican certificates in the 

hope of maintainhg their buying power independently of the chaotic German currency." 

Payrnent in the American currency thus helped offset the seinires of a soidier's possessions and 

money on capture." Payment ran into the millions. Due to the generous Amencan support of 

the Geneva Convention, the Germans reponed that "the prisoners of war in the United States 

were overall better off than in al1 other countries. They were treated with respect, well fed and 

accomrnodated. For their work they received a sufficient wage they could use for shopping 

expenses" .m The Amencan policy therefore exhibiteci the three characteristics of early release. 

employrnent in the Amencan military. and favourable payment according to the status of the 

Geneva Convention. 

The Office of the Military Governrnent's efforts at favourably influencing both POW and 

civilian morale belies the greater problems facing the American administration which concemed 

feeding and housing so many German POWs and the generally harsh conditions regarding 

German POWs involved in labour reparations and general internrnent. Clay's comment 



conceming swift reeducation and release for a propaganda benefit belies the harsh reality that 

the Americans were simply unable to feed the masses of German prisoners. The American 7th 

Anny for example exhausteci its food stocks onfy eight days after the German surrender. In 

response to the negative food situation, Bradley annound on 16 May 1945 that the POWs "will 

either have to be fed or released" ." Feeding not only the Gennan soldien but also the DPs and 

Gerrnan civilians in addition to providing for detainment faciiities proved impossible and SHAEF 

allowed for the discharge of German "agricultural workers, coal miners, transportation workers, 

and others in key occupationsn ." The rate of discharge reached 30,000 a day in the 12th Army 

~ r o u p . ~ ' ~  

The Americans provided over 7 million rations for their zone of occupation and even 

reduced the food stocks for their own troops as a result of the food ~hortage.~" The final 

disbandment directive for German POWs was issued on 29 November 1945 only a day after 

Clay's criticism regarding labour reparations. Ziemke points out that the Americans retained 

a significant number of German POWs after that period as they still constituted a "useful source 

of labour as wel1 as a willing one, since they were better fed than they would be on the 

~utside".~" Not only did the former men of the Wehrmacht fil1 the labour gaps in the American 

military caused by demobilization, but the Gerrnans were protected from the chaotic food 

shortages and currency fluctuations. The POWs were offered the stability of the American 

dollar. The American shield also presenred a contrat of significant propaganda value to the 

harsh and often inhuman Soviet and French practices such as mine clearance. As a slight 

defence of such activities, the British also employed 70,000 German POWs in a similar capacity 

in ScMeswig-Holstein, although the Germans were in uniform and as was typical of British 

methods within former Wehrmacht military structures .'13 

The French forced dready physically weakened Gennan POWs to work in dangerous 

situations such as the rnarshlands on Corsica without proper food or shelter which exposed them 

to such attritive illnesses as malaria.'" Others languished in the uniquely harsh camps 

established to house and distribute German labourers in accordance with French whims. The 

principd German criticism of the French employment of POWs during the laie 1940s however 



related to the disposal of mines and bombs. Mine removal by intemexi enemy forces was an 

occupation outlawed by Articles 31 and 32 of the Geneva Convention of 1929. Despite the 

international laws prohibiting such undertakings, German soldiers were employed in mine 

clearance for nearly three yean and in total removed 12.997 million mineszu The ensuing 

casualties related to explosive disposal according to a study issued by the Auswaertiges Amt 

included "many severe accidents and deathsw.216 Accurate totals were again probably difficult 

to gauge owing to the difficulties confronting the Germa. Red Cross stated earlier. 

The IKRK aiso protested the coerced employment of POWs to defuse munitions such 

as bombs droppcd by Allied planes on a rance."^ Under pressure from the KRK CO suspend 

these illegal activities, the French finally promised to suspend such operations at the end of July 

1947.""e French acted in a spirit contradictory to the Geneva Convention. Whether 

contemplated or not, Clay's protest conceming the transfer of G e m  POWs outside of the 

Arnerican zone and the pressure exerted for their earIy release can dso be construed as a 

generous act motivated by humanitarian reasons. Clay's rather extreme cornparison of the Allied 

labour policies to that instituted by the Nazis precludes another interpretation. 

Returning to the November 1945 meeting between Clay and the War and the State 

Departments, the other issue of importance was the matter of the G e r m  war industry. 

Although pressureci by such American lobby groups as the Society for the Prevention of World 

War IU and also in this case American unions, Clay decided against reductions in certain 

German  industrie^.^" Southem Congressmen hoped to end German cornpetition with American 

fm in the synthetic fibre and opticai industries and had sent a specific request to the State 

~epamnent? Clay argued against these reductions since in the case of synthetic fibres "the 

acute textile shortage made it necessary to use synthetic fibre production facilities" .*' The 

textile shortage most affected the German POWs of any group within Germany even though 

Clay pointai to Gerrnan children. The reasons for denying such reductions were expressed in 

a tetter to the War Department on 23 November 1945. Clay believed that the American zone 

of occupation was a "nonproductive area" that offered limited consumer good production in 

relation to the British ~ u h r . ~  Clay consequently stated that "we should insist on equitable 



distribution of resources from al1 zones and more particularly between [the] United States and 

British zones, of cornmdities in short supply to best serve the needs of Germany and not of a 

specific zone"? Only through expansion of G e m  industries in the US sector could Clay 

avoid the "lag in fumishing consumer goods within the United States 

It was consequently impossible to comply with the JCS 1067 provision advocating the 

destruction of the German war potentiai through the seizure of even certain Gennan scientific 

equipment and synthetic resource production facilities. in response to a JCS request for the 

imrnediate seizure and exportation of German experimentd facilities including a modem coal 

hydrogenation plant, Clay responded on 6 December 1945 that 

it is our understanding that under the Potsdam Protocol equipment other than war material may 
be exported from Germany only for reparations or for sale in Arnerican dollars as an expon 
item. Where the United States desires such equipment we would propose to report it as 
available for reparations and at the same tirne file a c l a h  for the United States. In view of Our 
srnall demands for reparations we should have no difficulty in obtaining allocation. However, 
we have repeatedly urged other counnies not to remove property from Germany except war 
material. In view of international agreements with respect to reparations it would appear to us 
here that shipment of equipment not properly claimed as reparations or paid for as export would 
not be consistent with [the] Potsdam Protocol regardless of the justice of our claims. We arr 
apprehensive that removals of this type may lead to widespread removals from other zones. 

Clay had redefined the meaning of war materid from a general and morphous term intended 

to drain Germany dong the lines rnarginally influenced by Morgenthau to that specifically 

associated with weapons production. Ridding Germany of a weapons industry in the exact 

meaning of the word was consistent with a policy of generd demobilization intending to avoid 

the dislocation and ultimate deindustrialization planned earlier. In helping to protect certain 

German scientific and production facilities Clay exhibiteci a keen awareness of the importance 

of research and development for a country's future. Clay's process was heightened by the 

sanctioning of =Min industries that blurred even the definition of military and civilian industries 

such as industrial explosives for mining. 

Clay expressed the revolutionary changes he had initiated in a speech written for General 

Joseph McNarney subsequently delivered as an address to the American people at the end of 

1945. The speech stressed that the German army had ceased to exist and that the Wehrmacht 

was "dismexi and disbanded except for general staff oficers, stonn troopers, and prisoners of 

war still in c u s t ~ d y " . ~  More imponantly for the funire conceived at Yalta and Potsdam, the 



elimination of Gennany's war industries was proclaimed as "well a d ~ a n c e d " . ~  Here Clay 

r-nned the tasks presented to him by his governent and in general the views of the global 

commW1ity. But the significance of the speech rested in the finai paragraphs of the speech 

itself. Clay stressed the collapse of the German ecoaorny and through McNarney informed the 

American people of the hardships facing the German people through industrial standstilI and near 

starvation. 

Clay's solution to the chaos generated in the postwar and the suffering of the popdation 

he adrninistered was openly expresseci in the manner repeated throughout this chapter: "More 

coal and more rail transport is essential. Production and distribution of fertilizer, agriculniral 

implements, and even processing of food depend on coal and transportn." The rebuilding of 

a perceived shattered German industrial infrastructure was therefore fbed to Clay's conceptions 

regarding denazification and which therefore indirectly infiuenced demilitarization. The f m l  

statement underscored this reality. "Ours is a hard task: to destroy war potential in Germany 

while concurrently building a belief in dernocratic ide& It is Our policy and we believe it c m  

be done " .229 

British Operational Research surveys of even the tactical employment of heavy bombers 

in Normandy placed increasing doubt throughout the Second World War on bombing 

effectiveness? Historical analysis of the state of German industry &er the defeat of Nazism 

disproves Clay's argumentation. Werner Abelshauser argues that the American rnilitary 

govement knew that the "German economy was far stronger than the desolate impression given 

by its destroyed central cities" ."' Gennan industrial potential actually increased throughout the 

war despite escalating Allied bombing. Abelshauser States that the war's "accumulated industrial 

investment totalled about 75 percent of the total 1936 industrial investment, while over the 

sarne p e n d  write-offs amounted to 37 percent of 1936 capital a ~ s e t s " . ~  Milward points out 

that this potential industrial capacity remained "underutilized" owing largely to the "drastic 

restrictions on output imposed by the Military Government and by the Allied powers in the 

Potsdam agreements " .m Clay's early argument favouring the reduction of output restrictions 

for domestic production and exports therefore promised to return Germany to wartime levels of 



industrial invesmient through higher levels of incorne." Gennany did not suffer from a lack 

of machine-tools or fiom outdated equipment. 

The large quantity of industrial equipment did not translate into irnrnediately higher 

Ievels of productivity and throughout the early postwar years remaineci as merely a potentiai 

indicator of fume ability. Occupation costs, reparations, wartime wnte offs and the retum of 

stolen property reduced G e m  industrial capacity. John Gimbel demonstrates that even the 

United States exacted large reparaîions and occupation costs from Gennany. These transfers 

primanly focused on "technical know-how" and a "brain-drain" of German research faci1ities.l" 

AbeIshauser however dernonstrates h t  even with these postwar reductions "capital assets in 

1948 rernained about 11 percent above 1936 levels, and both age structure and asset quality were 

better than in 1936, although after 1945 these trends turned downward"." Recent scholarship 

also argues that "West German export earnings might have been greater had not the JEIA (the 

foreign trade monopoly of the British-American occupation forces) credited certain forced 

exports at relatively low prices and diminished German chances for increasing exports by 

applying bureaucratic controls to foreign trade"? The "artificial" constraints only momentarily 

reduced German industrial output and not Gennany's potential. 

Clay and his administration focused on the visible destruction of Germany and the need 

to stimulate or encourage production in order to deal with the postwar problems of housing, 

population transfers and more importantly the destroyed transportation and communications 

networks. One of the principle problems relating to postwar Germany concerned production 

bottlenecks causeci by the lack of a functioning transportation network and the insufficient 

elecuical utilities capacity? In a report entitla "The Polish Zone of Administration in 

G e m y " ,  the Americans presseci the negative impact of German dismembement and argued 

that Gennan problems sternmed from the "loss of predominantly agricultural regionsw and that 

shift toward industries that rnake an intensive use of capital and labor is the only means of 
assuring a rising standard of living for the German population. This shift would presuppose 
additional industrial equipment and an increase in the total nurnber of skilled workers available- 
-changes which could be achieved only after a considerable lapse of time; foreign help in the 
form of loans, etc., could of course considerably reduce the difficulties of adjustment and 
shonen the period of low living standardsm 



This report illustrates the false concentration on increases in "industrial equipment". German 

industry remained endowed with modern and technologically advanceci capital goods. The repon 

however highiighted a belief that Germany's problems required escalating levels of production. 

According to the American conception, Gennany was therefore "bound to became a more 

industrialized country than it ever was before"?' 

Historians also encounter considerable dificulty in assessing the increases in German 

production during the immediate postwar period. Knut Borchardt and Christoph Buchheim point 

out that simply analyzing recorded statistics in relation to Gross National Product (GNP) fails 

to offer a satisfactory solution since "shadow prices" of these goods had to be far higher than 

those actually chargedu' American assessments of Gemian production also recorded that the 

"lack of sufficiently detailed information makes any firmly-based estirnate of the comparative 

degree of reaccivation of industry in the various zones of occupation in Gemiany impossible" ."' 
Most of the statistics issued furthermore dealt with coal and steel rather than finished products 

since these raw materiafs remained the basis of industry. 

The statistical compilations consistently stressed that "industrial activity in al1 zones is 

far below the 1949 target as established by the Allied Control C~unci l" . '~~ A repon entitled 

"The Reactivation of lndustry in Europe since V-E Day" argued that 1945 production rernained 

at 20 percent of the prewar r a ~ e . ' ~  The coai mining totals by 1946 represented only 48.3 

percent of the 193 monthly average? The reduced levels of coal extraction impacted steel 

production and other related industries. Gerrnan recovery therefore achieved the highest levels 

in the production of chernicals and therefore non-coal related industries. Chernical production 

of synthetic nitrogen for fertilizer, officially banned by $CS 1067 and Potsdam owing to its 

importance in munitions rnanufacturing and designated for destruction, actually increased to 112 

percent of prewar levels by January 1946 in the American zone? Steel, the cornrnodity most 

related to overail industrial efficacy, decreased to 20.7 percent of prewar levels and generally 

suffered. 

The decrease in steel production did not indicate a reduction in Gennan industrial 

potentid or Germany's actuai industrial capacity since factories without raw materials could 



hardly continue production and workers rernained idle. Nor did reparations of idle industry 

substantialiy affect this potential. Even the American policies concerning prixnarily military- 

industrial production facilities at times stresseci reconversion and not dways total destruction. 

The example of two related industries in Marburg highlights this phenomenon in addition to 

the previously stated Arnerican tolerance of cyanamide synthetic nitrogen production. 

The explosives manufacturing facilities in Stadtailendorf near Marburg, found totally 

intact in 1945, was largely dismantled by 1949." The IG Farben Behruigwerke which supplied 

the munitions facility on the other hand continuai the production of biologicals at "full 

capacity". The Amencans tolerated the redirection of chernical compounds for civilian use in 

pharmaceuticals and fertilizer.2a A fertile imagination is hardiy necessary to view the American 

reconversion of Gennany industry as by not means having destroyed a German military 

potential. Germany retained the facilities and expertise required to produce explosives. The 

demilitarization of German industry proved difficult. 

1945 therefore witnessed a fundamental alteration of postwar occupational policy that 

mirrored the struggle between the Morgenthau and Hunt report conceptions during the previous 

years and ended in the victory of efficiency over vengeance under the aegis of Clay. Despite 

the physical appearance of Germany, historical analysis of German industrial potential highlights 

that Germany suffered from bottlenecks and underutilization rather than bombing darnage and 

reparations . Similar to the post- 19 18 phenomenon. historicd research therefore contlicts with 

the prevailing attitudes of the period in question. Clay fought for Gennan research facilities, 

patents and the permittance of an explosives and chernical industry in order to secure agricultural 

production and basic comrnodities such as coal. Clay's efforts were also intendeci to retain 

economic expon and impon capabilities for a zone dependant on Ruhr production. Clay's 

retention of zona1 fusion as an element of Amencan poIicy led to the formation of the bizone. 

Whether intended or not, this process meant the retention of at Ieast a minimal war industrial 

potential that clashed with the desires of the policymakers to utterly erase any German military 

potential through progressive industrial weakening using quotas and the elimination of war 

related industries. The reality of postwar Germany in general and the American zone in 
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particular transformed policy questions in a positive manner for a German future. The decision 

to industrialize Germany beyond prewar Ievels stands in stark contrast to the views of the 

"Morgenthau boys " . 

The progression of Clay's 1945 industrial conceptions into the general Stream of 

Amencan thinking are best exemplifieci in a report issued by Secretary of State Marshall 

regarding the Fourth Session of the Council of ~ o r e i ~ n  Ministers held in Moscow between 10 

March and 24 April 1947. Terry H. Anderson argues that a degree of nervousness experienced 

in American ranks regarding the lack of a Soviet military retreat from Azerbaijan, Soviet 

pressure tactics in eastern Europe and Soviet demands on Turkey fomented a change in 

Arnerican perceptions towards the possibilities of quadripartite u~pera t ion.~ '~  Truman defiantly 

informed Bynres after the conference that "I'm tired of babying the soviets"." Anderson 

maintains that growing obstinacy between the Soviet Unions and United States was based on 

unilaterd actions undertaken by both powers such as Byrnes reaffirmation of Clay's astonishing 

6 December announcement conceming a potential revision of economic policy and reparations 

issued five days later.lll Germany already understood that revision. The Soviets reacted with 

a similar obstinacy spawned by Truman's Iack of compromise over the postwar questions outside 

of Germany's and the American unilateral proclamations concerning the economic future of 

~ e n n a n y  . 

This increasing tendency towards leniency cannot be interpreted as the direct beginnings 

of the future German Bundeswehr for obvious reasons. The reasons for this American change 

of heart will become clear in the next chapter. Tiie quid pro quo mentality within quadripartite 

discussions did however foment the eventual response conditioned by the Cold War. The 

importance with the development of the military industrial question was that amendment was 

conditioned on the economic situation within the Amencan zone and not primanly on the 

growing clash between the new Superpowers. With at least a minimal military industrial 

capability secured, the next question revolves around the use of the Wehrmacht as a tool for the 

enhancement of Germany's occupiers. The next chapter stresses the "iflegal" use of German 

POWs for the purposes of power enhancement and how these soldiers contributed to the growing 



tensions that erupted into the Cold War. 
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Chapter Four: A Limited Role for the Former Enerny 
and Division With a Former Aiïy 

In attempting to reconsauct Amencan postwar conceptions of a German military, it is 

a relatively simple matter to end the discussion with Potsdam and Yalta and the argument that 

the German army faced total erasure without possibility of funire resurrection. This theme was 

in fact incessantly and outwardly repeated by the Arnerican Department of State throughout the 

five difficult years of occupation after 1945.' This theme is also repeated by a host of German 

historians who maintain that demilitarization was not only undertaken but fully accomplished 

in its totality.' That these historians work within the tenuous limits of a military definition in 

conflict with the explicit meaning of demilitarization used by the Arnericans in the postwar was 

explorai in the introduction. The important characteristics of German demilitarization always 

included more than merely dissolving Ge- military formations or disanning the Wehrmacht. 

The proposed dissolution of even veterans organizations and institution of widespread programs 

of readjustrnent into civilian society indicated a firm belief in an ideological undenaking 

exceeding the simple disarmament that the Americans were themselves conducting in the 

immediate postwar period. Al1 of the potentially militaristic elements of German society faced 

not only disarmament but pacification through ideological retraining and political and industrial 

dernilitarizat ion. 

That the harsh stand taken at Yalta and Potsdam was technically comprornised through 

the employment of German POWs in the Arnerican army as labourers or in other capacities is 

a development rarely mentioned in the historiography in connection with the possibility of 

German military rehabilitation. Investigations of the Bundeswehr's origins further tend to 

downgrade the importance of the swift reconstruction of a Gennan police force whose size and 

composition further contradicteci with Potsdam protocols. Historian Gerhard Wettig does argue 

that at lest the Bavarian police represented an early alteration of the substance of the decision 

to demilitarize Gemiany for the conceivable fùture.' Wettig's reasoning behind these changes 

are unfortunately unclear. The exploitation of POW labour to fil1 gaps in the American 

occupation, in itself technically irrelevant to the strict definition of an armed forces. was 



representative of both the American dilemma fomented by demobiiization and the need to find 

some form of activity for the otherwise unemployed and restless Gennan POWs. 

The vitaI question concerns whether or not the American use of POWs ventured beyond 

these i~ocuous  although important roles? The answer to this question is both surprising and 

cornplex. This chapter explores the theoretically illegal exploitation of even Gerrnan general 

staff oficers and especially highIights how the growing wnflict with the Soviet Union within 

Gerrnany stiffened Amencan resolve to rewrite their occupational policy in favour of German 

econornic and political rehabilitation thus opening the door to a possible future German military 

contribution. Secretary of State James F. Bymes' Stuttgart speech in the summer of 1946 acted 

as the signal of a new era for Germany . 
Although the policymakers superficially advanced the total dernilitarization of Germany, 

the experience of especially Gerrnan officers was an irresistible source of information for the 

respective victors in 1945. Here the concern lies with the Arnerican attempts at exploiting the 

knowledge gained in the Wehrmacht during the long years of the Second World War. That 

the OKW war diaries continued a week after the termination of hostilities acts as an exvnple of 

how the German rnilitary bureaucracy continued to function even though threatened with obvious 

termination. On the theoreticai ievel, the employrnent of German archives, war diaries and 

personal memoirs offered a host of critical assessments of American tactics and the conceived 

German counterrneasures. But the American decision in 1945 to retain Gennan offrcers residing 

in western Germany gives evidence that the Americans were unwilIing to surrender even those 

who had participated exclusively on the eastem front a g a k t  the Soviet Union. At least on 

initial inspection, the Arnencans were cultivating a group of German rnilitary specialists for 

employment in a role hardly cornmensurate with fnendly relations with the Soviet Union. 

Wehrmacht officers presented a key for the unlocking of the rnilitary capabilities and secrets of 

the world's largest army and dly of the United States. 

The exploitation of German technical expertise had occupied Arnerican pIanning 

throughout 1944 and well into the postwar. Various Amencan lobby groups even advocated the 

cessation of German civilian industries in competition with the United States or at least the 



transfer of German research facilities in order to eliminate any possible German challenge to 

unrestricted world capitalism. This tone of scientific exploitation is established in John Girnbel's 

The American Occupation of Gemiany.' Accordhg to Ziemke, however, this Allied 

preoccupation with technology was due to the belief that a "new scientific device or a new 

industrial process ... could be worth divisions or even annies; and battles, perhaps even war, 

could be won or lost in the laboratory or factory*.' Based on the Amencan and even British 

focus on weapons technology during the Second World War, the eventual victory characterized 

by the technical achievements and snategic application of airpower in the destruction of 

Germany, it is hardIy surprising that the search for more efficient killing machines continued 

throughout the postwar. The nuclear age proved the frightening uuth of the American military 

ideology. Exploitation of German technology therefore always included much more than merely 

reducing German economic ability or strengthening American civilian indusuy. 

Project Paperclip was simuItaneously unleashed on Germany dong with the occupation 

dong with the occupation the moment American troops set foot on German soi1 in late 1944. 

The need to monitor German nuclear research and that in oher dangerous weapons such as 

chemical warfare had earlier convinceci SHAEF to establish T (Target) Sub-Division in G-2 prior 

to the invasion of France in 1944. Consisting of three thousand American members, the 

organization scoured Germany in search of "planes, ships, trains, motor transport, finance, even 

military ~ n i t s " . ~  Although on first inspection the operation appears as a mere adjunct of the 

exploitation policy, the speed of the undenaking emphasizes the fear of losing German technical 

secrets to the Soviet Union. In one such incident, the Americans "moved forty-nine chemists 

and their families, at gunpoint, from their homes in Leuna in the Russian sector to the American 

zonen.' German scientists and other organizations were moved to safer ground near Frankfun 

in Germany or shipped abroad to London or Washington for the continuation of military 

research. The swift incorporation of Werner von Braun's Vergeltungswaffen missile prograrn 

act as the infamous example of American efforts.' 

With so many Gennan specialists requiring efficient management, the Enemy Personnel 

Exploitation Section was established. Even the Nazi Albert Speer and economist Hjalrnar 



Schacht were detained as economic specialists outside of Frankfurt.' The Arnericans went to 

great lengths to rerruit these specialists. The Gemian scientists were given yearly contracts 

overseas in the United States while their families granteci housing and a 2,300 calorie ration as 

further enticernent. A further 1,300 Germans were employai near Kassel at the Ministerial 

Collecting Center that held 1,420 tons of documents and 46 tons of rni~rofilm.'~ The German 

military rsearch facilities hardly postponed their activities and were pressed into service for 

their victors who earlier denounced these same specialists and advocated the complete eradication 

of the Gennan military industrial compIex and related research. The Gennan scientists hardly 

demobilized and the substance of their wartime efforts for Nazi-Germany remained although now 

working for new masters. Hardly demobilized, these Gennans continued to act in the interests 

of a divided Gennany especially once the Coid War mitosis was complete. 

The sarne was ironically m e  for the officers of the Wehrmacht. The initial SHAEF 

policy concernïng General Staff officers was that al1 active and retired personnel face arrest 

and detainment "not so much to punish them for their misdeeds as to ensure that their 

o p p o h t i e s  for planning and making preparations for f're war. ..are reduced to a 

minimum". 'l Although originally facing longterm imprisonrnent. another role rnanifested itsel f 

in the desires of the Historical Division, War Department and the Office of Military History. 

These American organizations required personal interviews with the Gerrnan officers since the 

German records were chaotically distributed throughout Germany and the war crimes 

investigations retained the rnajority of the existing stock of documents. lz German officers were 

subsequently transferred to a special holding compound at Versailles to ease interrogation and 

later returned to Frankfurt during 1946.'~ 

Although this fact finding operation was originally composed to study Arnerican 

operations throughout the war, the scope was quickly expanded to include German military 

operations in the Soviet Union.' The former German Chief of the General Stan Franz HaIder 

even organized a Gennan "branch" of the A m y  historical program for the purposes of collecting 

military snidies and wbsequentiy panicipated in the "training courses at service schoolsn . Is Even 

after the rnajority of German POWs were released by 1947, the former commanders of Hitler's 
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Wehrmacht "continueci to work full or part time under General Halder and a control group of 

senior Ge- oficers. turing out hundreds of historical manuscripts and providing information 

for Amy historiamm ." When the program was termioated in 1959, the remaining Gemians 

"found rnanagernent positions in industry or had resumed their military careers in the 

Bundeswehr of the Gerrnan Federal Republic." For these Gennan officers, as true of Gerxnan 

scientists and other specialists employed in military research, their pstwar role rernained 

rernarkably sUni1a.r to a purely military function hardly appropnate to the definition of 

demilitarization. The Bundeswehr and Gennan military industries fully resurrected at the end 

of the 1950s would later welcome the return of these specialists. 

The degree of reincorporation of Wehrmacht personnel into the American military and 

even shielding these Germans from the brunt of the war crimes trials took on spectacular 

dimensions. The more notorious example of this policy concerns both American and British 

efforts at protecting German generals and the integrity of Wehrmacht policy into the postwar at 

the expense of the average German soldier. It was certainly ironic that the generals therefore 

faced a future entirely different from that envisioned by the po1icyrnakers at Yalta and Potsdam. 

An analysis of the Gerrnan character was issued by the British Control Commission to the 

Military Governent prior to the end of the Second World War. In establishing that the 

Germans were "primitive" dong with other derogatory characteristics fortified by actual German 

behaviour, the document stressed that "the Gennans can be divided into two other classes, 

namely those who plot and plan, and the led which blindly follow, and that these two are equally 

dangerous and make up the great majority of al1 ~ermans"." in spite of this belief and the 

decisions to eradicate militarism from Germany , the British and Americans permitted the 

Wehrmacht officers to exert their authority on German soldiers even after 8 May 1945. 

Although historical analysis has to a certain extent focused on the execution of Gemian soldiers 

by their officers for desertion in the immediate postwar, it is worthwhile to examine the 

implications of a sunilas incident to highlight German Iegal powers conceming persow who 

ostensibly fell under the protective wing of the victors. 

The Gerrnan private Garbe was capturesi and sentenced CO death by a German military 



tribunal after deserting his post prior to the end of the Second World War. Later working as 

a Luebeck newspaper publisher, Garbe luckily escaped his German captors through violent 

means and submerged in a chaotic Germany until after his nation's miiitary defeat. 

Unfortunately for Garbe, however, the deserter was later detained by a German court after 8 

May 1945 and "sentenced.. .to Nne months* imprisonment for resistance and assault " . l9 Although 

the German socialists attacked the decision for obvious reasons, the British tord Chancellor 

Jowitt informed the American Consulate General in Hamburg on 2 June 1947 that "he 

considered that sentence as right in the circurnstances. He replied by saying that the fmdings 

of a judge should be abided by and even though they rnight be contrary to certain public opinion 

there was no reason why the judge should be punished" ." The Garbe case fit with British 

attitudes concerning German deserters and their classification as traitors. A document composed 

by Lieutenant-Colonel H.V. Dicks, Directorate of Amy Psychiatry and entitled "The German 

Deserter: A Psychological Study" offers an interesting perspective of Allied opinion concerning 

German deseners. 

In the analysis of 230 Wehrmacht deserters, the psychiatrists hoped to "discern the 

motives and mentdity of German soldiers who are prepared to desen, in order to provide 

Psychological Warfare Staffs with a technical understanding of the nature of disaffection and war 

weariness in the enemy's ranks"." The methodology although complex need not trouble this 

investigation. The important aspects of the report concem the conclusions that provide a detailed 

understanding of the contemporary attitudes towards desertion in al1 probability transcending 

national boundaries and therefore relevant for al1 beligerents of the period. In defrning desertion 

as the "deliberate breaking of membership of a military group by flight" brought on by 

"Cultural", "Oppositional Convictionsn, "National". "Narcissism" , "Ambivalence", and 

"Neurotic" factors, the report concluded that the German desener was anything but politically 

motivated." 

The crux of the matter lies in a combination of anti-Nazi background with personal intolerance 
towards patriarchai group authority . By contrast, anti-Nazi background or " high-rnindedness" 
by itself will not produce desertion. Resentment, divided loyalty, the prevalence of privare airns 
and egotism-in short what is termed the "innere SchweinehundW-these are the disruptive factors 
in group morale, strong enough to produce desertion which is, together with suicide, the ultimate 
symptom of refection of one's milieu. The deserter is in fact the social "rnisfit" in the 
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Wehrmacht. however creditable this attitude may be from the Allied viewpoint" ." 

This belief in deserters as "misfits" translatai itself into a postwar policy of pennitting the 

punishrnent of Gennan POWs even though their acts in no srnaIl way aided the Allied cause. 

Gerrnan officers and then a reconstituted German legd system were able to prosecute fomer 

deserters as late as 1947. It is certainly questionable whether this policy strengthened the Allied 

attempt at demilitarizing Germany. Garbe faced Allied sanctioned imprisonrnent for his decision 

to end participation in Hitler's war against humanity. The execution of other less forninate 

deserters testifies to the continued judicial integrity of the Wehrmacht and the imposition of 

severe penaities on those who rejected the Gerrnan military. 

While Gennan deserters faced retribution at the hands of organizations supposedly 

cleansed of militarism and National Socialism, those responsible for the organization of the 

Second World War received favourable treatment at the hands of the victors. Prior to exarnining 

the Allied h d I i n g  of the German officer corps, it rnust be emphasized that this organization 

suffered grievous losses during the conflict. A German study in 1951 set the totals at 742 

generals missing and dead over the span of the Second World War establishing an approximate 

percentage at diirty percent? Owing to the depleted number of German generals who had 

actively participated in combat cornmands, therefore reducing the totals potentially employed for 

the writing of the military histories of the conflict, it is small wonder that a mere 36 generals 

were sentenced to death and in fact executed by the war crimes tribunals? It is furthemore 

spectacular that even these executions were enacted exclusively by the Soviet Union. Tom 

Bower summarized the paradoxical reality of the postwar with the statement that "it is 

noteworthy that not one of the 632 war criminals executed after conviction by British and 

American military courts were generals " ." 

The lack of Anglo-Amencan executions was significant of a strange toleration of the men 

who had organized Hitler's war. The examples of two German members of the military 

leadership and their immediati: experiences in the postwar highlight this tolerance. In November 

1946 Field Marshal Kesselring was tned by a British court in Venice for authorizing the 

execution of 355 Etdian civilians in reprisa1 for a partisan bomb blast that killed 33 Gennan 



police in Rome. Although declareci guilty and sentenced to death by the Venetian court, British 

public opinion soon forced an alternative decision. Winston Churchill persooally "threatened 

to publicly attack the sentence if the Field Marshal was not quickly reprieved" and further stated 

that "the process of killing the leaders of the defeated enemy has now exhausteci any usefulness 

it may have had"? Kesselring's sentence was subsequently commuted and the Field Marshal 

set ftee in 1952. 

Churchill further aided another German Field Marshai charged with countless murders 

in the Soviet Union. In 1949 Field Marshal Erich von Manstein's lawyers pleaded to the British 

Foreign Office for financial support for the defence of their client. Viscount Bridgeman 

responded and began a fundraising drive for Manstein on 13 July 1949 that eventually provided 

the defence with over 2000 pounds to which Churchill contributed 25 pounds? Although the 

evidence for complicity in the eastem atrocities against the Slavic and Jewish populations was 

insurmountable, Manstein was handed a paltry 18 year sentence later reduced. Minor G e m  

soldiers were executed or imprisoned for desening the Nazi cause while the Allies directly aided 

and generally rewarded the Wehrmacht officer corps with human treatment for their brutalify. 

As previously stated, the planned handling of the Gemian army totally conflictecl with 

that received. Although the Americans authorized the transfer of war criminals to those 

countries where the crimes were committed, the earIy ban on the movement of German officers 

and their families initiated only months after the end of hostilities meant that the Soviet Union 

and especially PoIand lost the opporninity to punish those direcdy responsible for the devastation 

of their homes and deaths of so many civilians. That only 36 generals were in fact executed 

even in eastern Europe testifles to the reality that even prior to the final Amencan decision to 

end al1 war criminal extraditions to the Soviet Zone after 1 November 1947 the Americans had 

withheld the Gennan officers. 

Early in 1946 the Polish government requested the extradition of five Gemtan generals 

who had organized and enacted the destruction of Warsaw in 1944. Known as the "Butcher of 

Warsaw " , SS General Heinz Reinefarth was done responsible for organiuig the execution of 

approximately 15000 Polish civilians per day during the heated days of the Warsaw uprising in 
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August 1944.~ The request through State Department channels went unfortunately unheeded 

since "at the t h e  al1 five were working on the U.S. Amy's "Eastern Project", a historical 

analysis of the German =y's carnpaign in Russia durhg the war. SS General Rade was 

describing the organization and function of the SS division's field HQ's and the SS's ami- 

partisan tactics. Reinefanh was describing his ami-partisan activities. The Wehrmacht generals 

von Luettwitz, von Vormann and Guderian were being debnefed by US intelligence on 

conducting a müitary carnpaign against ~ussia"." 

Although the Arnericans and British were unwilling to extradite German officers as war 

criminais, or even to punish these men according to the spirit of Potsdam, an incident known 

as the Paderborn Trials exemplified a willingness to ironically put Polish DPs on triai in 

Germany. A German-Polish skirmish erupted in July 1945 after three or four Poles had 

conducted a "nocturnal expeditionn near the city of Fuerstenau and the ensuing struggle resulted 

in a Polish fatality at the hands of a pitchfork wielding Gexmad' A "large party of about sixty 

Poles" retumed to Fuerstenau two nights later and in revenge killed seven Gennans including 

women "under serious unpleasant circumstances" and bumed six houses." The Poles were 

subsequently rounded up by British troops and placed under arrest by a British officer. Four 

of them were found in possession of arms and were sentenced to death. Twenty-seven others 

received prison sentences varying from six to twenty years. A stom of protest erupted in 

Warsaw where even the French ambassador publicly stated his indignation at the Paderborn 

Trials in conflict with the British decision? It was certaïniy odd that the Poles convicted of these 

activities faced trial and in certain cases execution while the German officers guilty of much 

greater crimes against humanity were actively employed by the American and British armed 

forces. 

The American reaction to the actions of various DP groups in their zone of occupation 

was equally spectacular. The number of felonies perpetrated by roving gangs against the 

Gennan population fomented serious darm among the law enforcement agencies of the United 

States military in Bavaria. In a memorandum from the American Consul General James R. 

Wilkinson to the Secretary of State written on 12 December 1946, the serious decay of discipline 



and escalation of violence in Germany was addresseci. The displaceci persons were charged with 

grievous crimes including 

murder, rape, and larceny throughout the countryside of Bavaria. Farmers have been atracked 
and beaten. In sorne cases entire families have been murdered with no apparent cause. In most 
of these crimes, theft did not seem to be the motive. The murders were committed in cold 
blood and quite often the bodies were found with personal possessions still intact." 

In order to restore discipline throughout the A m e n a  zone, the Bavarian rural police were 

granted a strength of 6,029 men in October 1946 with the authority to apprehend the gangs of 

DPS." These arrned police were issued an additional "4ûZ passenger cars, 30 trucks, and 1,528 

motorcycles. as well as 75 other vehicles and 1,366  bicycle^".^ 

The Arnericans rationaiized the stated reason for such a relatively generous grant of 

equipment levelling a serious accusation against the Soviet Union. Military govenunent officers 

interviewed by Wilkinson stated that "these terroristic acts are inspired by Russian agents " ." As 

evidence of Soviet infdtration, the officers pointed out that an intercepteci gang of DPs of 

approximately 25 persons was recently apprehended by the "Constabulary" which "discovered 

that most of them were Russians who were posing as Poles. The members of the gangs had 

counterfeit identity documents, weapons, and an exact knowledge of the locations of valuable 

properties in Bavarian .Y It was believed that the Soviets were attempting to undennine Gerrnan 

confidence in American security mesures by creating an incident for the Gerrnan Communist 

party . " 
Growing dissatisfaction within Bavaria in regards to police cornpetence was accompanied 

by the fact that since September 1946 the Public Safety Branch of OMGUS in Bavaria "has been 

concerned over the irequent dismissals of rural police personnel of al1 ranks and their 

replacement by former members of the Waffen SS and the ~ehnnacht"." Not only had the 

Arnericans granted the Germans the authority and rneans to monitor the DP problem, but the 

police onginally appointed were slowly exchanged with former German POWs including the 

Waffen SS. Former soldiers who dunng the interwar years were considered for sweeping 

demilitarization and denazification policies were one year afier the conflict handed weapons and 

instnicted to sotve a dilemma of deported peoples that they themselves had precipitated. 

AIthough acting in an ostensibly non-military capacity, it cannot be denied that the Potsdam 
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policyrnakers had not intended these developments in the formulation of the postwar policies. 

The size of the German police force was outstanding. By December 1946, the three western 

Gerrnan zones included a strength of 78 000 police officers with thousands more acting as 

Grenzgendarmerien (border guards), Bahnpolizei (train police) and Indusuiepolizei (industry 

police)." The chaotic situation of Germany forced Awrican dependence on armed German 

police formations for the sake of internai security. These organizations somewhat resembled the 

German post-19 18 reliance on border guards. 

The most extreme Amencan attempt at exploiting elements of the G e m  a m y  for its 

own purposes however concerned General Reinhard Gehlen and Branch 12 of German army's 

Generai Staff known as Fremde Heere Ost (Foreign Armies ~ a s t ) ?  This intelligence 

organization monitored Soviet rnilitary activities throughout the Second World War and had 

established the normal networks of spies and research facilities characteristic of d l  modem 

amies. Near the end of the conflict, Gehlen conceived of a plan whereby he would relocate 

the documents compiled conceming the Soviet Union to a location within the Ameriwi sector 

and subsequently offer his services to the American military. Although Gehlen understood that 

his organization faced probable destruction as part of generd demilitarization, he requested and 

received offîcial German support for his attempt to Save Foreign Arrnies East frorn the deputy 

chief of the OKW's operations staff and Iater even from ~oenitz? The relevant documents 

were thus officially hidden throughout the Algaeu province near Berchtesgaden at separate and 

multiple locations in April 1945." Hiding in the mountains of the region in order to avoid early 

capture, an illegal act in opposition to the spirit of the surrender declaration, Gehlen waited 

until the third week of May 1945 before changing into civilian garb and handing hirnself over 

to an Arnerican first lieutenant in the Counter Intelligence Corps on 22 May 1945.~ 

Gehlen record& disappointment at the initial American reception. Moved from the 

regional CIC headquarters at Woergl to Corps headquarters at Salzburg only to be reshuffled 

first to Augsburg and then to the OMGUS headquarters for Hessen in Wiesbaden, The 

Americans initially expressed minor interest in ~ehlen.' Housed together with other notables 

such as HaIder in the US 12th Amy Group's Main interrogation centre, Gehlen was approached 



by Captain John Boker. The American was descnbed by Gehien as filleci with "no illusions 

about the way political events were nirning"." Mer consultaîions between both men. Boker 

requested and received official sanction fiom his cornmanding officer to "form his own 

completely independent section to deal with us" Gehlen consequentiy requested that several 

of his former officers be returned and then began retrieving the hidden documents of Foreign 

Armies East. 

The American reasoning behind continuation of German intelligence efforts was recorded 

by Gehlen as simply to "save them a mass of organizational effort and afford them access to 

information and expertise that would take them years to collect under their own steam: Soviet 

rnilitary rnanuals. the complete order of battle of the Red Army, digests on Russian industrial 

and econornic strength, not to mention an existhg espionage neîwork behind the Iron Cunain" ." 
American hopes for ernploying Foreign Annies East led to the Pentagon's decision to relocate 

Gehlen and his organization to Washington in August 1945. Gehlen stated that the move heIped 

avoid *the risk of an indiscretion in E u r ~ p e " . ~  Within the United States, Gehlen conducted 

daily conversations with members of the War Department's G-2 Division in the Pentagon and 

freely discussed the aims of his establishment with various personalities. 

Owing to both Gehlen's persistence regarding the reactivation of his intelligence 

organization and the obvious Amencan desire at exploiting a new resource, the former head of 

Foreign Amiies East was able to quickly achieve spectacular results. In December 1945 the 

Americans offered to "sanction counterespionage work on a restricted scale by a unit direct by 

Hermann ~ r a u n "  ." Yet Gehlen recorded that the decisive moment for his organization resulted 

after the Soviets began reoccupying northem Persian in February 1946 in violation of the 

London Agreement requesting the withdrawal of al1 foreign troops in Persia by 2 March 1946. 

Al1 at once we were offered a more detailed and fundamental level of cooperation. We were 
allowed to drive into the city of Washington, accompanied only by an Arnerican officer to 
interpret for us, for it was taking us longer to leam English than we had thought. From our 
pay as prisoners of war we were able to make small purchases. and we were shown around 
Washington to see the sights and learn its history? 

In July 1946 Gehlen and his men retumed to Germany to form a "clandestine German 

intelligence organizationn working "jointly with the Americans" and financed with American 



dollars from G-2? During the time interval in which an open declaration of a German 

intelligence service administered by the former cornmanding officer of the Wehrmacht's Foreign 

Armies East would have further destabilized not ody American relations with the Soviet Union 

but more importantiy nearly al1 of Europe, the Gehlen organization was concerned with 

expanding its intelligence networks and planning for such eventualities as the rebirth of the 

German anny? According to Gehlen, the establishment in October 1950 of German Minister 

Theodore Bfank as  Governent Commissioner for the reinforcement of Allied Troops in 

Germany, the "forerumer to a West German defense ministry" , depended heavily on the work 

his organization performed in attempting to " keep tabs on the most reliable former General Staff 

officers, so that when the day for the reactivation of West Germany's anned forces arrived we 

could at once supply the appropriate authority with detailed lists of which former officers were 

to be uusted and which had developed a posnuar leaning to the Eastn." 

The GehIen organization was fornially transferred to West German government, with a 

consequent name change to the Bundesnachrichtendienst (Federal Intelligence Service) on 1 April 

1956 and Gehlen remaineci its president in the capacity of Lieutenant General of the Reserve in 

the Bundeswehr until his retirement on 30 April 1968. It is hardly doubtful that the German 

equivalent of (3-2 was thankful to the Arnerican military for preserving such a vital element of 

any armed forces in the irnmediate aftermath of the Second World War. 

Even though the incorporation of the Gehlen organization into the American military 

structure represents a strong example of an American deviation with declared policy, certain 

historians fail to view its significance. Georg Meyer maintains that the German Dienstgmppen 

fulfilled the general American demand for the reduction of occupational expenses, and in a 

foomote concludes that the Gehlen organization fis into this category." W l e  the 

Dienstgnippen represented fiscal concerns, it is immensely difficult to Iimit Gehlen's importance 

hi view of his later contribution to the Bundeswehr and in fact the Cold War. The totaI 

American disregard for both Potsdam protocol and JCS 1067 through the exploitation of an 

existing Gennan espionage and intelligence network is hard to perceive in exclusively financial 

terrns. Arnerican fiscal responsibiiity should not cloud the fact that the Americans employment 
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of German Dienstgruppen helped erode the tough demilitarization policy and at least set a 

fondation for the later Bundeswehr. 

The example of Gehlen was furthemore by no means an exception to the d e .  Al1 of 

the victors deviated from the spirit of Potsdam in their handling of the Wehrmacht's conceivable 

roIe in a future govement or even in relation to a revived military function. Although the 

American anempt at exploithg German expenence paints a picture other than that formed at 

Potsdam, the French government was ostensibly the first power to contemplate and authorize a 

revival of German military formations to suit their postwar needs. 

In order to inject the notorious French Foreign Legion with sufficient strength for that 

nation's political trials in the immediate postwar period, the French recruited heavily among 

German POWs. The Gerrnans reported that the French simply drove trucks into the French 

zone of occupation and dressed willing Gennans retuniing from the Soviet Union. evacuees Erom 

the east and other homeless men in French unifomis before returning across the border? 

According to historian Arthur L. Smith, German participation in the legion reached 60 percent 

of the 20,000 total by 1946.'~ The examples of the Soviet Union and the United States deserve 

more serious attention, however, since the French program hardly entailed a reorganization of 

a German m y  dthough still a violation of agreed policy and another example of continued 

military service for German troops throughout the postwar years. 

A series of cornplex political developments in the Soviet Zone during 1945 and the 

beginning of 1946 provoked a nervous American reaction within Gemiany owing to its proximity 

and potentid implications. Prior to an analysis of the Soviet sponsored political merger in 

eastern Germany, it is worthwhile to mention that events outside of Germany slowly transforrned 

American optimism regarding Soviet cooperation. Amencan atternpts at either pressing for or 

at les t  recognizing democratic political parties in Austria, Hungary and Poland in 1945 were 

bmtally blocked by the Soviet Union. The changing clirnate spawned by the often inhuman 

Soviet "tram fers of people, their brutal denazification program, their restriction of interzona1 

travel and trade, their control of the press and political parties, and their reparations policy al1 

repelled the Anglo-American~".'~ The true face of Communism was taking a severe roll on 
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American and British perceptions of Soviet policy. 

The S t a .  Department had attempted to gage the direction of Ge- political leanings 

in 1945 with an eye towards the potential expansion of Communism. Although Amencan 

sentiment generally followed Clay's hope for a &y democratic Gerniany, there was ceMinly 

cause for concem. One of the bener examples of the sincerity of Amencan efforts was evident 

in the attempt of the "July 20th" German generais to contact the State Department and attempt 

to create a role for themselves in the new Germany. Robert Murphy was issued a series of 

documents from the widows of two German conspirators, Marion Yorck and Freya Moltke. 

concerning "the first instructions to new administrators who were to succeed the Nazis, ethical 

principds which were to be the guide for the new German state, plans for the reorganization of 

the educational system, and plans for denazification and punishment of Nazi criminals" The 

documents stressed such mode1 points as decentraiization and social refonn but was 

unequivocally direct in its "rejection of Rwian as the lodestone of European political thought" .'' 
The documents recommended ostensibly politically c l a n  Germans for a future German 

government. 

The attempts by the German officer corps were however stymied by Clay's insistence 

that the revived German democracy not be impeded by excessive interference from members of 

the former military and political parties such as the CDUKSU decided on the basis of 

denazification and demilitarization to restnct key membership roles to former centre politicians 

of the Weimar system. The biographicd data collected for the mernbers of the Wuerttemberg- 

Baden cabinet in November 1945 alrnost seemed a reunion of the Weimar politicians ostracized 

by Hitler. Of the six minister presidents, al1 but one fornially belonged to the Gerrnan centre 

and the sixth had workeà as a journdist of the SDP newspaper "Neckar-EchoN? A similar 

situation existed in Bavaria with the exception that Heinrich Schmitt represented a lone 

Comrnunist member of the cabinet. The Americans had absorbed Robert Murphy's early 

criticism of the military's cornervative orientation of German politics. Even though the 

members of the conspirators were essentially rejected fiom the German political strearn, 

American efforts at impartial or neutral reconstnxction of a denazified German government that 



theoretically welcomed even Communism were seriously compromised by Soviet activities in 

the eastem zone and within the American. Communist activities in western Germany stmck the 

fmt  blow. 

The Germans themselves directed attention towards the proliferation of the Communist 

movement within the American sector. In a report issued to the secretary of state by the 

American Consul General in Basel Walter H. Sholes on 26 August 1945, the degree of political 

apathy in G e m y  was blamed for both the continuation of National Socialist perspectives and 

the organbation of a Cornmunist movement "under the influence of the cornmittee "Freies 

Deutschland (Free Gerrnany) in Switzerland and in several places in southem and western 

Germany" ." The document hised both left and nght wings of the political spectnim and directly 

staîed that al1 nationalist Gennans and especially the officer corps were "ready for an alliance 

with the Soviet Union" to further Gemiany's interes&? Sholes recommended that the Allies 

hinder the Soviet attempt at coopting German nationaiism in the attempt to bolshevize Germany 

though manipulating cons ervatives and cloaking their intentions with a Cornrnunist veil ." 

An incident erupting exactIy one month after Sholes' report was conceived proved the 

validity of the opinions expressed. After an analysis of potential candidates for the Bavarian 

cabinet, three Germans and in particular Dr. Meinzolt were rejected by the Arnerican military 

govement in Bavaria for their activities in the Wehrmacht. Consul General Buhrman stated 

on 25 October 1945 that he had recornrnended the approval of Dr. MeinzoIt due to his academic 

qualifications even though Meinzolt occupied the position of Lieutenant Colonel in the 

Wehrmacht during the war? Inspite of the high recommendations, USFET decided to avoid any 

complications and declined the proposal." This information was subsequently broadwt by radio 

Luxembourg and was met by a wave of Communist protest in Gerrnany. That the German KPD 

atternpted ta emplo y Meinzolt for propaganda purposes worried the Americans and Buhrman 

decided to avoid such public announcernents in the fuaire as a result." 

The reasons for Communist support of Meinzolt's candidature are unclear. Another of 

the rejected Germans, Scheringer, offered an even more enlightening dossier in addition to 

understandable grounds for Communist agitation owing to a rather checkered and active past. 



Schennger was sentenced to eighteen months for high treason in 1930 af»r breaking with the 

Reichswehr apolitical tradition and working for the National Socialist~.~ This conviction resulted 

in a Sturm Abteilung formation graced with the name Scheringer." Oddly enough, the political 

agitator was again convicted of a similar offence in 1932 with the exception that the sentence 

related to subversive Communist activities." in spite of Scheringer's conversion to the 

Cornmunist Party, he later served on the eastern front and was twice decorated." Buhmian 

recordeci that S c h e ~ g e r  was "obviouslyw dt for political service." The incident revealed to 

the Americans "the paucity of character in the Cornmunist ranks, and gives us a mesure of the 

level to which govemment has descended that we must consider such people for posts in a 

government" .% The Comrnunists nevertheless protested on behalf of a Gemian oficer and a man 

of questionable political stability. 

That such an alteration in State Depamnent perceptions of the Soviet Union was 

manifesting itself only rnonths after the end of the Second World War resulted fiom more than 

simply quadripartite difficulties regarding food resources in Berfin or the poor Soviet behaviour 

throughout eastern Europe and Germany. It is worthwhile to emphasize that the Americans 

initially attempted to harden themselves against anti-Soviet propaganda issued from al1 channels. 

A SHAEF Joint Intelligence Committee Political Inteiligence Report dated 14 May 1945 reported 

that the remaining German policy after defeat constinited an attempt at precipitating conflict 

between the victors. 

The lines on which Germany's official leaders will conduct this campaign are becorning clear. 
They will take every opportunity of licking the Allies boots in order to make us grudgingly 
acknowledge that they are "correct". At the same time they will do everything they can to cheat 
the Russians, thus engendenng in the Soviet mind, quick to be suspicious, that the Allies are 
behind this German trickery. They will appeal to the Allies whenever the Russians do not stick 
to the letter of the surrender agreement. They will give the impression, whenever possible, 
that the Allies are protecting Germans, a Western race, from the barbarians from the East. 
Since Russian negotiations are often marked by obduracy and seldom by speed, they will t y  to 
corne to quick agreements with the Allies and thus face the Russians with a fait accompli. 

This perspective grossly neglected the possibility of negative Soviet of general Comrnunist 

behaviour even though it correctly assumeci one of the few political tactics remaining for German 

politicians. The early American perspective also seriously underestirnatecl Cornmunist organizing 

capabilities and their potential for speedy success in many parts of Germany. 



Even though political apathy characterized the largest segments of the German pclputation 

at the beginning of 1946, Amencan research concenziag German political activity revealed 

early leads for the Cornrnunists. Of the totai of 233 authorized political orga-tions on 1 

November 1945, 73 were registered as Communist while another 93 belonged to the Gerrnan 

Socialists or "other lefiist gr~ups". '~ By the end of the month, the number of registered 

Conmiunist organizations in Bavaria alone had doubleci? Aithough predicting a slow increase 

in CDU/CSU support, the report stated that the statistics "substantiate the observations that the 

Communist Party is generally the most active, organizationally speaking, with the Social 

Democrats a close second." In preparation for the scheduled G e m  elections in the Amencan 

zone in January 1946, subsequentfy delayed according the perception of G e m  political apathy, 

the report specified that the "united front" of al1 lefiist anti-Fascist parties was slowly losing 

integrity while the Communists were quickly alienating the CDU/CSU and SPD over the firm 

rejection of religious instruction in the German school system." American tensions with the KPD 

and later the Soviet Union did not promise ideal relations between the Superpowers at the end 

of 1945. 

The Ger- viewed the growing activities of the Communists with alarm. in order to 

accrue American support, two members of the CDU and LDP approached Robert Murphy on 

2 1 Septernber 1945 and "predicted that an eventuai showdown might be expected between their 

parties and the Russians" ." That "showdown" began to appear more likely near the end of 1945 

as the Soviets wrestled for political uniformity in their zone of occupation. The first Soviet 

moves concemeci the ousting of CDU leaders from the political process for a host of reasons 

such as the refusal to sanction Soviet land reforms." The CDU leader Hennes was "forced to 

resign by direct order from Zhukov" and on 21 December 1945 the Soviets presented the 

German editors of "Die Neue Zeit" with the article for printing? Although the Soviet handling 

of the German politicians reflected the powers granted at Potsdam and nothing revolutionary 

when balanced against American and British rejections of their own candidates, the British 

nonetheless flew Hermes out of the Soviet zone and into their own? The Soviets were slowly 

preparing their zone for a radical political consolidation within eastern Germany. 
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The Soviets planneci a 31 March 1946 referendum proposing the merger of the SPD with 

the KPD. The politicai merger project paradoxically originated in a general request by the SPD 

leadership calling for the "organizational unie of al1 worken in town and co~nt ry" .~  The 

Soviets had originally granted non-Fascist Gemian politicai organizations the authority to 

organize themselves according to Soviet Order ~ 0 . 2 . ~  The swift Soviet handling of 

denazification and the establishment of a political framework based on the eradication of the "big 

Nazis" tias eamed the respect of histonans such as Christoph Klessmann. Klessrnann points out 

that the Soviet reorganization of eastern German society, with the greater focus on teachers and 

lawyers rather than technicians and doctors, resulted in a harsh though speedy denazification 

process." It was perhaps owing to the speed and difficulty of denazification, in addition to the 

expansion of political networks and the isolation of oppositional politicians in the centre parties, 

that the German KPD remaineci initially disinterested in the SPD initiative durhg most of 1945. 

The Americans on the other hand issued a condemnation of the proposa1 in a Report of 

the Military Governor on 20 September 1945 stating that the "device of a political bloc will not 

be encouraged in the US zone, as it runs contrary to the traditional Amencan concepts of 

political activity and vigorous political life in a democratic sense" ." Political centralization also 

clashed with the Potsdam agreements. The matter rernained unresoIved until the Communists 

took up the idea in November 1945. A Special Report of the MiIitary Governor records that 

Comrnunist election defeats in Austria and Hungary precipitated the sudden demand for a single 

political pany in their zone of occupation and throughout G e m y  if po~s ib le .~  Although the 

acnial reasons remain obscure, the SPD leadership appeared to sense the undemocratic future 

promised by merger with the KPD and required harsh convincing prior to accepting what ended 

in a fait acc~rnpli .~ The Americans totally objected to these political developments in late 1945 

and in panicular the marner in which the SPD was convinced by the Soviets. 

This period was characterized by a definite movement towards a mentality later defined 

as the Cold War. Not only had Winston Churchill issued his famous iron curtain speech of 5 

March 1946, but growing alarm was expressed from al1 corners of the American State 

Department. The Amencan Ambassador in Moscow George F. Kennan wamed on 30 
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September 1945, in a memorandum that took effect by late February and early March 1946," 

that Amencan security was seriously compromiseci by the possibiiity of Soviet development of 

a nuclear capability . Kennan argueci that dl indications pointed to a potential Soviet employment 

of the weapon for the enhancement of geopolitical power." The Arnerican perception of Soviet 

brutaiity was in no s d l  way conditioned by their repression of eastem Europe through 

Communist consolidation. 

As was characteristic of Soviet dealings throughout eastern Europe. SPD politicians were 

exposed to extremely undemocratic methods. In the traditionally crude Soviet employment of 

the carrot and stick, the pliant German politicians were bribed while the more stolid were 

a r re~ ted .~  The Americans viewed the entire Soviet process as offering little evidence to 

"distinguish these methods from those employed by the Nazi regime'*.n The Americans were 

also incensed at the Soviet practice of labelling their German political opponents in western 

Germany as "instruments of Fascism and reaction"." The Soviets exened pressure on the SPD 

central cornmittee during a meeting held between the Soviet Military Commander Marshal 

Zhukov and Grotewohl at the end of January where Zhukov reportedly demanded the completion 

of the merger by 1 May. When queried as to whether the dernand constituted an order, Zhukov 

"stated with some asperity that he gave orders to troops and not to political parties, but that this 

was the expression of a wish"? 

The Americans first entered the growing cnsis in March afier the Gennan Communist 

party had convinced the SPD in their zone of the menu of political fusion. The Soviets 

subsequently "issued an appeal on 28 March for a boycott of the referendum on the ground that 

the merger question could only be decided at the party convention which had been scheduled for 

19-20 April"." The unilateral Soviet merger of the left wing Gennan parties threatened the 

political complexion of Berlin sufficiently to demand Arnerican involvement. Unlike within the 

rest of eastern Europe, the Americans instituted various measures to guarantee the Berlin SPD 

members the "necessary protection so that he may cast his vote unhindered for or against a 

mergerW." Although now resisted by the Soviet Union, the Arnericans decided to proceed with 

the referendum. 



The 3 1 March results reflected the geographical division of western Berlin from the rest 

of Germany in addition to the Soviet zone and were tmly anticlimactic. Even though 82 percent 

of the SPD party members voted against the merger in a monitored Berlin, a Soviet convention 

in Berlin a month later proclaimed the merger of SPD and KPD into the new SED? nie  

Americans were shocked to l e m  that the promiseci Soviet elections had not even taken place? 

The Soviet military interdicteci in the polling process on the morning of 31 March and simply 

closed the polls in front of crowds of SPD voters.Im Heralded by the Speciai Report of the 

Military Governor as "the most signifiant political event in Germany since the overthrow of the 

Nazi regirne", the Americans suffered no illusions as to the nature or legitimacy of the new 

This manoeuvre m u t  not be considered as an isolated case of merely political significance. It 
takes its place in a broad pattern of events occumng in al1 eastern and central European 
counuies, and, indeed in al1 European countries where there is an active Communist movement. 
The merger of the Comrnunist and Social Democratic parties in the Soviet Zone is the most 
important step dong a road leading to the establishment of a single "statew party. It is clear that 
this party, whatever its protestations may be, has been formed by and is addicted to methods 
which have nothing in common with democracy as it is understood by Americans. The 
following record &es it difficult to consider the new SociaIist Unity Party at present as one 
of those "democratic political parties" which the Potsdam Protocol declared should be allowed 
and encouraged throughout Gemiany. No case of democratic procedure is to be found in the 
entire background of the new p-, with the sole exception of the SPD referendurn in Berlin 
on 3 1 March, whose results were entirely ignored. The record makes it difficult to distinguish 
the utterances in methods employed by the leaders and backers of the new party from the many 
slogans and methods used by the Nazi Party. Yet it is this new Socidist Unis, Party which now 
dominates civil administration and politics in the Soviet zone and whki  is thus in a powerful 
position to influence the course of events in a hiture united Germany. 

The Arnencans were understandably bitter at the flagrant Soviet disregard of the Potsdam 

agreements. Soviet activities hardly set a standard of democratization for possible emulation by 

the Gennans. 

Not only conjuring up images of Hitler's consolidation of power in Gerrnany after 1933, 

the Soviet activities in eastem Europe appeared to indicate a general policy of terrorizing dl 

nationalities within the Soviet orbit. Robert Murphy viewed the merger episode as more than 

a single episode in a conquered Germany and argued that the crisis formed "a substantiai part 

of a political conception, which concerns not solely Gerrnany's East, but equaIly Gennany's and 

Europe's political Serious implications for the future of the Ge- occupation 

presented themselves in reports streaming from Berlin especially concerning the February 1946 
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meeting between Zhukov and Grotewohl. Murphy recorded that the Soviet attempts at formally 

influencing the SPD's decision regarding fusion included several proposals that indicated these 

acts were not merely based on the desire to senire the eastern zone but also on "far-reaching, 

expansive politicai intentionsn.lW What Murphy objectecl to was the nature of Zhukov's offer 

of reconstructing German industry, improving living conditions and pressing for the resurrection 

of German unity? Murphy indicated that the Soviets had already broken faith with the Potsdam 

agreements and the decisions of the quadripartite Control Council by increasing German steel 

production in addition to dernanding a hefty three ton steel quota transfer from the Ruhr in the 

British sector.la 

The Soviets more importantly neglected to halt the German synthetic production facilities 

manufacturing "gasoline. Buna, duminum. nitrogen, etcn .lm The Soviets instead openly stated 

that they were unbound by the Control Council and began reconçtructing German synthetic 

production facilities especiaily regarding aviation gasoline as early as the winter months of 1945 

reaching what Amencan observers deemed "considerable proportions" .la The British and French 

charged the Soviets with continuing G e m  war production in their zone and Clay stated that 

he was "somewhat tired of playing games under rules written by the Soviet delegation".'" 

Murphy interpreted the Soviet cnticism of AngIo-American destruction of these facilities as 

evidence of a Soviet attempt at destabiIizing western Germany through "econornic and social 

deterioration" . 'Io 

The extent of the belief in a Soviet conspiracy airned at western deterioration reached 

the spectacular accusation that armed Russian gangs plundered the American zone killing 

civilians in order to fornent acute fear in the indigenous G e m  population by 1946. In order 

to combat the Soviet destabilization tactics, Murphy considered it imperative to further escalate 

the denazification of the western zones to guarantee a democratic Gemiany and more importantly 

the "most urgent need of the Western zone of occupation is restoration of econornic activity in 

accordance with a constructive economic plan"."' Murphy further stressed the importance of 

inner Gemian stability in order to safeguard Europe. 

nie Arnericans were alarmed at the growing Soviet atternpts at unbalancing western 
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Germany through political ifighting spawned by the Communist party and the use of 

reconstruction as incentive for G e m  suppon. Funher attempts in western Germany at fusing 

radical socialist and Communist splinter groups into the "Zirkel" organization in Hamburg 

during 1946 and 1947 further unnerved the Arnericaas after the eastem Socialist merger. The 

absorption of the Bund Freies Hamburg, Liga fuer Demokratischen Aufbau and the 

Radüialsozialistische Partei was met with protest from Consul General Altaffer in Bremen."' 

Although considered relatively harmless by AlMer's counterpart in Hamburg, who Iater 

stated in 1947 that the "Zirkel" organization was "perhaps not as sinister an organization as it 

was first assessed to be", the impressions of 1946 were initially less than ~ptimistic."~ The 

Americans perceived the widespread Communist policy of political fusion as "gradually to be 

assuming that of a pressure group. simüar to gangster organizations everywhere"."' The 

objections centred on the cornmon propaganda Iine that "openly recommended political 

subsistence on Soviet ~ussia" .Ils  The Soviet tactics aimed at strengthening Comunist support 

and less than friendIy activities in the West forced an American response. 

The answer given to the Soviet Union was announced in an open speech delivered by 

the Secretary of State James F. Byrnes at Stuttgart on 6 September 1946. The speech was 

heavily influenced by both Clay's longtenn demands for German centrakation through zona1 

fusion and structural changes to the industrial policy in general. Considering Soviet activities 

during the previous months prior to the policy declaration, and in relation to the changes 

advocated by Clay during the previous year, the speech stood out both as a bold challenge to 

Soviet policy and a complete revision of American occupational conceptions that essentially 

temilliatecl an already weakened JCS 1067. The change in direction was most evident in a 

sunmiary of American policy composed by Clay in July 1946 for the purposes of convincing 

Bymes. Although Clay believed that the purposes of occupation continued to demand the 

"destruction of the war potential of Germany", that "destruction" now entailed a revolutionary 

change in w o r d ~ i ~ . " ~  Clay now proposed to "demilitarize and to de-Nazifj Germany, and to 

reduce the war potentid of Germany through the removal and control of its heavy industrial 

production".'" The evolution of eradication into reduction was near completion. This dual 
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response contained in the new Arnerican message aimed at Soviet misdeeds and an economic 

reorientation of Germany has to a certain extent resulted in a divided historical interpretation. 

Terry H. Anderson States that it was only after the series of Soviet provocations in 

Germany and elsewhere that the Arnericans "began to form long-range ideas for the postwar 

ers".'" The new policy was reflected in the Stuttgart speech and detemiined a new Gerrnan 

contribution for European security as the centre of recomtnrction, On the other hand, Christoph 

IUessrnann avoids the growing Cold War altogether and stresses that Byrnes essentially 

prodairned a new course for Gennany that was most infiuenced by Clay's continual stniggle for 

an efficient economic adrnini~tration."~ In pursuit of restoring unity to Germany in order to 

fulfil democratization on the basis of a tolerable standard of living and reduce American 

expenses, the Americans used the transformai policy to convince western Germans to accept at 

l e s t  b i z o d  fusion with the ~ n t i s h . ' ~  

Western Gerrnan politicians heavily protested Polish and Soviet land appropriations let 

done the further division of what remained. Klessmann's perspective is shared by the German 

historians who generally support John Gimbel's point of view that the reorientation of Germany 

through reparations never entailed a neglect of expenses."' In view of the substance of Bymes' 

speech, placed within the then contemporary difficulties with the Soviet Union and the 

omnipresent interest in fiscal responsibility, the new policy that the Stuttgart procIamation 

represented highlighted a fusion of both points of view. 

The 6 September speech stressed the traditional American viewpoint that "peace and 

well-being are indivisible".lP Bymes announced that in the interesu of world peace the United 

States would continue to uphold the United Nations and their efforts at maintaining world 

peace.ln A parallel to the First World War was drawn. and Bymes declareci that the Americans 

intended on remaining in Europe in order safeguard fieedom. Ostensibly alluding to the events 

of the previous months, however, Bymes decIared that it was "not in the interests of the German 

people or in the interest of world peace that Germany should become a pawn or a partner in a 

military suuggle for power between the east and westn.'" This bold statement was reinforced 

by an open affirmation of the dernands Clay had desired and incessantly repeated throughout the 



previous months. Although the United States remaineci verbally commined to the spirit of the 

Potsdam agreements, the general failure of the quadripartite powers to resurrect a decentralized 

German federal govemxnent required a policy amendment in G e m y ' s  favour to "enable the 

German economy to function as an economic unitn.'= Bymes further protested the continued 

division of Gerrnany into isolated zones and wamed that the retarding economic effects of 

division forced the Amencan declaration that "it kits intention to uni@ the economy of its zone 

with any or al1 of the other zones willing to participate in the unification" .lZ6 Repeating Clay's 

constant cornplaints regarding the lack of quadripartite cooperation and an excessive Amencan 

bureaucracy, Byrnes announced an end to a "prolonged alien dictatorship of Germany's interna1 

political lifen'%nd the Germans "given the primary responsibility for the running of their own 

affairs" including selfdetermination of administrators.'" 

That Soviet actions weighed heavily on American minds was emphasized in the final 

paragraphs of the speech. Bymes argued that the military presence of the victors on German 

soi1 was unnecessary since the observation of Gennan industries merely required "a force of 

trained inspectors and Iess upon the infantry".'" The fmd proclamation concerned a point 

obviously engineered to elicit a favourable G e m  response and address a longstanding 

cornplaint of the American military goverment. Owing to the lack of sufficient German food 

resources, Byrnes repeated the strain on Germany caused by the loss of the eastem territories 

and argued that, although Poland was entitled to "a revision of these frontiers in Poland's 

favour", "the extent of the area to be ceded to Poland mu t  be determined when the final 

settlement is agreed upon"." The American response to the Soviet challenge in Germany 

addressed those issues initially developed by the Soviets to ensure the favourable merger and 

those plaguing Clay for a considerable period of tirne. 

The revolutionary nature of the 6 September proclamation was recognized by Corde11 

Hull and James W. Riddleberger after the latter approved the redraft on 4 September 1946. In 

order to avoid subsequent cnticisms against the State Department from "certain quarters", Hull 

recommended that the speech include mention of a meeting with the Soviets in Moscow during 

November 1943 where the Soviets had agreed to a Gennany policy that "did not represent 



anything similar to the plan which Morgenthau later espoused"."' Hull explained how 

Morgenthau had subsequently tricked the president in Iater 1944 into accepting the substance 

of his concept of pastoralization and that the State Deparmient had never sanctioned the 

Morgenthau plan which according to Hull was formulated "in conjunction with his friends arnong 

the more extreme Jewish elements of this country"." Riddleberger responded positively to 

Hull's confession and stated that the information provided "would fil1 in s e v e d  gaps" .lu Hull's 

attempt at distancing himself fiom the previous negative occupational policy was indicative of 

the winds of change that swept the State Department and therefore the American military 

government in Germany . 

Hull's retraction coincided with wide praise and Communist condemnation. The "Star 

& Herald" recordeci that Byrnes' speech assureci "the German people that the United States does 

not intend to m m  Germany over to the communizing actions of the  soviet^".'^ Another 

paragraph of the editorial interpreted the speech in a manner unimportant for its historical 

precision but relevant for its oprimistic appraisal. The article proclairnecl a new Amencan policy 

of "rehabilitation and reconstmction materially and morally as agreed among the powers long 

before Germany collapsedn .lu Other newspapen responded more negatively. the comrnunist 

press deeming the Bymes declaration as "blaclmiailw , and viewed the new policy as "a very 

clear wanllng to Russia of the consequences of her prûent attitude" and that Gemiany was now 

"a pawn in the fierce struggle between the East and the  est" .lx Many letters of thanks were 

issued to the State Department by Gemians obviously encouraged by the proclaimed change of 

direction. 

As the Amencan and Soviet political exchanges intensifie. throughout 1946, noticeable 

changes in Soviet perceptions of the Wehrmacht manifested themselves in State Department 

mernoranda. Composed by the French müitary government in December 1946 and subsequently 

issued to the State Department "through a reliable source". it was believed that an organization 

known as the "Cornmittee for the Liberation of Germany" was formed in Moscow throughout 

1946.1n 

The document introduced the Arnericans to a Soviet policy that exhibited remarkable 
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sirnilarities to their own. Ostensibly led by Lieutenant Count von Bismarck-Schoenhawen, the 

new organhation included the former German commander of the 6th Army Field Marshal 

Paulus. who in addition to fulfiî1ing the new role of secretary-general was also a professor at 

rhe Moscow war college." Paulus was later confirmai as the real German organizer of the 

movement . 
The reported aim of the organization included the "seeking out and organizing of 

Gennan intellecnials in al1 fields, who have undemocratic and ami-capiralistic ideas, without 

regard to the political past of these intellectuals, but on condition that they are adversaries of 

the Western democracies" .'" The organization was additionally responsible for the formation of 

an anned "Legion" supplied with logistical support from the Soviet military.'* Along with 

economic support provisions, it became apparent to the Americans that the Soviets now exploited 

rnilitary reorganization for the purposes of eniisting even former German officers in the hopes 

of reversing eastern German sentiments in their favour. 

Reports of Soviet employment of German soldiers continued to increase early in 1947. 

British officers investigating the activities of Paulus and the renarned "Free Gennany Movement" 

discovered that the former Field Marshal was organizing 90,000 German officers throughout the 

Soviet Union. Employing training facilities sponsored by the Soviets, these Ge- officers 

were preparing themselves "to take over positions in the Gerrnan administration when the 

occupation is over" ."' The Germans were reportedly working in close connection with the Soviet 

miIitary in order to absorb a program of Communist politid education. As evidence of the 

dispersal of former Wehrmacht officers throughout eastern G e m y  working in a political 

capacity, the investigators pointed out that the posts of the minister of the interior for 

Brandenburg, the police chief of Berlin, the chairman of the German schooi authority in the 

Soviet zone, the mayor of Schwerin, the mayor of Stralsund, the police chief of the state of 

Mecklenburg and the ministerial director of the cabinet of Mecklenburg were al1 former German 

~f f i ce r s . '~  A further 3,000 high ranking oficen believed associated with Paulus were employed 

in the far east within Soviet military formations.'" Owing to the heavy degree of collaboration. 

the British investigators believed that "the hope is encouraged that it will be possible to achieve 
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sometime in the relatively near funire a German-Russian military cooperationn.'" 

Infonnation conceming Soviet recruiting anempts for a reborn German army steadily 

increased. Reports despatched from the American Consui General in Stuttgart A. Dana 

Hodgdon stated that Germans obviously working as propagandists for the Soviets were 

attempting to recruit potential soldien for the Soviet legion in the American and British zones. 

Recruiting tactin included praising Soviet food rations and exhibiting "photos in which they 

were dressed in Russian military uniforrns" as evidence of the Gennan mo~ement . '~  POWs 

returning from the Soviet Union expressed the belief that the Soviets hoped to resurrect a "new 

Wehrmacht" using Paulus' movement as the foundation. Several reconstructed German 

regiments were in the process of training with modem Soviet weaponry as "the basis for the 

future formations of German  division^".^" In order to cultivate a favourable response from 

German soldiers within the Soviet Union and therefore create a manpower pool for the new 

regiments, Soviet speeches at POW camps reportedly demandeci "a strong central German 

government which would be bound to Russia by a longterrn alliance. Their attention was 

particularly drawn to Gerrnany's traditional Russian policy under Bismarck and General von 

~eeck t " . ' ~  The strength of the "Free Germany Movementn including oficers and men was 

established at approximately 350,000. '" 
Within a month the figure of Gennans reporteci in Paulus' rnovement was multiplied by 

a factor of nvo. A new figure of 700,000 was further substantiated by the American Intelligence 

~ivision." It was proclaimed that Paulus had formed a complete division near a village 

approximately 100 km east of Smolensk and that others were in the process of completion-15' 

Further disconcerting was the information that "former officers of the SS are entrusted with the 

training of these troopsw and that the Soviets had even supplied Paulus with aircraft for the 

formation of a new Luftwaffe.la According to Captain Paul Loeser, a propaganda exercise was 

planned whereby leaflets with the inscription "Here Freies Deutschland-We Are Corning" would 

be showered on "al1 the German citiesn employing the new ~uftwaffe." The reports issued in 

relation to Paulus and a new Germari anny were aquiring fantastic dimensions that seemed to 

increase in inverse proportion to the deteriorating American and Soviet relation. 



Fears concerning the possible employment of a Soviet controlled German arrny againsr 

western Europe also intensifieci in relation to vehement speeches delivered by German members 

of the new SED at the beginning of 1947. In one such example, the head of the German 

Communist party and former opponent to political merger, Otto Grotewohi, bitterly attacked the 

United States. Speaking to 37 top functionaries at a hotel in Dresden-Wachwitz in January 

1947, a report issued by the Office of the Deputy Director, European Comrnand quoted 

Grotewohl as openly proclaiming German remilitarization for use against the Americans. "The 

cornmitment of German soldiers is the antidote on our side. Committed in the most advanced 

front, these German soldiers will cause the Germans possibly wed by the Western powers not 

to fight as fiercely as they would fight against the Soviets" .ln Germany was now engulfed in a 

severe war scare by 1947. 

The escalation of tensions was met with a transformation of the perceived importance 

of German political support, German industry and more irnportantly the possibilities of a German 

army within American ranks. By August 1946, Clay informed the War Department that Soviet 

efforts at political uniformity in eastern Germany resulted in a "groups of offxials of military 

government here who believe strongly that military government should grant much greater 

support to the CDU and SPD parties in Berlin against the Socialist Unity Partyn ."' Although 

Clay maintained that the democratic spirit necessitateci a level of fairness uncomplicated by 

partisan support of one faction against the other, and stressed the continuation of political 

neutrality in G e m  affairs that the United States had reaffirmed throughout the occupation, 

Clay responded to the War Department that the proper course of action was to focus on 

longtenn results and "well thought-out remedies rather than impulsive actions". Appalled by 

Soviet "popgun tacticsn, Clay rernained initially fued to political neutrality as the surest method 

of democratizing Germany by example and a large increase in the standard of living. Moderate 

German political failure would "result fiom economic conditions rather than from lack of 

facilities for SPD and CDU parties " . " 
Clay translated his theory into final reality during the Third Session of the Counci! of 

Foreign Ministers in New York beginning in November 1946. Although the conference 
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revolved around the fusion of the American and British zones as a result of Bymes' demand for 

German reorganization, the meeting reinforceci Clay's industrial perspective that promised to 

secure a German future. The Americans maintaincd their belief in an increase in the German 

level of industry prior to fulfilling the Potsdam demand for reparations seized fkom the current 

levels of G e m  pr~duction.~' G e m  industriai growth prornised to balance the American 

govemment's budget. increase German morale aod was considered "of vital importance to the 

revival of European e c o n ~ m y " . ~ ~ ~  American studies proposed a 15% increase in the level of 

German industry rising proportionally over a ten year p e r ï ~ d . ' ~  Reparations would follow the 

gradual increase in the German production rate. More importantiy, reparations payments now 

constituted uansfers of production from facilities that would remain in Germany as "an incentive 

for mocting the program". 16' 

That the growing political probIems in G e m y  infiuenced the American decision was 

openly expressed. Considered "politically desirable in Germany", Amencan proposais for 

German industriai growth were defended in view of the fact that "Soviet representatives are now 

advocating such an increase and charging the opposition of the Western zones to a capitalistic 

desire to destroy possible future competition" .la The vital provision attached to the contemplated 

increases concemed establishing a system of controls to hinder the rebirth of German war 

industries. Even in this vital element of postwar policy, however, the Arnericans expressed the 

concern that "such controls might be difficult to maintain in the years ahead" .'" These controls 

depended on the continued integrity of the wartime alliance that at the end of November 1946 

showed serious signs of degradation. Clay explicitly distanced himeIf €rom quadripartite 

formulation of a broad policy of demilitarization with the view that "the disarmament and peace 

treaties are inter-governmental problems on which it would be presumptuous for military 

government to comment or to offer suggestions except as specific information is requested".'" 

The transformation of the American occupational policy by late 1946 set the cornerstone for the 

eventual revival of German industry. 

Combatting Soviet propaganda conceming Gerrnan industrial revival, the subsequent 

escalation of tensions between the former allies spawned the most important indication of a 



revised occupational policy in Germany's favour and airned at potentially employing even a 

German military as a tool in the growing political conflicts with the Soviet Union. As the outser 

of 1947, ostensibly spawned by the intelligence reports that the Soviets were reorganizing 

German military formations, the War Depamnent initiated discussions conceming the American 

adoption of similar practices. In a letter fiom Clay to Lieutenant General Clarence Huebner, 

The Deputy Commander USFET, the formation of a foreign legion in Germany using displaced 

persons was cunsidered as theoretically feasible.'" 

It would be possible to recruit a Foreign Legion provided it was fed and uniformeci at American 
expense and provided further its personnel was paid in dollars. This pay could undoubtedly be 
substantially l e s  that the pay scale for Amencan soldiers. If the personnel of this legion were 
enlisted in the Army under full disciplinary regulations and subject to the Articles of War, it 
might be organized and trained over the next years to replace perhaps as much as twenty percent 
of our strength. During the past year we used civilian guard companies persons to some 
advantage. " 

Clay however objected to the incorporation of DPs into larger military fonnations and instead 

emphasized the benefits of simply increasing the number of German police in a similar 

capacity.16' Clay and the American mi l i tq  government no longer objected to larger German 

security fonnations who, although not constituting a rnilitary. performed a sirnilar security 

function. The startling entrance of the word "legion" into the American postwar vocabulq 

speaks volumes regarding the growing tensions between the Superpowers. An expanded German 

police force conjured up images of what the victors of 1918 had intended for the Reichswehr. 

This chapter highlights how the Arnericans employed the former soldiers of the 

Wehrmacht in a capacity largely against the spirit of the postwar policy and JCS 1067. The 

exploitations of Gehlen and other Gennan generals in an intelligence and research capacity did 

not however represent the beginnings of the Bundeswehr. These generals offered West Gemiany 

an important cadre around which a new military could be built. The large Gennan border guard 

and police contingents established and equipped by the United States also mirrored the 

Reichswehr practice of employing semi-military organizations. The growing split with the Soviet 

Union drew the United States closer to a reborn relationship with western Germany. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis has exafnined the evolution of Amencan conceptions of G e m  d i s m e n t  

between 1941 and 1947 and argues that the Amencan military govenunent did not strongly 

demilitarize Gemiany prior to the Korean War. niree broad issues emerged which require final 

synthesis. The first issue relates to how the Arnencans interpreted the failure of the Versailles 

Treaty of 1919 and what lessons influenceci the formulation of a second disarmament policy. 

The second issue deals with the problerns experienced in attempting to decipher and execute a 

definition of civil-military policy that stresseci demilitarization through deindustridization. The 

third issue revolves around how changes in the policy of deindustnalization impacted the 

American relationship with Germany during the preliminary stages of the Cold War. These 

changes also placed the future West German state on the course towards the econornic success 

it now enjoys. 

The lessons of the Versailles experience varied in importance and shified according to 

the moment and the groups involved. Initial inquires such as those conducted by the Council 

on Foreign Relations and the Department of Political Studies focused on the problems associated 

with postwar reconstniction and nutrition and how decisive earIy Amencan action could prevent 

postwar chaos. Arnerican civil-military policy mirrored this focus. American policymakers 

considered the political and economic destabilization of Gerrnany and Europe after 1918 prime 

factors resulting in the rise of G e m  irredentism. While the illegal activities of the Reichswehr 

in circumventing the Versailles restrictions influenced opinion towards total demilitarization, the 

importance of German disarmament seemed almost secondary to the need for an "enduring 

world-wide peace" bas& on a unified and democratic European economic and politicai system. 

This vision included Germany. American policy therefore originally rejected a harsh peace 

advocating German partition, excessive boundary changes, severe industrial restrictions and 

heavy reparations. Early reports viewed German disarmament from a perspective of efficiency. 

Although demanding the complete demobilization of the Gemian arrned forces for a considerable 

p e n d  after the Nazi surrender and the termination of German armaments production, the 

Amencans desired a positive postwar role for Germany and especially German industry. 
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Morgenthau helped foment a shortlived change in the direction of postwar policy by the 

middle of 1944 that surprisingly influenced the basis of the military's civil-military policy 

through JCS 1067 during the initial postwar period. Morgenthau rejected the cornplex and 

potentially expensive postwar conceptions developed by the various groups charged with the 

construction of such a policy. Morgenthau believed that only the total elidnation of German 

industry promised to permanently solve the "Ge- pmblern" without significant longterm 

American supervision. The level of reparations envisioned would also speed European recovery . 

Controlling a future German ability to produce armaments for irredentist purposes, in 

Morgenthau's mind, rneant the total extinction of a German military potential through total 

deindustrialization. Deindustrialization contained a secondary benefit in that it in theory 

prornised to solve Gemwy's most pressing problem by refocusing al1 energies on agricultural 

production. Considering the h o m  inflicted by Nazi Germany on the rest of Europe. 

Morgenthau's erasure of German industry also contained an element of justice lacking in 

previous proposais . 
Arnerican policymakers rejecred the pastoralization of Germany proposed in the 

Morgenthau Plan. Wolfgang Krieger demonstrates that total deindustrialization seemed 

irnpractical and potentially dangerous in the min& of the State Deparûnent and American 

military. The swift rejection of pastoralization did not however immediateiy imply a policy of 

German rehabilitation and total demilitarization remained an important component of the policy 

written afier the Allied victory in Normandy in early September 1944. 

Even the relatively moderate JCS 1067 proved difficult to execute in a postwar Germany 

reeling from the destruction of the Second World War. The visibly shattered state of Germany 

in 1945 required a host of Amencan relief measures in order io protect American soldiers frorn 

disease and chaos. The Americans rejected the mass starvation implicit in Morgenthau's concept 

of pastoralization. The flood of German refugees from eastem Europe exasperated the problem 

of insufficient food production and worsened the already lamentable housing shortage. The 

shattered state of the German communications and transportation infiastrucmre m a t  severe 

bottlenecks that inhibited production for exports and food distribution. The repair of the German 



infrastructure demandai the cooperation of industry to both supply the necessary building 

materiaIs and create a surplus to enable the importation of food through trade. Clay and the 

military government therefore accepteci the need to support and encourage German 

industrialization. By 1946 Germany achieved higher Ievels of production in certain important 

areas than achieved under the Nazi governent prior to the Second World War. The increasing 

Ievels of synthetic nitrogen production for fertilizet, a substance specified for elimination owing 

to its importance for nitroglycerine, highlights the American cornmitment to reconstruction rather 

than dernolition. The Gennans continued to produce explosives for coal extraction. 

But West Germany did not again produce armaments until Iater in its history. The 

Americans carried out a Iimited demilitarization program in relation to the visible armament 

sectors of Ge- industry that destroyed or reconverted military installations such as the 

munitions plants at Stadtallendorf. This program did not eIùninate or even substantially decrease 

Germany's potential to produce armanients. Contemporary econornic historians such as Alan 

S. Milward demonstrate that the postwar decline in German industrial productivity stemmed from 

bottIenecks brought by controlled output in certain sectors and more importantly through 

infiastructural destruction. Industrial capacity remaineci largely underutilized. The utilization 

of Germany's industrial potential for armaments production resumed during the Korean war. 

One of the [Gerrnan] export sectors which grew most rapidly in importance compared to the 
prewar period was rnachinery and it was precisely in that sector that West European demand had 
the greatest influence in the initial boom ... Machinery exports have been divided into three 
categories. One is rnetal-working rnachinery, such as lathes, machine-tools, rolling-mil1 
equipment and foundry and steel-making equipment, which was of particular importance to the 
rearmament programme which began with the outbreak of the Korean war.' 

Germany produced the capital equipment newsary for amiaments production. 

Understanding the German industrial success story of the postwa. is impossibIe if 

historians remain bound to a restrictive definition of demilitarization or a largely incorrect 

perception of the wartime destruction of German industry. The Gexman military historians such 

as Gerd Meyer who argue that Germany experienced total demilitarization misunderstand the 

Amencan industrial policy in Germany. Milward points out that the "mere fact that by the 

1970s the Federal Republic became, albeit briefly, the world's greatest exporter of rnanufactured 

goods is surely the best r w o n  for looking at the issues in this wayn.* 



The roots of the West German military also penetrated the immediate postwar period. 

The American exploitation of Wehrmacht expertise and knowledge for its own purposs allowed 

German generais to continue work in a marginal rnilitary capacity. The Gehlen organization in 

particular offered West Gennany an established intelligence network with close ties to the United 

States. The American expansion of German police organizations also offered the Iower ranks 

of the Wehrmacht employment in a manner sirnilar to that in post-1918 Gennany. The 

establishment of German police forces and the Dienstgruppen allowed Gerrnans in the American 

zone a measure of conuol over domestic security and set the stage for more formal cooperation 

in NATO. 

The United States did not embark on a transfonned German industrial policy or sponsor 

the positive treatment of Gerrnan POWs exclusiveIy for the sake of postwar security against the 

Soviet Union or for exploitive reasons. The American resurrection of Ge- industry in 

particular did not initidly represent anything but a preoccupation with efficient civil-military 

policy. Strains in the postwar alliance with the Soviet Union however forced signifiant 

alterations to the American perceptions concerning postwar unanimity and Germany's role. The 

divergent aims of the Soviet Union and United States became painfully obvious during Soviet 

attempts at installing numerous Puppet governments throughout eastern Europe and in the Soviet 

zone of occupation. The Arnerican military government advocated maintaining the integrity of 

Germany in order to ease the postwar dificulties of agricuiturd production and enable the 

reestablishment of domestic commerce. The Soviet practice of consolidating its politicai 

stranglehold throughout eastem Europe using a series of fiaudulent Communist "elections" 

further eroded trust in the usefulness of postwar Allied cooperation. Additional Soviet efforts 

at isolating eastem Germany, in addition to a lack of British and French economic cooperation. 

severely limited American ability to repair the destroyed Gennan infiastructure of their zone and 

jeopardized the bais of American policy. The Arnericans therefore viewed Germany as a 

unified structure with south German dependence on the heavy industries of the Ruhr. The need 

for inter-Allied cooperation led to a senes of American overtures for Gennan unity which later 

resulted in the Stuttgart speech of 1946 and ultirnately in bizonai fusion. Soviet actions in 
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particular conflicteci with Americaa policy. 

It must lady be emphasized that there is no appreciable distinction between military and 

civilian production in the era of total war. The modern capitalist phenornenon is the beginning 

of a rnilitary potential. These thoughts drove the early Amencan policies in occupied G e r m y  . 

The eroding East-West relationship forced the funher revision of initial postwar conceptions. 

The American struggle with the Soviet Union invalidated the importance of solving the "German 

problemw and the Americans instead pushed the absorbtion of Germany into the West. The 

Americans pIaced Germany on the path towards economic rehabilitation by 1947 and the 

eventuai reconstruction of a German rnilitary. Even minimal deindustrialization for the sake 

of demilitarization quickly evaporated after 1945. German industry revived to manufacture 

weapons for western secuity and then participated directly in NATO. 
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